
SC sends Bilkis rapists back to jail
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In a massive setback to the
Gujarat Government, the

Supreme Court on Monday
quashed the remission it had
granted to 11 convicts in the
high-profile gang-rape case of
Bilkis Bano and the killing of
her seven family members,
while slamming the state for
being “complicit” with an
accused and abusing its
discretion. It ordered all the
convicts, who were released
prematurely on Independence
Day in 2022, to be sent back
to jail within two weeks.
Excoriating the Gujarat
Government, the apex court
said it “usurped” the power of
the Maharashtra Government
to grant remission to the
convicts.
It held as nullity the May 13,
2022 judgment of another
bench of the apex court,
which had directed the
Gujarat Government to
consider the remission
applications of the 11 convicts
in the case, saying it was
obtained by “playing fraud on
court”.
“This is a classic case where
the order of this court dated
May 13, 2022, has been used
for violating the rule of law
while passing orders of
remission in favour of
respondent nos 3 to 13
(convicts) in the absence of
any jurisdiction by the State of
Gujarat. Therefore, without
going into the manner in
which the power of remission
has been exercised, we strike

down the orders of remission
on the ground of usurpation
of powers by the State of
Gujarat not vested in it. The
orders of remission are hence
quashed,” a bench of Justices
BV Nagarathna and Ujjal
Bhuyan said.
It asked whether “heinous
crimes against women permit
remission” irrespective of the
faith she may follow or creed
she may belong to. 
Bilkis Bano was 21 years old
and five months pregnant
when she was raped while
fleeing the horror of the
communal riots that broke
out after the Godhra train
burning incident in February
2002. Her three-year-old
daughter was among the
seven family members killed.
In its 251-page judgment, the
Supreme Court said the

Gujarat Government had no
jurisdiction to entertain the
applications for remission of
sentences and only the
government of the State
where the offenders were
sentenced was competent to
consider an application for
remission and pass an order.
“Government of State of
Gujarat (respondent No. 1
herein) had no jurisdiction to
entertain the applications for
remission or pass the orders
of remission on August 10,
2022 in favour of respondent
No. 3 to 13 (convicts) herein
as it was not the appropriate
government within the
meaning of sub-section (7) of
Section 432 of the CrPC,” the
bench said.
The Supreme Court said just
as an order passed by a court
without jurisdiction is a

nullity, in the same vein, an
order passed or action taken
by an authority lacking in
jurisdiction is a nullity and is
non est (does not exist) in the
eye of law. 
“On that short ground alone
the orders of remission have
to be quashed. This aspect of
competency of the
Government of State of
Gujarat to pass the impugned
orders of remission goes to
the root of the matter and the
impugned orders of remission
are lacking in competency
and hence a nullity. The writ
petition filed by the victim
would have to succeed on
this reasoning,” the bench
said.
The top court said if the
Gujarat Government really
had in mind the provisions of
law and had adhered to the

rule of law, it would have
filed a review petition against
the May 13, 2022 judgment
of another bench of the apex
court by contending that it
was not the appropriate
government.
While holding as nullity the
May 13, 2022 judgment of
the apex court, which had
directed the Gujarat
Government to consider the
remission applications of the
11 convicts, the Supreme
Court said on Monday it was
obtained by “playing fraud
on court”.
In its previous verdict, a
bench comprising Justices
Ajay Rastogi (now retired)
and Vikram Nath had asked
the Gujarat Government to
consider the plea of convict
Radheshyam Shah for
premature release in terms of
its remission policy of July 9,
1992, holding that the
Government of the State
where the offence had taken
place has the jurisdiction to
decide the application.
On Monday, the top court
noted that Shah had initially
approached the Gujarat High
Court in 2019 for a direction
to consider his application
for remission.
“By order dated July 17, 2019
the High Court disposed of
Criminal Application by
observing that he should
approach the appropriate
Government being the State
of Maharashtra. His second
such application before the
Gujarat High Court was also
dismissed in 2020,” it said.
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In the midst of an
escalating dispute

between India and the
Maldives, the hashtag
#BoycottMaldives gained
traction on social media as
Indian tourists began
canceling their scheduled
vacations to the island
nation. The travel agency
firm EaseMyTrip has
suspended all flight
bookings to the Maldives on
its website, while the
Confederation of All India
Traders has urged traders
and exporters to refrain
from conducting business
dealings with the Maldives.
The Indian Association of
Tour Operators predicts that
the repercussions of recent
events and the call for a
boycott will become
apparent within the next 20-
25 days. Meanwhile,
MakeMyTrip announced on
Monday that it has observed
a 3,400 per cent increase in
on-platform searches for
Lakshadweep ever since
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s visit to the islands.
In a series of posts on the
social media platform X,
EaseMyTrip CEO Nishant
Pitti said, “The water and
beaches of Lakshadweep are
as good as those in
Maldives/Seychelles. We, at
@EaseMyTrip, will come up

with crasy special offers to
promote this pristine
destination that our PM
@narendramodi has
recently visited!”
The EaseMyTrip CEO also
urged travellers “to discover
the enchanting beauty of
Ayodhya and the pristine
allure of Lakshadweep” and
encouraged them to “say no
to Maldives bookings and
explore the wonders of
Ayodhya and Lakshadweep”.
Indian tourists constituted
the highest number of
visitors to the Maldives until
December 2023, according
to data from the country’s
tourism ministry. Out of the
total 17.57 lakh tourists who
travelled to the island
nation, India had the
highest share in terms of the
number of visitors at
2,09,198 lakh, followed by
Russia (2,09,146) and China
(1,87,118). The number was
more than 2.4 lakh in 2022,
while over 2.11 lakh Indians
flew to the Maldives in

2021. The Maldives was also
one of the few countries
open for international
tourists during the
pandemic, and nearly
63,000 Indians visited the
country in that period. 
In 2018, India was the fifth-
largest source of tourist
arrivals in the Maldives,
with 90,474 visitors. In
2019, India reached the
second spot with nearly
double the number
(1,66,030).
The Indian Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) has urged
all tour and flight operators to
boycott the Maldives and
redirect their focus to the
Lakshadweep and Andaman
Islands. Additionally, the ICC
has called upon the Federation
of Hotel & Restaurant
Associations of India and the
Hotel Association of India to
explore investment
opportunities in the
Lakshadweep Islands,
promising better returns
compared to the Maldives.

Maldives loses traction,
tourists head to Lakshadweep
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Monday said

that an empowered India
would be ensured when the
poor, farmers, women, and
youth are empowered.
Noting that his government
has made all-round efforts to
alleviate the difficulties of
farmers, and beneficiaries
has received �30,000 crore
under the PM Kisan
Samman Nidhi, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
mentioned that the
governments in the past had
a “narrow ambit” regarding
issues linked to farmers. 
The Prime Minister
highlighted that Toor or
Arhar dal farmers can now
sell their produce directly to
the government online,
ensuring purchases at MSP
and better prices in the
market. The scope of this
scheme will be extended to
other pulses as well, he
added. “Our effort is to make
the money we send abroad to
buy pulses available to the
farmers of the country,” said
the Prime Minister.
Addressing the Viksit Bharat
Sankalp Yatra (VBSY) via
video conferencing, Modi
said the biggest objective of
the Yatra is to ensure that no
rightful beneficiary of
government schemes is left

out. Thousands of Viksit
Bharat Sankalp Yatra
beneficiaries from across the
country, along with Union
Ministers, MPs, MLAs, and
local-level representatives,
joined the event.
Prime Minister Modi noted
that the Viksit Bharat Sankalp
Yatra recently completed 50
days and has connected with
about 11 crore people. “Vikas
Bharat Sankalp Yatra has
become not only the
Government’s journey but
also the country’s journey,” he
said. The Prime Minister
mentioned, “Modi Ki
Guarantee ki Gadi is reaching
every nook and corner of the
country. The poor, who spent
their lives waiting to benefit
from government schemes,
are experiencing meaningful

change today. The
Government is reaching the
doorsteps of the beneficiaries
and proactively providing
benefits. Along with Modi Ki
Guarantee ki Gadi,
government offices and
people’s representatives are
reaching the people.” 
Referring to the buss about
“Modi ki guarantee,” the
Prime Minister emphasised
the mission-mode approach
to cover beneficiaries and
highlighted the link between
the resolution of “Viksit
Bharat” (developed Bharat)
and the saturation of scheme
coverage. 
Earlier, Modi interacted with
beneficiaries of Viksit Bharat
Sankalp Yatra via video
conferencing, where they
praised government

initiatives. Prime Minister
Modi highlighted the
enduring struggles of the
poor, youth, women, and
farmers over many
generations. “Our
government aims to spare
present and future
generations from the
hardships endured by earlier
ones. We aspire to liberate a
significant portion of the
population from the daily
struggles for basic needs,’
Modi said.
“For us, the empowerment of
the poor, farmers, women,
and youth is paramount.
These are the four primary
pillars of our nation. When
these segments are
empowered, the country will
become stronger,” he said. 
Since the Yatra began, we

have received 12 lakh new
applications for Ujjwala
connections, along with
numerous applications for
Suraksha Bima Yojana,
Jeevan Jyoti Yojana, and PM
SVANidhi, Modi reported.
Highlighting the Yatra’s
impact, the Prime Minister
mentioned health checkups
for over two crore people,
including one crore TB
checkups and 22 lakh sickle
cell checkups. Doctors are
reaching the doorsteps of the
poor, Dalits, deprived, and
tribals, overcoming
challenges faced by previous
governments, Modi said.
He emphasised Ayushman
Yojna, providing �5 lakh
health insurance, free
dialysis, and low-cost
medicines at Jan Aushadhi
Kendras. “Ayushman
Aarogya Mandirs across the
country have become
significant health centres for
villages and the poor.”
Modi underscored the
government’s impact on
women empowerment,
citing loans through the
Mudra Yojna, women
serving as Bank Mitras,
Pashu Sakhis, and Asha
workers. Over the last
decade, 10 crore women have
joined self-help groups,
receiving over �7.5 lakh
crore. As a result, many
sisters have become
‘Lakhpati Didis.’
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Amassive fraud is
underway through social

media, aiming to deceive
gullible Indians of their hard-
earned savings. The modus
operandi of these fly-by-night
operators is to exploit the
words of industrialist Ratan
Tata and corporate wizards
NR Narayana Murthy and
Nandan Nilekani, who are
allegedly endorsing a business
proposal by a company called
BTC Ai Evex. This company
claims to be an automated
trading platform aimed at
improving the lives of regular
Indians.
Vijay Mohan Valiathan, a
leading chartered accountant
in Kerala, told The Pioneer
that the entire operation reeks
of a major financial scam and
deceit.
The company, BTC Ai Evex,
in advertisements disguised
as news reports, quotes
Narayana Murthy addressing
an investors’ meeting (with
the date and place of the
meeting remaining a mystery)
and attributes to him the
statement: “BTC Ai Evex is
our brainchild, offering
substantial earning potential
for countless Indians.”
The advertisement,
presenting itself as a news
report, claims that the

publication featuring the
news decided to revisit a few
details related to investing on
Narayana Murthy’s platform
and contacted the
entrepreneur on the same day.
The dubious report posted on
the portal of a leading
newspaper based in New
Delhi states, “Before doing so,
we agreed that we were
entitled to publish an
interview for our publication.
So now readers can listen to
our call with exclusive
information.”
“We began creating an
account on the official BTC
Ai Evex website. The process,
taking a mere 90 seconds,
revealed a reduced minimum
deposit, confirming Murthy’s
claims. With �21,000
deposited, our video operator
Rahul Kumar was promptly
assigned a personal manager
who provided insights, even
during the late evening hours.
“The following day witnessed
a surge in our balance to
�32,385, a revelation that left
our team astounded.
Engaging our personal

manager, we delved into
understanding BTC Ai Evex
operations. Bolstered by this
confidence, we tested the
platform’s withdrawal
process, successfully
transferring funds to our
video operator Rahul
Kumar’s bank account within
minutes. The statement of
accounts issued by the public
sector Bank of India has been
posted to substantiate their
claim.
“Our internal investigation
unequivocally affirms BTC
Ai Evex authenticity. Without
any prior trading experience,
our team effortlessly accrued
�23,886 in three days,” claims
the so-called news report. 
“Key advantages include
accessibility, simplicity,
responsive client support,
minimal risk, and
unwavering trustworthiness,”
claims the so-called news
report.
Two questions remain
unanswered. If individuals of
the calibre of Ratan Tata,
Narayana Murthy, and Nandan
Nilekani were to make claims
like this, it would make national
headlines, but no mainstream
media has carried the claims by
these celebrities. Similarly, any
system developed by Infosys
that could make people rich
overnight would have made
national headlines. 
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Nitish Kumar-led JD(U),
the major stakeholder of

the INDIA bloc, threw a span-
ner into the ongoing process of
talks over seat sharing between
the Congress and other con-
stituents of the coalition on
Monday.
The allocation of seats has
become pivotal for the
Congress after the recent set-
back in the Assembly polls
when the party had planned to
flex its muscles but had to set-
tle with only one spectacular
win in Telangana. Major stake-
holders like TMC, Uddhav
Thackeray-led Shiv Sena, and
now the JD(U-RJD combine
have asserted their intention to
contest on more seats.

Simultaneously, JD(U) has also
questioned why the Congress is
organising a Yatra of its own
instead of turning it into a show
of strength by the entire
Opposition. The remark refers
to Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi’s Bharat Jodo Nyay
Yatra scheduled to be under-
taken from January 14 to
March 20.
Senior JD(U) leader and party
spokesman KC Tyagi said that
the Congress should focus
where it is strong and should
not press for States like Bihar
where JD(U) and RJD are
strong. Congress is part of an
alliance with JD(U), RJD, and
left parties in the Nitish Kumar-
led Government in Bihar.
It is allright for Congress to
desire to contest on more seats
where they are strong, but it is

completely impractical if they
demand more seats in States
where they are not in a power-
ful position,” Tyagi said.
He mentioned that both the
ruling alliance partners —
JD(U and RJD — are strong
and in a position to counter the
BJP in Bihar, hence there will
be no compromise on this.
Nitish, who has been aiming to
be the convener of the bloc,
axed his trusted man Lalan
Singh from the post of the
party’s presidentship last week.
The former is believed to be
annoyed with the latter’s grow-
ing proximity to RJD and
Congress. Nitish was also dis-
pleased when, in the last
INDIA bloc meeting, Congress
president Mallikarjun Kharge
became a talking point for the
Prime Ministerial candidate.

In fact, Nitish had walked out
from the NDA and was instru-
mental in forming the
Opposition coalition with high

ambitions to be the PM candi-
date against the BJP led by PM
Narendra Modi.
JD(U) also expressed displea-

sure at the delay by Congress in
appointing a convener for the
INDIA bloc.
Tyagi said that Kharge’s
announcement that the INDIA
alliance would meet in “10 to
15 days” to decide appoint-
ments to key posts has not
“been well-received” by the
party. He noted that the INDIA
bloc is “running out of time
and ideas” to counter the BJP.
Tyagi emphasised that while
the BJP has gained an advan-
tage over the Opposition with
a significant build-up for the
Ram Temple inauguration, the
Opposition also needs to pre-
sent a compelling counter-nar-
rative, especially regarding the
demand for a caste census and
other issues.
In preparation for the 2024 Lok
Sabha election, Congress has

initiated seat-sharing talks in
some States with like-minded
parties within the INDIA bloc.
Sources indicate that senior
leaders of the party have been
instructed to engage with lead-
ers from other alliance parties,
and talks with some parties
have already commenced 
The Congress National
Alliance Committee discussed
the seat-sharing formula for
Bihar with RJD Rajya Sabha
MP Manoj Jha on Sunday. The
meeting took place at the res-
idence of Congress leader and
convener of the Congress
National Alliance Committee,
Mukul Wasnik, in the nation-
al capital. NAC members
Ashok Gehlot and Salman
Khurshid were also present.
Additionally, Congress leaders
held a meeting with func-

tionaries of the JMM’s Odisha
unit to discuss the sharing of
seats for the Lok Sabha elec-
tions and Assembly polls,
which are being held simulta-
neously in the state.
Sources indicate that this was
the preliminary round of meet-
ings, involving an exchange of
views on the strengths and
weaknesses of both parties, as
well as major stakeholders like
JD(U and other INDIA bloc
partners in the State. “It was a
meeting between the Congress
and RJD, and similar separate
meetings will be held between
the Congress and JD(U and
Left partners. Reaching a con-
sensus on such aspects takes
time as it is a tedious process
considering the minutest of
electoral factors,” explained a
Congress office bearer.

Empowering poor, women must for a strong India: PM
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It is notified for the information 

that my original qualifying 

examination of 10th class 

examination of year 2017 Roll No. 

6514048 Mount Carmel School 

Mehtiana Hoshiarpur. Issued by 

ICSE Board has been actually lost. 

Name Prabjot Singh S/o Harpal 

Singh R/o VPO Dihana, Tehsil 

Garhshankar Distt. Hoshiarpur 

Punjab. 

I, Santosh Kumari W/o sh. 

Rohtas Kumar R/o House No. 

4849,   Sec-38, Chandigarh declare 

that my son Ajay is out of my 

control.  So, I disowned him from 

my moveable and immovable 

properties. Any body deels with him 

at their on risk. 

I, Kamlesh Verma, W/o Kishor 

Verma, R/o House no. 162, Ganga 

Enclave, Near Bhola Dharam 

Kanta, Sector 13-17, Huda, 

Panipat, declare that in my  10th 

class Mark Sheet entered my name 

is Kamlesh. But in all my other 

documents my name is Kamlesh 

Verma.  Kamlesh and Kamlesh 

Verma both are my names. All 

concerned should note. 

I, Kishor Verma, S/o Ishwar 

Chand, R/o House no. 162, Barsat 

Road, Sector 13-17, Huda, Panipat, 

declare that in my 10th class Mark 

Sheet entered my name is Kishore 

Kumar. But in all my other 

documents my name is Kishor 

Verma.  Kishor Verma and Kishore 

Kumar both are my names. All 

concerned should note. 

I, Seema Bhadouria w/o 

Jogendr Singh r/o H.No. E-3, 

Behind Road Bhagat Singh Gird, 

PO Gwalior Residency Distt 

Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh) PIN-

474005 declare that in my 

husband’s Army service Record, 

my name wrongly written as Seema 

Devi. My correct name is Seema 

Bhadouria . Vide affidavit NO. 

RD0010878052 Dated 08.01.2024 

Before Notary Public, Gurdaspur 

(PB) 

I, Parshan Kaur W/o Late 

Bhupinder Singh R/o #3570, Sector 

46-C, Chandiagarh hereby declare 

that my son Maninder Singh & His 

wife Manasween Pathak Both are 

out of my control & I disown them 

from all my moveable and 

immoveable properties. Anybody 

dealing with them shall do at their 

own risk and responsibility. 

I, Harpal Singh Sidhu S/o 

Jangir Singh Resident of Village 

Hari Ke Kalan, District Sri Muktsar 

Sahib, Pin Code 152025, Punjab, 

India Declare That my daughter 

Gurpreet Kaur Sidhu holder of 

Indian Passport No. $5874942, 

Issued at Vancouver on 16-05-

2018, permanent resident of Vpo 

Hari Ke Kalan, Distt. Muktsar, 

Punjab, India and presently residing 

at 9076,147 Street, Surrey, BC, 

Canada V3R 3V7 do hereby 

change her name from Gurpreet 

Kaur Sidhu to Gurpreet Singh Sidhu 

with immediate effect. 

We, Kuldeep Chand Joshi 

S/o Sh. Charanji Lal and Rajwinder 

Joshi W/o Sh. Kuldeep Chand 

Joshi R/o House No. 2469, Mata 

Rani Mohalla, Ward No. 4, 

Rupnagar declare that our adopted 

daughter Jyoti Rani is out of our 

control. We debar her from our all 

moveable / immoveable properties. 

Anybody dealing with her will do so 

at his/her own risk and 

responsibility. 

I, Veena Sharma W/o Late Sh. 

Jyoti Parkash Sharma R/o H.No. 

1439-B, Sector-61, Chandigarh 

declare that my Daughter-in-law 

Mrs. Anu Sharma, Grandson Rahul 

Sharma and Granddaughter Preeti 

Sharma all are out of my control. 

So, I disowned them from my 

moveable and immovable 

properties. Anyone contact them  at 

their on risk. 

We, Sant Lal S/o Chattar 

Singh & Anita W/o Sant Lal R/o H. 

No. 1098, Sector 16/17, Hisar 

(Haryana), declare that our son 

Anoop Singh and his wife Deepika 

are not right towards us and they 

are out of our control. We evicted 

our son Anoop Singh and his wife 

Deepika from our movable-

immovable property. If anyone 

dealing with my son Anoop Singh 

and his wife Deepika will be self-

responsible. We and our family are 

not responsible for that. 

I Mamta Devi Is Legally 

Wedded Spouse Of No.15708230f, 

Nk Ramu Chauhan R/O Village  

Dhanewa, Tehsil Madhuban, Distt 

Mau (Up) Declare That In My 

Husband Service Record My Dob Is 

Wrongly Recorded As 10.10.1989. 

My Correct Dob Is 10.12.1989. 

I No.15501710y Ld Dharmpal 

S/O Balbir Singh Serving In Unit 15 

Armd Regt C/O 56 Apo Bathinda 

Military Station, Bathinda Declare 

That In My Army Record My Mother 

Name Is Wrongly Recorded As 

Naraini Devi. Her Correct Name Is 

Narayani Devi. 

I, Priti Dob 02-02-

1992(Existing Name And Dob In 

The Service Documents Of My 

Father), Daughter Of No   

13678771y Ex Nk Anup Singh 

Resident Of Village Jharoth Tehsil 

Kharkhoda District Sonipat 

(Haryana) Have Changed My 

Name And Dob From Priti Dob 02-

02-1992 To Preeti Dob 12-02-1992 

(Existing In My Civil Documents) 

Vide Affidavit Dated 08-01-2024 At 

District Court Sonipat (Haryana). 

I, Parmila Devi (Existing 

Name In The Service Documents 

Of My Husband) Wife Of No 

13743714-N Ex Hony Nb Sub 

Ram Chander Resident Of Village 

Nahra Tehsil Kharkhoda District 

Sonipat (Haryana) Presently 

Residing At House No 164a Gali 

No 3b Basti Bankner Main Lampur 

Road Bankner Narela Delhi -

110040 Have Changed My Name 

From Parmila Devi To Promila 

Devi (Existing In My Civil 

Documents) Vide Affidavit Dated 

08-01-2024 At District Court 

Sonipat (Haryana). 

I, Fateh Singh S/o Sh. Isham 

Singh R/o Village Koer, Sub Tehsil 

Nigdhu, District Karnal declare that 

my son Rakesh Kumar is out of my 

control. I disown him from my 

movable and immovable property. 

He will be responsible for his 

transactions, good or bad, legal 

and illegal activities. 

I, Karam Bir S/o Ram 

Chander R/o Gali No. 9, Shashtri 

Nagar, Karnal declare that my 

name in my Aadhaar is Karambir 

and my father's name is 

Ramchandra is written and in 

other documents my name is 

Karam Bir and my father's name is 

written as Ram Chander. I have 

changed my name from Karambir 

to Karam Bir. My father's name is 

Ram Chander should be read and 

understood. 

I Kavitha R is spouse of No 

15329091H Hav Ramu V 

presently Unit 22 Engr Regt C/O 

56 APO Ferozepur Resident at 6th 

Cross 2nd Main Road, 

Gowthamapuram Ulsoor 

Bangalore North District . 

Bangalore (Karnataka)-560008 

have change my name in all 

documents from K Kavitha to 

Kavitha R. Vide Affidavit Dated 06 

January 2024 before at Notary 

Ferozepur. 

I, Shanti Devi, Spouse Of 

No. 4083690k  Hav, Kedar Singh 

Bisht, Unit 21 Garh Rif Coy-A, 

Residing At Village And Post Suya, 

Tehsil Tharali, District Chamoli, 

State Uttrakhand, Pin 246427, 

Have Changed My Name From 

Shanti Bisht To Shanti Devi Vide 

Affidavit Dated 08 January 2024 

Before At Notary Ferozepur.  

It is notified that the original 

10th certificate of ICSE board 

session 2000,index no T/928/021 

and 10+2 CBSE board session 

2002 roll no 2238307 has been 

lost in rajpura on 16/10/2023,if 

anybody found please inform this 

number 9880937934. Kirti Dharan 

s/o Elangithara Narayanan Shashi 

Dharan Psoc Kheri Gandian Distt 

Patiala. 

I, Narmada Devi Gurung is 

Mother of No-JC 343389L Rank-

Sub Dhan Bahadur Gurung 

permanent Address Village 

Raiwala Post- Raiwala,Dist 

Dehradun, Tehsil Reshikesh, State 

Uttarakhand, Pin 249205 declare 

that I have changed my name from 

Narmada Gurung to Narmada 

Devi Gurung and Also change my 

Date of birth from 12/12/1956 to 

15/08/1956. Vide Affidavit No-JD 

0032618631, Dated-08/01/24 

I, Amita Is legally wedded 

Spouse of Army No 14689616N 

Rank Nk Pardeep Kumar 

Permanent Address-Village- 

Amboli Post/ Teh- Salhawas Distt 

Jhajjar, State Haryana, Pin- 

124146 declare that I have 

changed my Date of birth From 

05/07/1988 to 12/05/1988.Vide 

Affidavit No JD 0032618628, 

Dated- 08/01/24 

I, Neeta is legally wedded 

Spouse of Army No- 15565826W 

Rank- Hav Chavan S H 

Permanent Address Village -

Dharpudi Post- Dharpudi, Distt- 

Satara, Tehsil- Khatav State - 

Maharashtra PinCode -415505 

have changed my name from 

Neeta to Nita Satish Chavan. Vide 

Affidavit No-JD 0032618501, 

Dated- 08/01/24 

म� गुरजंट िसंह पु� जोिगं
 िसंह 

िनवासी बीरेवाला डोगरा, तहसील 

बुढलाडा, िजला मानसा अपनी प�ी 

रमनदीप कौर से अपना स�� िव ेद 

करता !ं। भिव$ म% उससे लेन-देन करने 

वाला 'यं िज)ेवार होगें। मेरी कोई 

िज)ेवारी नही ंहोगी। 

I, Dalvir Kumar S/o Ajit Ram 

R/o Village Mehna PO Bassi Kalan 

Distt. Hoshiarpur Punjab Declare 

that Dalvir Kumar and Dalvir Singh 

is one and the same person. 

Concerned note. 

I, Mr. Kashish S/o Ram 

Lubhaya R/o Ward No. 18, Village 

& PO Purhiran Tehsil & Distt. 

Hoshiarpur Punjab have changed 

my name from Kashish to Kashish 

Singh. Concerned note.  

I, Mr. Manpreet S/o Subhash 

Chander R/o Village Kadiana, PO 

Adampur Doaba, Distt. Jalandhar 

144102 Punjab have changed my 

name from Manpreet to Manpreet 

Singh. Concerned note. 

I, Manohar Lal Muradia S/o 

Sh. Gurmukh Dass R/o H No. 395, 

Sector 20-A, Chandigarh have 

changed my name from Manohar 

Lal Muradia to Manohar Lal. For all 

purposes. 

I Harjeet Singh s/o Balbir 

Singh r/o h.no 1 Sawan park near 

Guru Dwara panipat declare 

change my name from Harjeet 

vohra to Harjeet Singh and in 

future my name is Harjeet Singh. 

I, Sheela Devi w/o Ranbir 

Singh r/o #13, Near Chopal, Jatol, 

Panipat have changed my name 

from Shila to Sheela Devi. In future 

I should be known as Sheela Devi. 

I, Manjit Kaur W/o Gurdev 

Ram R/o #59, Near ITI, Indra 

Garden, Yamunanagar, Tehsil-

Jagadhri, Distt.Yamunanagar have 

changed my name from Manjeet 

Kaur to Manjit Kaur. 

I, Ankush Saini S/o Sh. 

Mohan Lal R/o Village Jhinwarheri, 

P.O. Hassanpur, Tehsil Thanesar 

District Kurukshetra have changed 

my name from Ankush to Ankush 

Saini. In future, I should be known 

as Ankush Saini. Note all 

concerns. 

I, Birkha Ram S/o Prithvi 

Ram R/o H.No. 205, Sector-7, 

Kurukshetra declares that my 

name was written as Birkha Ram 

Saini in my first passport. Now I 

have changed my name from 

Birkha Ram Saini to Birkha Ram. 

In future, I should be known as 

Birkha Ram. 

I, Salochna W/o Jai Singh 

R/o Village Sudhail, PO Khera, 

Tehsil Jagadhri, Distt Yamuna 

Nagar have changed my name 

from Salochna to Salochana Devi. 

I, Mumuksh  S/o Sandeep 

Kumar  R/o 272/14, Sunaro Wali 

Gali, Ashok Nagar Ganaur, Distt. 

Sonipat declare that I have 

changed my name from Mumuksh 

to Mumuksh Sharma, for all future 

purposes. 

I, Stuti  D/o Sandeep Kumar  

R/o 272/14, Sunaro Wali Gali, 

Ashok Nagar Ganaur, Distt. 

Sonipat declare that I have 

changed my name from Stuti to 

Stuti Sharma, for all future 

purposes. 

I, Sharad Kant S/o Atam 

Parkash Virmani R/o 159/8, New 

Basant Vihar, Tehsil-Ganaur, 

Distt.Sonipat have changed my 

name from Sharad Kant to Sharad 

Kant Virmani. 

I, Jasbir Kaur Antal W/o Tara 

Singh Jhinjer Resident  554/4 Ekta 

Vihar Tripuri Town  Patiala  

Punjab-147004 ave changed my 

name from Jasbir Kaur Antal to 

Jasbir Kaur. 

I, Tara Singh Jhinjer S/o Sher 

Singh R/o 554/4 ekta vihar Tripuri 

Town Patiala, Punjab-147004 

have changed my name from Tara 

Singh Jhinjer to Tara Singh. 

It Is For General Information 

That I Amarpreet Singh Son Of 

Harjit Singh Residing At M 1302, 

The Palm Drive, Sector 66, 

Gurugram, Tehsil And District 

Gurugram- 122018, Haryana 

Declare That My Name Has Been 

Wrongly Written As S. Amarpreet 

Singh In My Daughter Kaynaat 

Anand ICSE Matriculation 

Certificate & School Records. The 

Actual Name Of Mine Is Amarpreet 

Singh Respectively, Which May 

Be Amended Accordingly.  

I, Rahul S/o Balwant 

#2559/3, Maloya Chandigarh have 

Changed my name to Rashmi 

perceiving myself as transgender 

Person. 

I, Dhanpati Devi  W/o Shri 

Chhattar Singh R/o House No. 

1779, Sector-4, Gurugram, 

declare that I have changed my 

name from Dhanpati Devi to 

Dhanpati. 

I Varinder S/O Munni Lal R/O 

H.No-105 Court Road, Panipat 

Bank Ambala City Have Changed 

My Name From Varinder Kumar To 

Varinder. 

I Ravi Kumar S/O Baldev 

Singh R/O Hno. 1, Hira Nagar, 

Ghel Road, Ambala City Distt. 

Ambala I Have Changed My Minor 

Son Name Hardik Singh Goel To 

Hardik Singh. 

I Sanchit Singh Goel S/O 

Ravi Kumar R/O Hno. 1, Hira 

Nagar , Ghel Road , Ambala City 

Distt. Ambala I Have Changed My 

Name Sanchit Singh. 

I Ranjeet Singh S/O Bhagat 

Singh R/O Village Jagoli Po 

Udaipur  Tehsil & Distt Ambala  

Have Changed My Name From 

Ranjit Singh To Ranjeet Singh. 

I Sukhwinder Singh  S/O  

Ranjeet Singh R/O Village Jagoli 

Po Udaipur  Tehsil & Distt Ambala  

Have Changed My Name From 

Sukhbinder Singh  Padval To 

Sukhwinder Singh. 

I, Priyanshu S/o Pawan 

Kanda R/o H.No.3628, 1, Gate 

Bhagtan Wala, Kalu Da Akhara, 

Amritsar, Punjab have changed 

my name from Priyanshu to 

Priyanshu Kanda.  

I Vaheguru Pal Singh S/O 

Kulwant Singh R/O Village 

Kharkan Tehsil Guhla Distt Kaithal 

(Haryana) have changed my Son's 

name from Gurlal Singh to Gurlal 

Singh Sandhu. 

I Vishal s/o Bijender house 

no. 1, Block-1 Biholi, Tehsil 

Samalkha District Panipat. I 

declared that I have change my 

name Vishal to Vishal Singh 

Ruhal. In future called me Vishal 

Singh Ruhal all concerned note 

please. 

I, Mandeep w/o Satbir Singh 

r/o Village Naushera PO Gahlari 

Tehsil Dinanagar Distt Gurdaspur 

have changed my name from 

Mandeep to Mandeep Kaur. 

Concerned note. 

I, Pawan Garg S/o Sriram 

R/o H.No. 325, Sector-15, Sonipat 

have changed my name to Pawan 

Kumar for all future purposes.  

I, Surinder Kumar S/o Sh. 

Thambu Ram R/o Village Padla, 

Tehsil & Distt. Kaithal (Haryana) 

declares that I have changed my 

name from Surinder Kumar to 

Surender Kumar. In future, I will 

be known by the name of 

Surender Kumar. All concerned 

please note.  

I  Kusum Lata Jaidka W/o 

Sukhdev Ram R/o # 1740, Sector- 

4, Panchkula, Haryana declare 

that I have changed my name 

from Kusam alias Kusam Lata 

Jaidka alias Kusum Jaidka to 

Kusum Lata Jaidka. 

I Sajitha W/o Bhim Singh R/o 

Village Lohgarh Pinjore Distt. 

Panchkula declare that my old 

name was Sajitha. C.V (Sajitha 

Chotta Singh Vasunthara Devi 

Amma. G)  now I have changed 

my name to Sajitha. 

I, Kulbir Kaur W/O Gurbir 

Singh R/O Vpo Warpal District 

Amritsar Have Changed My 

Daughter’s Name From Loveen 

Kaur Bal To Loveen Kaur 

I, Jasbir Kaur M/O 

No.2506439k Nk Varinder Singh 

R/O Vpo Chabhal Kalan Tehsil 

And District Tarn Taran Have 

Changed My Name From Jasbir 

Kour To Jasbir Kaur 

I Hitherto Known As Harpreet 

Singh Bhatti Son Of Major Singh 

Bhatti Residing At Vill.Nangal Po 

Dalam Tehsil Batala, Gurdaspur-

143511 Punjab Have Changed My 

Name And Shall Hereafter Be 

Known As Singh Harpreet. 

I, Rashmi Dhawan W/O 

Kamal Parmar R/O 369 

Sultanwind Road Abadi Mahant 

Lashaman Dasm Amritsar   Have 

Changed My Name From Rashmi 

Dhawan  To Rashmi 

Jyoti W/O Ashwani Kumar 

R/O Hno 181/1 Ward No 5 Raipur 

Satwari Jammu City Jammu And 

Kashmir   Have Changed My 

Name From Jyoti  To Mamta Rani 

I, Swinderjeet S/O Dena 

Nath R/O Village Mallian District 

Amritsar Have Changed My Name 

From Swinderjeet To Swinderjit 

I, S Raththika D/O Jc 

671389a, Sub Major R 

Subramanian 68-A, West Street 

Onamakulam Po Havelangal 

District Thoothukkudi Tamil Nadu-

628714 Have Changed My Name 

From S Raththika To S Raththika 

I, S Raj Kamal S/O Jc 

671389a, Sub Major R 

Subramanian 68-A, West Street 

Onamakulam Po Havelangal 

District Thoothukkudi Tamil Nadu-

628714 Have Changed My Name 

From Raj Kamal To S Raj Kamal 

I, Hitherto Known As Rakesh 

Kumar S/O Dawinder Kumar 

Residing At Ward No. 11, H No. 

235, Vijay Nagar, Amritsar, Punjab 

143001 Punjab Have Changed 

My Name And Shall Hereafter Be 

Known As Rakesh Mehra 

I, Hitherto Known As Sunil 

Kumar S/O Shiv Kumar Murarka 

Residing At 540 F/7, Kashmir 

Avenue, Opp. Gurudwara, 

Amritsar-I, Amritsar Punjab 

143001 Have Changed My Name 

And Shall Hereafter Be Known As 

Sunil Kumar Murarka. 

I Hitherto Known As 

Dharamvir S/O Balvir Ram, 

Residing At Vpo Randhawa 

Masandan, Jalandhar-144004, 

Punjab, India Have Changed My 

Name And Shall Hereafter Be 

Known As Mahi Dharamvir. 

I Rajinderpal Singh Son Of 

Resham Singh R/O Vpo. Rajoke 

Tehsil Patti Distt. Tarn Taran 

Punjab. Have Changed My Name 

To Rajinderpal Singh Bhullar. 

I Rajinderpal Singh Son Of 

Resham Singh R/O Vpo. Rajoke 

Tehsil Patti Distt. Tarn Taran 

Punjab. Have Changed My Minor 

Son Name Agamjot Singh To 

Agamjot Singh Bhullar. 

I, Money D/O Ramesh 

Kumar R/O H.No.219 New 

Golden Avenue Joura Phatak 

Amritsar Have Changed My Name 

From Money To Money Sehdev 

I, Hardeep Singh S/O 

Gurcharan Singh Chatha R/O 

H.No.3560, Dhab Wasti Ram 

Amritsar Have Changed My Name 

From Hardeep Singh To Hardeep 

Singh Chatha 

I, Kulwant Bhasain S/O Late 

Roshan Lal R/O H.No.311/11, 

Village Patti District Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name From Kulwant 

Bhasain To Kulwant Bhasin 

I, Kuldeep Singh S/O 

Gurdial Singh R/O 45, Ajit Nagar, 

Back Side Swarn Hotel 

Sultanwind Road, Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name From Kuldeep 

Singht To Kuldip Singh 

I, Pooja Wahdwa W/O 

Basant Wadhawa R/O H.No.S-

1/809, Rola Wali Katra Karam 

Singh, Amritsar Have Changed 

My Name From Pooja Wadhwa To 

Pooja. 

I, Rahul  Mahant S/o Gopal  

Krishan Mahant R/o VPO Kalyana 

Tehsil Shahbad Markanda District 

Kurukshetra, have changed my 

name Rahul to Rahul Mahant 

I,    Sukhvinder  Kaur W/o 

Gopal Krishan Mahant R/o VPO 

Kalyana Tehsil  Shahbad 

Markanda (Kurukshetra) have 

changed my name Sukhwinder 

Kaur to Sukhvinder Kaur. 

I,  Gopal Krishan Mahant S/o 

Surinder Kumar R/o VPO Kalyana 

Tehsil Shahbad Markanda distt 

kurukshetra have changed my 

name  Gopal Krishan to Gopal 

Krishan Mahant. 

I,  Anita Devi W/o Ramsharn 

R/o Near Ravi Dass VPO Barsana,  

Kaithal, Haryana, have changed 

my name Sunita Devi to Anita 

Devi. 

I, Monika W/o Vinod, 1648 

GBP Rosewood, Phase 2 

Gulabgarh, Mohali, have changed 

name to Monika Kaushal. 

I, Asha Rani, Village 

Mindhwan, Ropar, declare that 

Diksha is my minor daughter's 

name and her surname is Rani. 

I Anju Madaan W/O Rakesh 

Madaan R/O #1360-A, Near Ntc 

School, Rajpura, Tehsil Rajpura 

District Patiala Have Changed My 

Name From Anju To Anju Madaan. 

I Sharanjeet Kaur Address 

House No 1415/6 Phase 11, Pin 

Code 160062 Has Change My 

Name From Sharanjeet  Kaur To 

Sharnjeet Kaur. 

I Kamlesh Kumari W/O 

Rajesh Kumar R/O Vill. Karora, 

Teh. Pundri, Distt. Kaithal Declare 

That I Have Changed My Name 

From Kamlesh Kumari To Kamlesh 

Devi For All Future Purposes. 

I Manisha Rani W/O 

Harvinder Singh Village Aulakh Po 

Bhaowal The Anandpur Sahib Distt 

Rupnagar Have Changed My 

Name Manisha Rani To Manpreet 

Kaur 

I Daljeet Singh S/O Surjan 

Singh R/O Ward No.7, Village 

Kesri, Tehsil Saha, Distt Ambala 

Have Changed Name From 

Daljeet Singh To Daljit Singh 

I Rajpal S/O Fakir Chand R/O 

# 1739 Hargobindpura Colony 

Barara Tehsil Barara (Ambala)  

Haryana Has Changed My Name 

Rajpal To Rajpal Dhiman. 

I, Parveen S/O Bihari Lal 

Sehgal  Flat 402, B-Block, 

Springdale Towards -1,Vip-Road, 

Zirakpur Mohali,  Have Changed 

My Name From Parveen To 

Parveen Sehgal. 

I, Mukesh Kumar S/o Late 

Sh. Hans Raj Chhabra R/o H.No - 

40, Luxmi Nagar Near Sarojani 

Colony, Yamuna Nagar (Haryana) 

have changed my name from 

Mukesh kumar to Mukesh kumar 

Chhabra. 

I, Chander Parkash S/o Late 

Sh. Hans Raj Chhabra R/o H.No - 

40, Luxmi Nagar Near Sarojani 

Colony, Yamuna Nagar (Haryana) 

have changed my name from 

Chander Parkash to Chander 

Parkash Chhabra. 

I, Sukhwinder Singh S/o Sh 

Jatinder Singh resident of village 

Rattan pura, V. P.O. Pansra, Tehsil 

Jagadhri, District Yamunanagar,  I 

have changed my name from 

Sukhwinder to Sukhwinder Singh. 

All concerned please note. 

I, Usha Rani W/o Naresh 

Kumar R/o Village Dayalpur 

Postoffice Gurukul District 

Kurukshetra, have changed my 

name to Usha Batan. 

I, Sunita Rani W/o Karambir 

Singh R/o VPO Barwa, Tehsil 

Thanesar, District Kurukshetra, 

have changed my name from 

Sunita Devi to Sunita Rani. 

I, Sandeep S/o Ram Mehar 

R/o Village-Ghaso Khurd, Post 

Office-Ghaso Kalan, Tehsil-

Uchana, Distt.Jind have changed 

my name from Sandeep to 

Sandeep Damara. 

I, Pushiti Aggarwal D/o 

Sanjay Agarwal R/o 122-123, 

Urban Estate 2, Hisar, Haryana, 

125001 declare that I have 

changed my name from Pushiti 

Aggarwal to Pushti  Aggarwal   for 

all future purpose. 

I, Lovely Sharma S/o Sh. 

Rajender Sharma R/o House No. 

1023, Ward No. 16, Mahavir 

Colony, Teh. and Distt. Hisar, 

Haryana, declare that I have 

changed my name from Lovely 

Sharma to Lovely  for all future 

purpose. 

I, Jamod Nehaben Wife of 

No. 14871785W Rank SEP Name 

Mer Nitinkumar Rameshbhai R/o 

Vill. Khas, Teh. Ranpur, Distt. 

Batod, Gujrat-382255 have 

changed my name in my husband 

army record from Jamod Nehaben 

to Mer Nehaben Nitinkumar vide 

affidavit dated 06-01-2024 before 

Session Court Hisar. 

I, No. 16022957F Rank L/NK 

Name Sandeep R/o Vill. Bhiduki, 

Teh. Hodal, Distt. Palawal, 

Haryana-121107 have changed 

the name of my son in my army 

record from Punav to Punav 

Tanwar vide affidavit dated 06-01-

2024 before Session Court Hisar. 

I, No. 16022957F Rank L/NK 

Name Sandeep R/o Vill. Bhiduki, 

Teh. Hodal, Distt. Palawal, 

Haryana-121107 have changed 

the name of my son in my army 

record from Yonit to Yonit Tanwar 

vide affidavit dated 06-01-2024 

before Session Court Hisar. 

I, Sharda Rao Mother of JC-

805476X Rank SUB Name Alok 

Kumar Rao R/o Jaya Prakash 

Nagar (ITI Colony), Bettiah, Distt. 

West Champaran, Bihar-845438 

have changed my name and date 

of birth in my son army record from 

Sharda Rao (DOB 25-07-1955) to 

Sharada Devi (DOB 19-03-1960) 

vide affidavit dated 06-01-2024 

before Session Court Hisar. 

I, Parmila Devi W/o No. 

14246684-A Ex Naik Raja Ram 

S/o Sh. Kapoor Singh R/o H.No. 

2365 Sector 3 Housing Board 

Colony Rohtak (Haryana) declare 

that my name Promila Devi and 

my DOB 22.10.1968 are wrongly 

mentioned in my husband Army 

record. But my correct & actual 

name is Parmila Devi and my 

correct DOB is 22.10.1970. vide 

affidavit dated 06.01.2024 before 

Notary Public Rohtak. 

I Ashu Kagra S/o Sh. Amar 

Singh R/o House No.307, 

Kunjpura Road,  Near Post Office, 

New Char Chaman,  Karnal have 

changed my name from Ashu to 

Ashu Kagra. 

I, Parul Mangla W/o Pankaj 

Sharma R/o Ashok Nagar, Nr Shiv 

Mandir, Ambala Cantt Have 

Changed My Name Parul Sharma. 

I Roji W/o Sonu Khan R/o 

House No. 25, Shiv Colony, 

Baltana Zirakpur SAS Nagar 

Punjab have changed my name 

from Roji to Rozy. 

I, Manpreet D/o Sh. Amir 

Chand R/o Ward- 11, Rania, Tehsil 

Rania, District Sirsa have 

Changed my name from Manpreet 

to Manpreet Kamboj. 

I, Anjali D/o Davender R/o 

Sampla (36), Rohtak, Haryana- 

124501. have changed my name 

and shall hereafter be Known as 

Anjali Dahiya. 

I, Gaurav S/o Krishan Lal R/o 

Village Ghugial, Po. Hariana, Distt. 

Hoshiarpur, Punjab- 144208, have 

changed my name and shall 

hereafter be Known as Gaurav 

Singh Saini. 

I, Kumari Ankush W/o Surjit 

Singh R/o H.No.31-D, Near 

Aggarwal Dhaba, Cool Road, New 

Colony, Jalandhar- I, Jalandhar, 

Punjab- 144001. have changed 

my name and shall hereafter be 

Known as Ankushi Kaur. 

I, Kirshana Devi W/o Som 

Nath R/o Village Chak Vendal 

Tehsil Nakodar, Chak Vendal, 

Jalandhar, Punjab- 144033. have 

changed my name and shall 

hereafter be Known as Krishna. 

I, Rajwinder Kaur W/o 

Davinder Singh R/o Patti Mirjo 

Wali, P/O Sankarpura, Vill 

Dhadiala Natt, Dhadialanat, 

Gurdaspur, Punjab- 143507. have 

changed my name and shall 

hereafter be Known as Ranjit 

Kaur. 

I, Devinder Singh S/o Karam 

Singh R/o Dhadialanat, 

Gurdaspur, Punjab- 143507, have 

changed my name and shall 

hereafter be Known as Davinder 

Singh. 

I, Anita Singh D/o Guddu 

Singh R/o H.No. 517-B, 

Randhawa Colony, Near GNDU 

Campus Road, Ladhewali, 

Jalandhar I declare that my Given 

Name is Anita and My Surname is 

Singh. 

I, hitherto Known as 

Balwinder Kaur Nijjar W/o Sarbjit 

Singh R/o Village Massanian, Po. 

Manko, Distt. Jalandhar-144106, 

Punjab have changed my name 

and shall hereafter be known as 

Balwinder Kaur. 

I, Rekha W/o Ravi Pal R/o 

Village Bajuha Khurd, Tehsil 

Nakodar, Distt. Jalandhar-144033, 

Punjab have changed my name 

from Rekha to Rekha Rani. 

I Deepak S/O Inderjit Singh 

R/O Village Mal Mazara P.O. 

Chagran District Hoshiarpur 

Punjab Have Changed My Name 

From Deepak To Deepak Mehra.  

I Savitari Devi W/O Naresh 

Kumar R/O Mohalla Krishna 

Nagar, Vpo. Saila Khurd Tehsil 

Garhshankar District Hoshiarpur 

Punjab Have Changed My Name 

From Savitari Devi Sood To 

Savitari Devi. 

I Lajo W/O Bachan Singh 

R/O Village Chipra P.O. 

Garhdiwala Tehsil Dasuya  District 

Hoshiarpur Punjab Have Changed 

My Name From Lajo To Laj Kaur. 

I Ashwani S/O Mohinder Pal 

R/O Ward No.3 Suraj Nagar 

Hoshiarpur Punjab Have Changed 

My Name From Ashwani To 

Ashwani Kumar. 

I Harish S/O Vijay Kumar 

R/O House No.424 Chand Nagar 

Bahadurpur Hoshiarpur Punjab 

Have Changed My Name From 

Harish To Harish Saini. 

I Rameshwar S/O Ram Vilas 

R/O 98, Luharaka Road Suraj 

Avenue Amritsar Punjab 143008, 

Have Changed My Name From 

Vava To Rameshwar. 

I Phuman Singh S/O Mohan 

Singh R/O Gharinda Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name To 

Fouman Singh. All Concerned 

Note. 

I Sarbjit Kaur W/O Kewal 

Singh Brar R/O Vill. Harie Wala 

P.O Mahla Kalan (Moga) Have 

Changed My Name To Sarbjit Kaur 

Brar. 

I Navneet Singh S/O 

Shinderpal Singh R/O Talwandi 

Mallian Distt. Moga Have 

Changed My Name To Navneet 

Singh Malhi. 

I Gurdit Singh S/O Mukhtiar 

Singh R/O Dogar Basti Faridkot 

Have Changed My Name From 

Gurdit Singh To Singh Gurdit And 

Singh Is As My Surname And 

Gurdit As My Given Name. 

I Narinder Lekhi S/O Dalip 

Chand Lekhi R/O H.No.-102 

Laxman Nagar Millerganj Distt. 

Ludhiana Have Changed My 

Name To Narinder Likhi. 

I Nirmaljit Kaur W/O 

Gurdeep Singh R/O H.No.-329-A 

New Kalgidhar Avenue Distt. 

Jalandhar Have Changed My 

Name To Nirmaljeet Kaur. 

I Gurloveleen Singh Gill S/O 

Gursewak Singh R/O H.No.-475 

Ward No.-19 St.No.-06 Ram Ganj 

Road Moga Distt. Moga Have 

Changed My Name To 

Gurloveleen Singh.  

I Samera Begum wife of Late 

Sh. Farouq Shekh Resident of 

#125 Manakpur Devilal Pinjore 

Tehsil Kalka Distt.  Panchkula, 

Haryana changed my daughter 's 

name from Mannat to Falak 

Shaikh.  

I, Manju W/O Surinder 

Mohan R/O Village- Gagwal. Po- 

Badroya, Tehsil- Indora, Distt- 

Kangra, H.P, India. Have 

Changed My Name From Manju 

To Manju Dogra. 

I, Surinder Kumar S/O Labu 

Ram R/O Village Gagwal. Po- 

Badroya, Tehsil Indora, Distt- 

Kangra, H.P, India. Have 

Changed My Name From 

Surinder Kumar To Surinder 

Kumar Dogra. 

Paramjeet Kaur Kahlon W/O 

Prabhjit Singh Kahlon. R/O 

Village- Nanoharni, Po- 

Hakimpur, Tehsil Kalanaur, Distt- 

Gurdaspur, Punjab. Have 

Changed My Name To Paramjit 

Kaur Kahlon. 

I, Roby S/O Rajinder Masih. 

R/O Vpo- Harchowal. Tehsil- 

Batala, Distt- Gurdaspur-143527, 

Punjab. Declare That My Given 

Name As Roby And My Surname 

As Bhatti. 

I, Sayam Datt Father Of 

No.4199864x Nk Sanjay Joshi 

Resident Of Village- Usail, Post- 

Dewalthal, Tehsil- Didihat, 

District- Pithoragarh, State- 

Uttrakhand, Pin- 262542, Have 

Changed My Name From Sayam 

Datt To Shyam Dutt Vide Affidavit 

No.In-Pb74772549037878w 

Dated 06 Jan 2023 Before Notary 

Public Pathankot 

I, No.15499059a Ld/(Dvrafv)  

Indradeo Oraon Of Unit 49 Armd 

Regt  C/O 56 Apo Have Changed 

My Son Aarg Oraon Dob From 16 

Nov 2010 To 16 Dec 2010 Vide 

Affidavit No.In-

Pb74341621700140w Dated 06 

Jan 2024 Before Notary Public 

Pathankot 

I,  Sayeada Sumsun Ara 

Spouse Of No.6499866n Sep 

Samiul Hoque Resident Of 

Village-  Lakshmanpur, Post- 

Jabra, Tehsil- Malda, District- 

Malda, State- West Bengal, Pin-

732140, Have Changed My 

Name From Sayeada Sumsun 

Ara To Sayeda Sumsun Ara Vide 

Affidavit No.In-

Pb75185334130891w Dated 08 

Jan 2024 Before Notary Public 

Pathankot 

I, Hira Bhandari Spouse Of 

No.4200108a Nk Govind Singh 

Resident Of Village- Bhagshil, 

Post-  Jajurali, Tehsil & District 

Pithoragarh, State- Uttrakhand, 

Pin- 262501, Have Changed My 

Name From Hira Bhandari To 

Heera Bhandari Vide Affidavit 

No.In-Pb75187421442117w 

Dated 08 Jan 2024 Before Notary 

Public Pathankot 

I Mamta Devi W/O Om 

Parkash R/O Vpo Padhana Tehsil 

Nilokheri Karnal That I Have 

Changed My Name From Mamta 

Devi To Babli Devi . Concerned 

Note 

I Salim S/O Iliyas R/O Near 

Patwar Khana Vpo Barara Tehsil 

Barara Ambala That I Have 

Changed My Name From Salim 

To Ali Salim And Surname To Ali . 

Concerned Note 

I, Raj Singh S/O Sh. 

Khazana R/O H.No. 1140-A New 

Housing Board Colony Jind Tehsil 

And Distt. Jind Have Changed My 

Name From Raj Singh To Raj 

Singh Dhanda. 

I Anjana W/O Sh Tilak Raj 

R/O House No. 4320/A Sector 46 

D, Chandigarh. I Have Changed 

My Name From Anjana Bala To 

Anjana. Concerned Note. 

I, Avneesh Sharma S/O Sh. 

Subhash Sharma R/O Gali 

Noharia Bazar, Gali Bawari Wali, 

Sirsa (Haryana). That I Have 

Changed My Name From 

Avneesh Sharma To Avnish 

Sharma, In Future My Name Is To 

Be Called As Avnish Sharma. 

I, Daropati Sharma W/O Sh. 

Subhash Sharma R/O Gali 

Bawari Wali, Sirsa (Haryana). 

That I Have Changed My Name 

From Daropati Sharma To Dropati 

Sharma, In Future My Name Is To 

Be Called As Dropati Sharma 

I, Sarabjeet Kaur Batra W/O 

Inder Pal Singh R/O H.No. 547, 

Silver City Main, Zirakpur, Sas 

Nagar (Mohali), Punjab, 140603, 

Have Changed My Name To 

Sarbjeet Kaur 

I Service No. 14667768p 

Rank Hav Name Raju Unit Of 77 

Armd Wksp C/O 56 Apo Ambala 

Cantt That In My Service Record 

My Son's Name Is Wrongly 

Mentioned As Ujjawal Singh But 

His Actual Name Is Ujjwal Singh . 

Concerned Note. 

I Dezy Singh W/O Service No. 

14667768p Rank Hav Name Raju 

Unit Of 77 Armd Wksp C/O 56 Apo 

Ambala Cantt That In My Husband's 

Service Record My Name Is 

Wrongly Mentioned As Dezy Singh 

But My Actual Name Is Dezi Singh . 

Concerned Note 

I Rani Devi Mother Of Service 

No. 14667768p Rank Hav Name 

Raju Unit Of 77 Armd Wksp C/O 56 

Apo Ambala Cantt That In My Son's 

Service Record My Name Is 

Wrongly Mentioned As Rani Devi 

But My Actual Name Is Rita Devi. 

Concerned Note. 

I, Kamaljeet Kaur W/o 

Kulwinder Singh Vill-Nangal Tehsil 

Dasuya, Distt Hoshiarpur have 

changed my name from Kamaljit 

Kaur to Kamaljeet Kaur. 

I Chhinderpal Kaur W/o 

Jagdev Singh Vill Pati Bhullar Buttar 

Distt. Moga have changed my name 

Shinderpal Kaur. 

I Balbir Kaur W/o Harjinder 

Singh R/o 12/248 Super Bazar Near 

Adda Bazar Tehsil & District Tarn 

Taran have changed my name from 

Balbir Kaur to Ravinder Kaur. 

I Arwinder Kaur W/o Ranjit 

Singh R/o Vill: Basarke Gillan, Tehsil 

& Distt. Amritsar-143105 have 

changed my name from Arvinder 

Kaur to Arwinder Kaur. 

I Balbir Kaur W/o Didar Singh 

R/o Village Teja Singh Kot Jaspat 

Bakipur Tehsil & District Tarn Taran 

have changed my name From 

Balbir Kaur to Biro. 

I Virpal Kaur W/o Bachitter 

Singh R/o Vill Bhullar Teh and Distt 

Sri Muktsar Sahib have changed my 

name to Jasvir Kaur.  

I Gurwinder Singh S/o Kewal 

Singh R/o Village  Pheruraien 

(ludhiana) have change name 

Gurwinder Singh Rai. 

I Lovepreet Kaur W/o 

Gurwinder Singh Rai R/o Village 

Pheruraien (ludhiana) have change 

name Lovepreet Kaur Rai. 

I Rupinder Kaur W/o 

Mandeep Singh, R/o. Vpo. Tajpur, 

Tehsil Raikot, Distt. Ludhiana have 

changed my name to Ranjeet Kaur. 

I, Anantdeep Kaur Uppal w/o 

Harshvir Singh Uppal R/o Bassian, 

(Ludhiana) have changed my name 

to Anantdeep Kaur. 

Sarabjit Kaur W/o Surjit Singh 

R/o Vill-Talwandi Manje Khan, 

Tehsil-Zira, Distt-Ferozepur (Pb) 

India have changed my name to 

Sarabjeet Kaur. 

I, Santosh Rani wife of 

Chiman Lal Resident at Ward No. 

07, Mallanwala District Ferozepur 

Punjab have changed my name to 

Anita Rani. 

I Manjeet Kaur Alias Manjit 

Kaur wife of Sampuran Singh 

Resident of Village Virk Khurd Tehsil 

Guruharsahai District Ferozepur I 

am Known by Both names as Above 

One and is Same Person. 

I Akshit Kakkar S/O Kushal 

Kakar R/O H No 30/187,Mall 

Road,Mariya Complex,W No 15 

Ferozepur City Have Changed My 

Name Akshit Kakar 

I Hither Pratham Kumar S/O 

Prem Kumar R/O W No 7,Guru 

Ram Dass Nagar,Ferozepur Have 

Changed My Name Pratham Kumar 

To Kumar Pratham For Add 

Surname On My Passport 

I Hither Gulshan Kumar S/O 

Pappu R/O Basti Bag 

Wali,Ferozepur Have Changed My 

Name Gulshan Kumar To Kumar 

Gulshanfor Add Surname On My 

Passport 

I Kahan Chand Son of Hari 

Ram Resident at Ward No. 10, 

House No. 16, Guru Teg Bahadar 

Nagar Ferozepur City Have 

changed my name to Kan Chand. 

I Simarjeet Kaur D/o Gurtej 

Singh R/o Village Wara Daraka 

(Faridkot) have Changed my name 

to Simarjeet Kaur Brar. 

I, Puran Chand Arora S/o Ram 

Chand R/o H.No-1011 Sector - 9 

Panchkula Haryana 134109 have 

changed my name from Puran 

Chand Arora to Puran Chand. 

I Gulzar Chand S/o Mai Dass 

R/o Sehjowal,  Hoshiarpur, Punjab-

144207, have changed my name to 

Guljar chand. 

I Gagandeep S/o Baldev 

Singh R/o Patti Ramu Ki, Ward No.- 

8, Village Dhilwan, Teh. Dhilwan, 

Dist Kapurthala, Mand Dhilwan, 

Kapurthala, Punjab - 144804, have 

changed my name to Gagandeep 

Singh. 

I Balwinder Kaur W/o Baldev 

Singh R/o 8/159, Mand Dhilwan, 

Kapurthala, Dhilwan, Punjab - 

144804 have changed my name to 

Binder. 

I Indraj Singh S/o Heera Lal 

C/o Darsan Singh R/o Main Road 

Akalgarh (Ludhiana) have changed 

my minor daughter’s name Sakshi 

Yadav to Sonal Yadav. 

I, Shinder Kaur W/o Bahadur 

Singh R/o Village  Rajgarh 

(Ludhiana) changed my name to 

Sinder Kaur. 
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Punjab Cong in-charge Devendra Yadav pays
tributes in Amritsar
Amritsar: Devendra Yadav, the recently appointed in-charge
of Punjab Congress, paid a tribute at Sri Harimandir Sahib
Gurudwara, Durgiana Mandir, and Bhagwan Valmiki Teerath
in Amritsar on Monday. Accompanied by Amarinder Singh
Raja Warring, President of the Punjab Pradesh Congress
Committee (PPCC), and other senior party leaders, the del-
egation sought blessings from the Guru and becoming a part
of the Sangat. "This visit is a testament to Punjab Congress'
deep reverence for the sacred shrines and reflects the party's
commitment to the spiritual and cultural heritage of Punjab,"
a statement issued by the party said.

Punjab and  Haryana continue to reel under cold
conditions
Chandigarh: Cold weather conditions on Monday continued
to persist in Punjab and Haryana, with the morning fog reduc-
ing visibility levels at many places. Gurdaspur in Punjab reeled
under biting chill, recording a minimum temperature of 4.8
degrees Celsius, according to the India Meteorological
Department's (IMD) weather bulletin. Chandigarh recorded
a low of 7.4 degrees Celsius. In Punjab, Bathinda, Patiala,
Ludhiana, Pathankot, also experienced a cold night, record-
ing respective minimums of 5.6 degrees Celsius, 6.1 degrees
Celsius, 6 degrees Celsius and 6.7 degrees Celsius. In
Haryana, piercing cold swept Rohtak, which recorded a low
of 6.7 degrees Celsius, the bulletin said. Ambala, Narnaul,
Karnal and Hisar recorded respective minimums of 6 degrees
Celsius, 7 degrees Celsius, 7.7 degrees Celsius and 8.4
degrees Celsius. Meanwhile, fog this morning reduced visi-
bility levels at many places in the two states. During the past
several days, a blanket of fog was seen enveloping many places
in both states during morning hours.

UT Adviser inspects Night Shelters, Raen Baseras
Chandigarh: To evaluate the conditions of homeless people,
Nitin Yadav, Adviser to the Administrator, inspected Night
Shelters/Raen Baseras at GMSH 32 and ISBT 43 in Chandigarh.
During his visit, the Adviser engaged with the persons stay-
ing at these night shelters and inspected the facilities and gen-
eral upkeep of the shelters. Recognizing the drop in temper-
ature in Chandigarh, he instructed officials to augment the
number of heaters at these locations. The Adviser emphasized
the importance of ensuring adequate bedding, water, first aid
kits, and the deployment of security guards. In response to the
increased demand at GMSH 16 and PGIMER, the Adviser
appealed to the public to seek shelter in other available night
shelters, which are equally equipped with all essential ameni-
ties.

Haryana allocates Rs 3.96 crore to 496 benefi-
ciaries for house repairs
Chandigarh: Haryana Government has allocated over Rs 3.96
crore to 496 beneficiaries under the Dr BR Ambedkar Awas
Navinikarn Yojna, spanning from April 1, 2023, to December
31, 2023. This initiative is designed to offer financial aid to
underprivileged families in the state for house repairs. A
spokesperson said that citizens interested in availing the gov-
ernment's financial assistance for house repairs can check their
eligibility criteria and apply online. Applicants can also sub-
mit their applications online through the 'Saral Haryana' por-
tal. The SEWA department provides Rs 80,000 financial assis-
tance for house repairs to BPL families under Dr. B.R.
Ambedkar Awas Navinikarn Yojna. This amount is given as
a lump sum and is transferred directly to the beneficiary's reg-
istered and Aadhaar-linked bank account. All BPL families are
eligible for this scheme.

Mobile phones costing about Rs 28 crores being
distributed to Anganwadi workers, supervisors 
Chandigarh: Haryana Minister of Women and Child
Development Kamlesh Dhanda, said that the mobile phones
are being distributed to Anganwadi workers, supervisors, and
CDPOs (Child Development Project Officers) at an estimat-
ed cost of around Rs. 28 crore. In a program held at grain mar-
ket in Kaithal, the state minister distributed mobile phones
to Anganwadi workers. The Minister of State said that mobile
phones have been provided to 1270 Anganwadi workers, 49
supervisors and 7 Women and Child Development Project
Officers in Kaithal district. 

Air services to commence from Hisar Airport by
April this year
Chandigarh: Haryana Deputy Chief Minister Dushyant
Chautala on Monday said that air services will commence from
Hisar Airport to various important cities in the country by April
of this year. An MoU with the company is set to be signed soon.
After meeting with the officials, the Deputy Chief Minister,
who is also holding the portfolio of Civil Aviation Department
said that the air connectivity in the state will operate on the
concept of "State VGF (Viable Gap Funding)," ensuring that
passengers do not incur extra fares. 

HP CM directs tourism hotels, state rest
houses to ensure online payment facilities
PNS n SHIMLA

Himachal Chief Minister Sukhvinder
Singh Sukhu on Monday directed all

tourism hotels, Himachal Bhawan,
Himachal Sadan and the rest houses of var-
ious departments of the state government
to offer facilities of QR codes for payments.

Presiding over a meeting of the admin-
istrative secretaries here, the chief minis-
ter said concerted efforts are being made
to strengthen the tourism infrastructure
in the state and this is another step in this
direction.  He also directed the tourism
department to improve the customers' ser-
vices being offered to the tourists as well.

Sukhu said that there was an over-
whelming response to the Revenue Lok
Adalats, adding the state government has
accorded priority to settle the pending rev-
enue cases in a time-bound manner. He
informed that more than 65,000 mutation
cases have been disposed off till now in
three Lok Adalats held in October and
December 2023, and January 2024. The
fourth Revenue Lok Adalat would be held
on January 30 and 31, said Sukhu.

The chief minister, who reviewed the
status of e-charging stations being set up
to facilitate the e-vehicle owners, said that
it would go a long way in preserving the
clean environment of the state and mak-
ing Himachal Pradesh a green energy state
by March 31, 2026. He also reviewed the
ambitious projects of various depart-
ments and directed them to complete these

projects in a time-bound manner.
State to ensure use of modern tech-

nology and AI to strengthen health ser-
vices

Presiding over a meeting of the
Health Department, Sukhu said that use
of modern technology and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) would be ensured to
strengthen health services in the State.

He said that the state government was
working on a large scale to ensure the use
of AI in various fields, adding that the State
Government was contemplating creating
AI Ministry in the State to give a boost to
this sector. He said that   Himachal Pradesh
would be the first State in the country to
take such kind of ambitious initiative.

Sukhu said that the state government

was going to establish a National Cancer
Center in Hamirpur and for this, all the
processes are being completed in a phased
manner. This center will have departments
of Hospital (Diagnostics, Surgery,
Radiotherapy and Medical Oncology),
Palliative Care, Center for Preventive
Oncology and Center for Molecular
Oncology. He said that use of high-end
technology would be ensured in this cen-
ter and a world-class diagnostic lab will be
established to facilitate the patients. He said
that the best health facilities would be pro-
vided to the patients by using many new
technologies including molecular oncol-
ogy. The state government would also
strengthen the existing cancer care units
in the State.

Governor launches ‘Bitiya
Card’ for empowering and
well-being of Girl Child

PNS n CHANDIGARH

To empower the Girl Child
and Self Help Groups,

Punjab Governor and UT
Administrator Banwarilal
Purohit on Monday launched
an innovative joint initiative of
Municipal Corporation
Chandigarh & Bharat Vikas
Parishad namely ‘Bitiya Card’
here. 

Addressing the gathering,
the Governor appreciated the
effort of Municipal
Corporation Chandigarh and
BVP for this joint initiative to
launch ‘Bitiya Card’ under
Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana-
National Urban Livelihoods
Mission (DAY-NULM). He
said that both organizations
have mutually planned to work
extensively at the grass-root
level so that identified benefi-
ciaries under DAY NULM can
get benefit in terms of their
health, well-being, and socio-
cultural upliftment aspects
through holistic development
by providing financial sup-
port towards continuing their
education in case of dropouts,
organizing mass marriages
among poor and marginal-
ized community and other
aspects evolved concerning
community need assessment.

Anup Gupta, city Mayor
said that to be specific, both
organizations have come for-
ward under the campaign ‘Beti
Bachao Bet Padhao’ to extend
support to the members of
SHGs and their girl child
including Free Education and
support to girl child till 10+2;
Free Blood and Urine Check-
up, X-ray, Ultra Sound and
consultation with super-spe-
cialist medical practitioners

and organizing Twice Mass
Marriages function for the eli-
gible girl child of the SHG
members.

He said that the joint ini-
tiative between  Municipal
Corporation, Chandigarh and
Bharat Vikas Parishad will go
a long way in evolving an
effective community-based
and intervention-based part-
nership model towards socio-
economic empowerment and a
healthy community.

Earlier Anindita Mitra,
Commissioner Municipal
Corporation, shared informa-
tion about the scheme elabo-
rating that Deendayal
Antyodaya Yojana-National
Urban Livelihoods Mission
(DAY-NULM) is a Centrally
Sponsored Scheme of the
Ministry of Housing and
Urban Affairs being imple-
mented by Municipal
Corporation, Chandigarh.
Social Mobilization and insti-
tutional Development
(SM&ID) is one of the com-
ponents of

DAY-NULM, the objec-
tive of which shall rest on the
foundation that the mobiliza-
tion of urban poor house-
holds to form their institutions
is an important investment
for an effective and sustainable
poverty reduction program.

She said that under the
Social Mobilization &
Institutional Development
(SM&ID) component,
Municipal Corporation
Chandigarh has mobilized
more than 5000 urban poor
women including marginalized
section of community to date
into 530 plus Self Help Groups
under the network of 19 Area
Level Federations in the city.

Punjab Police arrests 3
and seizes 3.5 kg heroin
PNS n CHANDIGARH

The Punjab Police on
Monday said it has arrest-

ed three more people and
seized 3.5 kg of heroin during
an investigation connected to
a cross-border drug and arms
smuggling racket busted on
December 31.

Director General of Police
(DGP) Gaurav Yadav said they
were identified as Balraj Singh
alias Kaka of Lahorimal village
in Amritsar, and Anmol Singh
alias Laalu and Sarabjit Singh
of the city's Ranjhe di Haveli
area.

With this, the total number
of arrests now stands at 10 and
the quantity of heroin seized is
22.5 kilograms. Yadav said
police have also seized 10 live
cartridges of .30 bore and nine
live cartridges of 9 MM, along
with a car from their posses-
sion.

The development came
more than a week after the
police commissionerate of
Amritsar busted the racket
that was being operated by US-
based smuggler Mannu
Mahawa. Commissioner of
Police (CP), Amritsar, Gurpreet
Singh Bhullar said Anmol
Singh and his accomplices
were nabbed after being spot-
ted in the Sultanwind area. As
per preliminary investigations,
the accused were in touch with

a Pakistan-based smuggler and
Mahawa, and were supplying
drugs, arms, and ammunition
across the state after smuggling
them via drones, he added.

OVER 600 POLICE
TEAMS CONDUCT
CASO AT 268 IDENTI-
FIED DRUG
HOTSPOTS IN PUN-
JAB

Punjab Police on Monday
conducted a state-level Cordon
and Search Operation (CASO)
at identified drug hotspots and
vulnerable areas in all the 28
Police districts of the state. 

The operation was con-
ducted from 8 am to 2 pm

simultaneously across the state
and Spl DGP/ADGP/IGP/DIG
rank officers from Punjab
Police Headquarters were
deputed in each Police district
to personally supervise the
operation.

The CPs/SSPs were told to
plan this operation meticu-
lously by identifying drug
Hotspots— the points of sale of
drugs and psychotropic sub-
stances in their respective dis-
tricts or certain areas that have
become shelter/haven for drug
peddlers, to carry out this
operation amid massive
deployment of the police force.

Special DGP Law and

Order Arpit Shukla, who
joined Senior Superintendent
of Police (SSP) Ravjot Kaur
Grewal in Fatehgarh Sahib,
said that the state government
has enforced a three-pronged
strategy— Enforcement,
Prevention and
Rehabilitation— to eradicate
drugs from the state. He said
that the Punjab Police has not
been leaving any stone
unturned to make Punjab free
from drugs.  “These kinds of
CASOs at a mass-scale level not
only help in infusing fear
among anti-social elements
but also boost public confi-
dence and increase the pres-
ence of the cops in the field,” he
said.The Special DGP said that
over 600 Police teams, com-
prising over 9000 police per-
sonnel, have cordoned off as
many as 268 drug hotspots and
as many as 5505 suspicious
persons were frisked.

During the operation, the
Police registered 202 first infor-
mation reports (FIRs) after
arresting 48 persons, besides,
apprehending 21 Proclaimed
Offenders (POs), he said.

Shukla said that Police
teams have recovered 1.9-Kg
Heroin, ?6.80 lakh drug money,
1.1-kg opium, 87.5kg poppy
husk, 10125 intoxicant tablets,
18 injections, 885 litres of illic-
it liquor and 12350 litres lahan,
besides, impounding 16 motor-
cycles and one car.

Decision on ties with AAP as
per party leaders’ sentiments:
Congress Punjab in-charge
PNS n CHANDIGARH

In the backdrop of INDIA
leaders cementing electoral

ties in several states, Congress’
Punjab affairs in-charge
Devender Yadav on Monday
said any decision on an alliance
with the AAP in the state for
the upcoming Lok Sabha polls
will be taken as per the senti-
ments of the state unit.

Yadav reached Amritsar
on Monday on a three-day
visit to the state and he will be
meeting Punjab Congress
senior leaders, party MLAs,
and block presidents, among
others, over the next three
days. It is his first visit to
Punjab after being appointed as
state in-charge by the Congress
last month.

After reaching Amritsar,
Yadav offered prayers at the
Golden Temple, Durgiana tem-
ple and Bhagwan Valmiki
Tirath.  During Yadav’s visit to
Amritsar, Punjab Pradesh
Congress Committee chief
Amrinder Singh Raja Warring,
Leader of Opposition Partap
Singh Bajwa and former state
unit chief Navjot Singh Sidhu

accompanied him.
Later, Yadav spoke to

reporters in Amritsar.
Replying to a question on

alliance with the AAP, Yadav
said, “We will be holding a
meeting with the office bearers,
including senior leaders and
block presidents in
Chandigarh. I want to know
the sentiments of people. Party
leadership made it clear a few
days back that whatever will be
the feelings of our leaders here
and people, a decision will be
taken accordingly.” Several
leaders of the Punjab Congress
are against any alliance with the
ruling AAP in the state for the
Lok Sabha polls.

Replying to another ques-
tion, Yadav said the Congress
was, is, and will remain strong.
“Our organisation strongly
raises various social and polit-
ical issues from streets to
Vidhan Sabha,” he said.

Asked about rallies being
held by party leader Sidhu,
Yadav said, “I have just come
(to Punjab). I will comment
only after talking to party lead-
ers about it.” Sidhu’s December
17 rally at Mehraj village in

Bathinda had evoked a sharp
reaction from several Congress
leaders including Bajwa who
had asked Sidhu to join the
party’s programmes instead of
setting up his “own stage”.

Later, some party leaders
had also demanded an action
against Sidhu.

On Sunday, Sidhu held
another rally at Kotshamir vil-
lage in Bathinda.  Meanwhile,
Punjab Congress president
Warring said he has no objec-
tion if anyone holds a rally at
any place. “I have no objection
if any Congressman holds a
rally at any place. But every
person, be it block president,
Punjab Congress president or
ex-president, everybody will
have to maintain discipline. If
anybody does not remain dis-
ciplined, then he will have to
face the music,” said Warring.
Replying to another question,
Warring said there is no
groupism in the Punjab
Congress. “There can be dif-
ferences of opinions in a fam-
ily,” he said. Talking to reporters
separately in Amritsar, Sidhu
said he never stopped anyone
from going anywhere.

“Whosoever has any objec-
tion, but I do not have any. I
never stopped anyone from
going anywhere. I have said if
100 people gather at any place,
visit that place also,” said Sidhu
while replying to a question on
objection raised by some
Congress leaders over his ral-
lies. He said he will complete-
ly support party’s Punjab in-
charge Yadav. Sidhu said he has
no group. “I do not have any
group. I have only one group
which is three crore Punjabis
living here and two crore
abroad…I will fight for them.”
Punjab Congress chief Warring
also slammed the AAP gov-
ernment for booking party
MLA Sukhpal Khaira in anoth-
er case. 

“It is a mockery of democ-
racy. After bail from the high
court, another case was slapped
against Khaira,” said Warring.

Khaira was granted bail by
the Punjab and Haryana high
court in connection with a case
under the Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances Act a
few days ago, but was arrested
by Kapurthala police in anoth-
er case. 

Ayushman Bharat Digital
Mission surpasses 1 cr ABHA
accounts in Haryana: Anil Vij
PNS n CHANDIGARH

Haryana Health Minister Anil Vij on Monday said that the
Ayushman Bharat Digital Mission (ABDM) has achieved

a significant milestone in Haryana, with over 1 crore ABHA
accounts already created, showcasing the state's commitment to
embracing digital healthcare.

The Health Minister, during the release of the NHM Haryana
calendar, highlighted ABDM's potential to bridge gaps among

patients, doctors, hospitals, and pharmacies, ensuring widespread
access to efficient, affordable, and quality healthcare.

Vij said that ABDM's primary objective is to establish a
national digital health ecosystem that supports universal health
coverage.

This mission involves implementing state-of-the-art digi-
tal health systems, creating centralized registries for compre-
hensive healthcare data management, promoting open standards
for seamless data exchange, and empowering individuals with
secure personal health records through ABHA.

The Health Minister said that ABDM stands out for its focus
on national portability, enabling patients to access medical records
and receive healthcare services across India, regardless of their
location.   Additionally, the mission leverages health data ana-
lytics to enhance healthcare management, supporting informed
decision-making and resource allocation. The launch of ABDM
signifies a monumental turning point for healthcare in Haryana.
This forward-thinking initiative promises to bring greater effi-
ciency, accessibility, and transparency to the city's healthcare sys-
tem, ultimately benefiting all residents, he added.

Pb School Education Deptt
conducts training for School
Management Committees
PNS n CHANDIGARH

Punjab School Education
Department under the

guidance of Secretary, School
Education Kamal Kishor Yadav
is piloting a training of School
Management Committee
(SMC) members. This training
is for SMCs of 117 Schools of
Eminence, 10 Meritorious
Schools and 8 Senior
Secondary Girls Schools in
the state and commenced
today (8th January) and till
12th January.

A press statement issued
on Monday said in the pilot,
the capacity-building sessions
will be conducted in 145
schools for 600+ SMC mem-
bers. This will guide the
approach to training 2.8 lakh
SMC members across the state.
The sessions are aimed at ori-
enting the SMC members
towards their roles and respon-
sibilities in supporting the
school and identifying and
resolving the needs of the
school. 

This initiative aims to
build a strong sense of respon-
sibility and ownership in SMCs
and support the implementa-
tion of schemes in the schools.
In an innovative step, the
Department of School
Education has made a docu-
mentary for SMC members

and a Booklet, which will be
used as a training resource.
Towards bringing the
Education Revolution in
Punjab, parents and commu-
nity members play a key role in
their child’s learning and
school’s development by being
a part of SMCs. Only an aware,
informed and invested SMC
can truly actively participate in
partnering with the school to
enable change.

Bringing schools and
communities closer through
SMCs and encouraging them
to partner can be an uphill
task- one which requires
insight and initiative. Through
this SMC capacity-building
initiative, the Department of
School Education, Punjab has
taken great strides towards
fostering partnerships between
schools and communities. One
of the key focus areas for the
government of Punjab has
been building strong relation-
ships with parents and com-
munity. In that regard, the
Department of School
Education, Punjab conducted
initiatives such as Mega PTM
and a statewide School
Management Committee
(SMC) formation process in
May 2023, in which SMCs
were formed across around
19000 government schools in
the state. 

Haryana ACB apprehends its
Inspector and DSP's reader
in Rs 1 Lakh bribery scandal
PNS n CHANDIGARH

The Haryana Anti-Corruption Bureau on Monday arrested two
of its officials, Inspector Somesh and EHC Ashok Kumar, red-

handed while accepting a bribe of Rs 100,000 in Ambala.
A government spokesperson said that the team of Haryana

Anti-Corruption Bureau had received a complaint that a bribe
of Rs 100,000 had been demanded by two employees of the Anti-
Corruption Bureau in return for filing the complaint.On inves-
tigation of the case, it was found that a fake complaint was taken
by Inspector Somesh and EHC Ashok Kumar working in Ambala
of ACB, which was not authorized, and a bribe of Rs 100,000 was
demanded from the complainant instead of filing this com-
plaint.After carefully investigating all the facts, the ACB team
made a plan to arrest both the accused and they were arrested
red-handed by the team of the Haryana Anti-Corruption Bureau
while taking the bribe.

Chandigarh: Punjab Water Supply and Sanitation Minister Bram
Shanker Jimpa visited Talwara Surface Water Project. This pro-
ject will provide clean and drinkable water to 197 villages of
Talwara, Hajipur, Bhunga and Dasuya blocks and is scheduled
to be completed by next year. Through this project, a pipeline
of about 231 km long is to be laid from Shah Canal Barrage. Jimpa
said that the total cost of this project is Rs. 258.73 crore. The drink-
ing water problem of the people of Kandi area will be solved. 

Water Supply Minister Jimpa visits
Talwara Surface Water Project

ED arrests ex-INLD MLA, aide in illegal
mining-linked money laundering case
Chandigarh: Former Haryana
MLA Dilbag Singh and his aide
Kulwinder Singh were arrest-
ed by the Enforcement
Directorate on Monday in an
alleged illegal mining-linked
money laundering investiga-
tion, official sources said.

Singh is a former legislator
of the Indian National Lok Dal
(INLD) from the Yamuna
Nagar assembly seat. The
agency raided him and the
Congress MLA from Sonipat
Surender Panwar on January 4
and the searches ended after
five days on Monday.

Dilbag Singh and
Kulwinder Singh have been

taken into custody under the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) and
the two will be produced before
a local court, where the agency
will seek their further custody.

At least five “illegal” rifles,
300 bullets and cartridges,
more than 100 liquor bottles,
and Rs 5 crore cash were recov-
ered by the ED from the
premises of Dilbag Singh and
other linked persons.

The money laundering
case stems from several FIRs
registered by the Haryana
Police to probe alleged illegal
mining of boulders, gravel,
and sand. (Agencies) 
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Amid a diplomatic row
between India and

Maldives, the Israeli Embassy
in India on Monday pitched for
promoting tourism in
Lakshadweep on Monday amid
a diplomatic row between India
and the Maldives over dis-
paraging remarks made by
Maldivian Ministers following
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s visit to the islands.
“We were in #Lakshadweep
last year upon the federal
government’s request to ini-

tiate the desalination pro-
gram. Israel is ready to com-
mence working on this pro-
ject tomorrow. For those who
are yet to witness the pristine
and majestic underwater
beauty of #lakshadweepis-
lands, here are a few pictures
showing this island’s enchant-
ing allure,” the Israeli embassy
wrote on X. 
It also shared pictures of the
pristine beaches and marine life
in Lakshadweep. 
Meanwhile, the Maldivian

envoy to India was
summoned to the
external affairs
ministry on
Monday and con-
veyed strong con-
cern over the
remarks against
Modi in social
media by a number
of ministers of the
Maldives.
The Maldivian gov-
ernment suspend-

ed three of its deputy ministers
on Sunday after they criticised
Modi for his post on X follow-
ing his visit to Lakshadweep,
inferring that it was an attempt
to project the Union Territory
as an alternative tourist desti-
nation to the Maldives.
The Maldivian foreign ministry
said the government is aware of
“derogatory remarks” made on
social media platforms against
foreign leaders and that the
personal views do not represent
the country’s position.
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Indian Air Force chief VR
Chaudhari said here on

Monday true leaders empow-
er those around them and
their influence extends far
beyond parade grounds and
urged National Cadet
Corps(NCC) to join the armed
forces and live a life of “unity
and discipline”.
Addressing the cadets at the
NCC R-Day Camp 2024 here,
Chaudhari also underlined that
Republic Day is a “reminder of
the struggles, sacrifices, and
aspirations” that have shaped
India’s journey as a democrat-
ic republic.
The camp was inaugurated by
Vice President Jagdeep
Dhankhar on January 5. It will
culminate on January 28.
“Our nation is a mosaic of dif-
ferent cultures, languages, and
customs, which converge into
a shared commitment towards
preserving democracy and
inclusive progress,” the IAF
chief said.
“As a premier uniform youth
organisation of our country, the

National Cadet Corps has con-
tributed significantly in trans-
forming the lives of millions by
inculcating the quality of dis-
cipline, leadership, cama-
raderie, team spirit, adventure,
and national integration,” he
said. NCC Director General Lt
Gen Gurbirpal Singh was pre-
sent on the occasion.
A total of 2,274 cadets will take
part in the NCC Republic Day
Camp 2024, which will see
enhanced participation of
female cadets, Singh said on
January 3.

In his address, Air Chief
Marshal Chaudhari also assert-
ed that discipline, a cornerstone
of the NCC’s ethos, is not
merely a set of rules but a way
of life. “It is a conscious choice
to adhere to a code of conduct,
to prioritise duty over conve-
nience, and to exhibit restraint
even in the face of challenges.
In cultivating discipline, you
are not just shaping your des-
tiny, but contributing to the
larger tapestry of a disciplined
and orderly society,” he said.
“Leadership, another key facet

of your NCC training, is not
confined to rank or hierarchy.
It is about inspiring others
through your actions, fostering
esprit de corps, and looking
after those placed under you.
Remember, true leaders
empower those around them
and their influence extends
far beyond parade grounds,”
the IAF chief added.
He also praised the legacy of
the NCC and the values it
ingrains among cadets.
“I am aware that many of you
want to join the armed forces.
It is undoubtedly one of the

best professions today, offering
a quality life full of adventure
and action. I call upon you to
join the armed forces and live
a life full of unity and disci-
pline, the motto of the National
Cadet Corps,” Chaudhari said.
India will on January 26 mark
the 75th anniversary of its
Republic Day.
The IAF chief said the Republic
Day holds “profound signifi-
cance and so does this Republic
Day camp”.
“It is a reminder of the strug-
gles, sacrifices, and aspirations
that have shaped our journey as
a democratic republic.
Remember that you are a part,
and an integrated part of this
narrative, contributing to the
ongoing saga of a vibrant and
resilient India,” he added.
“Selflessness is the third pillar
of the NCC’s philosophy. It is
a quality that separates you
from the rest of the country,”
Chaudhari said.
“You will cherish the time
spent here not just for the
memories, but also for the
personal growth and resilience
the NCC has imbibed in you,”
he added.
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Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh has approved a pro-

posal to raise four more
National Cadet Corps (NCC)
units in the union territories of
Jammu and Kashmir and
Ladakh, Defence Ministry
officials said here on Monday. 
The approval includes one
Mixed (Boys & Girls) Army
Battalion each at Udhampur
(J&K), Kupwara (J&K) and
Kargil (Ladakh), and one Air

Squadron at Udhampur
(J&K).
Resultantly, in addition to the
existing 27,870 cadets, the
strength in J&K and Ladakh
will increase by 12,860, which
is a 46.1per cent rise. 
Currently, the Directorate has
two Group Headquarters, with
a total of 10 NCC Units, cov-
ering all the three geographi-
cal regions. The expansion
will boost the morale of the
youth in the region, who will
contribute significantly to
nation building.
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Jan Aushadhi Kendras selling
generic medicines at afford-

able rates have helped urban
poor saving approximately
�26,000 crores in the last nine
years, now rural poor and
farmers too can avail such
benefits as around 241 Primary
Agricultural Credit Societies
(PACS) have been permitted to
open such outlets in villages,
Union Cooperative and Home
Minister Amit Shah said on
Monday here.
Addressing a national mega
conclave here on “PACS as
Pradhan Mantri Bharatiya Jan
Aushadhi Kendra”, he informed
that In the last six months,
4,470 applications from PACS
were received. Out of these, in-
principle approval has been
given to 2,373 PACS while 241
have already taken up such
venture.
Shah empahsised that the
Government has streamlined
Jan Aushadi Kendras to ensure
the poor get medicines at lower

rates  and allowed PACS to
expand their business activities
to open Jan Aushadi Kendras
due to changes brought in
their byelaws.
He said about 40 field officers
have been deputed to help
PACS in running these kendras.
Shah said PACS were only con-
fined to agri-credit business as
their byelaws permitted them to

do this only. But after formation
of a separate cooperation min-
istry, the Government took 56
initiatives to diversify their
business activities and came out
with a model byelaw. The
model byelaw was framed to
prevent closing down of PACS,
Shah pointed out.
At the event jointly organized
by the Union Cooperation

Ministry and National
Cooperative Development
Cooperation, Shah also gave
away the Jan Aushadi Kendra
‘store code’ certificates to five
PACS representatives from
Jammu & Kashmir, Andhra
Pradesh, Bihar, Maharashtra
and Uttar Pradesh.
At present, there are around
63,000 functional PACS in the

country. The Government has
taken several steps to strength-
en PACS including their com-
puterisation, diversifying their
business activities, and putting
in place model byelaws. The
Government has aim to open
around 2 lakh PACS across the
country.
Health and Pharmaceuticals
and Fertilisers Minister
Mansukh Mandaviya who was
also present at the event added,
“with these outlets being
opened in rural areas, people
can now buy generic medicines
at affordable rates. For instance,
cancer medicines, which cost
about �2,250 in the open mar-
ket are sold at �250. Even rural
girls can buy sanitary napkins
at Re 1 from these kendras.”
Minister of State for
Cooperation B L Verma,
Cooperation and Gyanesh
Kumar, Secretary, Ministry of
Cooperation, Arunish Chawla,
Secretary, Dept. of
Pharmaceuticals, Union
Ministry of Chemicals and
Fertilisers and representatives
of Jan Aushadhi Kendras and

PACS from across the country
were present at the event.
Dr Mandaviya informed that
“more than 10,500 Jan
Aushadhi Kendras are operat-
ing in the country which are
providing more than 1,965
high-quality medicines and
293 surgical and other products
at 50 to 90 percent of the cost
of branded medicines available
in the market”. Addressing the
gathering, Dr Mansukh
Mandaviya informed that “in
the first phase, 2,000 Jan
Aushadhi Kendras are planned
to be opened through PACS”. 
He also informed that the
Dept. of Pharmaceuticals have
already approved more than
2,300 applications from PACS
for opening Jan Aushadhi
Kendras in the country, of
which 500 are already func-
tional at present. The Minister
asserted that opening Jan
Aushadhi Kendras through
PACS would strengthen PACS
as a cooperative organisation
besides expanding the reach of
quality and affordable medi-
cines in the country.
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Where is the snow? Tourists
have started asking the

travel agents to call off trips to
hill destinations whether it is
Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh
and Uttarakhand. In fact, the
anticipated white blanket that
tourists were eager to witness
at tourist destinations such as
Gulmarg and Pahalgam were
disappointed as the region have
received almost no snow while
the hills have below-average
snowfall.
Experts say that the El Nino
effect is throwing spanners
across the northwest Himalayas
with an unusually dry winter
and no immediate relief in the
offing, if one goes by the obser-
vation by the World
Meteorological Organisation
(WMO).
It said that 2023 was the
warmest-on-record year and
the warming El Nino event is
likely to further fuel the heat in
2024. The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) too has
attributed low snowfall to the
absence of Western
Disturbances (WDs). “Almost
no major snowfall is likely till
mid-January with even the
expected January 9-10 WD
not likely to help much,” it said.

The El Nino phenomenon
occurs when sea surface tem-
peratures (SSTs) are higher
than average in the eastern
tropical Pacific, and there is a
simultaneous weakening of
trade winds. The absence of
snowfall is not a one-time
thing but affects the annual
cycle of snow.
Reetu Jain, Director of Coterie
Tours Pvt said that such unpre-
dictable weather is not good for
the tourism sector.  It has been
double whammy for the tour
operators particularly in North
India. “In November we were
facing low turnout of interna-
tional travellers due to high rise
in pollution. Many of our
bookings could not take place
or were postponed, especially
elderly travelers who refrained
themselves to North India.

Now with almost nil snow falls
in the upper reaches of
Himalayas, newly married cou-
ples and those seeking adven-
tures in snows too are having
second thoughts about their
plans of visiting the hilly tourist
hotspots,” she added.
At the same time, glaciologist
and Himalayan researcher A N
Dimri told a news agency
about social and economic
implications of poor snow falls.
“If it continues longer, it can
have a huge cascading effect on
socio-economic benefits. If you
don’t get (enough) snow, you
don’t get replenishment of
water, it will impact agriculture,
your health and can, in turn,
impact your economy,” he said.
“Bizarre dry winters so far
over hills due to prolonged dry
spell & nothing major expect-
ed from upcoming Western
Disturbance on 9-10th Jan,”
amateur meteorologist
‘Weatherman Shubham’ post-
ed on X on Saturday along with
a photo of Kedarnath temple
and surroundings sans any
snow.  A picture showing
Gulmarg  as a barren patch has
also gone viral on the social
media with netizens blaming
the rapid urbanization and
high temperature-induced cli-
mate change for the “grim sit-
uation.” Gulmarg is a world-
famous skiing resort, attracting
hundreds of national and inter-
national skiers who travel to
Kashmir for skiing adventures.
“So far a number of bookings
have been canceled by the
international skiers and if the
situation remains the same,
nobody will come here this sea-

son for skiing,” said Farhat
Naik, a snowboarding instruc-
tor in Gulmarg. On social
media, showing snowless
scenes of Gulmarg, he said, “It’s
heartbreaking to see Gulmarg
in such conditions during this
time of the year, especially if
you have never witnessed
something like this before.
Indeed, the weather patterns
have been quite erratic &
unpredictable in recent years,
leading to unusual occurrences
like this,” he posted.
He said that the skiers have
canceled the January slot as of
now, and if there is snowfall,
they might consider coming in
February.
Scientists say that the replen-
ishment of water sources for
the southern Himalayan region
will bear the brunt. “The water
system will collapse. We are
drifting towards living in a
dryer system,” Dimri warned.
In fact, not only India’s
Himalayas, the world saw
another year full of extreme
weather events resulting from
climate change in 2022, from
intense storms to soaring
temperatures and rising sea
levels. Antarctica was no
exception,  according to
research last year.
“My hope is that the public
starts to see both the fragility
and complexity of these polar
regions,” said Rajashree Tri
Datta, a research associate in
the Department of
Atmospheric and Oceanic
Sciences who contributed to
sections of the report related to
Antarctica and the Southern
Ocean.
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Covid-19 sub-variant JN.1
has made its presence felt

in at least 12 States from
January 7 till date on Monday
as the incidents rose to 682,
official sources said on
Monday. They said 199 cases
have been reported from
Karnataka, 148 from Kerala,
139 from Maharashtra, 47 from
Goa, 36 from Gujarat, 30 from
Andhra Pradesh, 30 from
Rajasthan, 26 from Tamil
Nadu, 21 from Delhi, three
from Odisha, two from
Telangana and one from
Haryana.
Even though the number of
cases is rising and the JN.1 sub-
variant has been detected in the
country, there is no cause of
immediate concern as the
majority of those infected are
opting for home-based treat-
ment, indicating mild illness,
officials said.
In the meantime, India has
logged 605 new cases of Covid,
while the number of active
cases of the infection stood at
4,002. Four deaths -- two from
Kerala and one each from
Karnataka and Tripura -- have
been reported in a span of 24
hours, according to the min-
istry’s data updated at 8 am.
The number of daily cases had
dropped to double-digits till
December 5, 2023 but cases
began to increase after emer-
gence of a new variant and cold
weather conditions.
After December 5, 841 new
cases were reported on
December 31, 2023 which was
0.2 per cent of the peak cases
reported in May 2021, official

sources said.
Of the total active cases, a large
majority of these (around 92
per cent) are recovering under
home isolation.
“The currently available data
suggests that the JN.1 variant is
neither leading to an expo-
nential rise in the new cases nor
a surge in hospitalisation and
mortality,” the sources stated.
India has witnessed three waves
of Covid-19 in the past with the
peak incidence of daily new
cases and deaths being report-
ed during the Delta wave dur-
ing April-June 2021. At its
peak, 414,188 new cases and
3,915 deaths were reported on
May 7, 2021.
Since the pandemic began in
early 2020, more than 4.5 crore
people have got infected and
over 5.3 lakh deaths have died
in about four years since then
across the country.
The number of people who
have recuperated from the dis-
ease stands at over 4.4 crore
with a national recovery rate of
98.81 per cent, according to the
ministry’s website.
According to the ministry web-
site, 220.67 crore doses of
Covid vaccines have so far
been administered in the coun-
try. The Centre has asked the
states and Union territories to
maintain a constant vigil amid
an uptick in the number of
Covid cases and the detection
of the JN.1 sub-variant in the
country.
States have been urged to
ensure effective compliance
with the detailed operational
guidelines for revised surveil-
lance strategy for COVID-19
shared by the Union Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare.
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The winter chill continued to
numb the northern part of

the country including the
national capital with a dense
layer of fog and ‘severe’ cold.
Delhi woke up to another chilly
morning with the maximum
temperature dropped to 17.5
degree Celsius, two notches
below the normal while the
minimum temperature settled
at 5.3 degrees Celsius, two
notches below the season’s
average. Ayanagar recorded a
minimum temperature of 4.3
degree Celsius, three notches
below the season’s normal.
The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) data
showed the maximum tem-
perature was recorded of 11.9
degree Celsius in Mangeshpur,
12.1 degree Celsius in Jafarpur,
14 degree celsius in Narela, 14.3
degree Celsius in SPS Mayur
Vihar, 14.8 degree Celsius in
Palam, 16.4 degree celsius in
Lodhi Road, 15 degree celsius
in Ridge, 15.8 degree Celsius in
Ayanagar, 16 degree celsius in
Pitampura, 16.4 degree celsius
in Pusa. Similarly, the maxi-
mum temperature of
Gurugram was recorded 14.7
degree celsius and 17.6 degree
celsius in Faridabad. CDO
Ghaziabad was recorded the
maximum temperature of 13.8
degree celsius and NCMRWF
Noida recorded 14.7 degree cel-
sius.
A satellite image of North
India, released by the weather
department, showed very dense
fog cover in isolated pockets of
Punjab, Haryana-Chandigarh,
Delhi, Western Uttar Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Bihar,  isolated
pockets of Madhya Pradesh on
Monday morning, leading to
disruption and slow move-
ment of rail, road and air
transport.  As many as 20
Delhi-bound trains were
delayed on Monday due to
weather-related conditions in
the national capital. According
to the India Meteorological
Department (IMD), the relative

humidity at 8.30 am was
recorded at 95 per cent.
In its advisory, the IMD has
asked people do not ignore
shivering, wear several layers of
loose fitting, light weight; warm
woollen clothing;  cover head,
neck, hands and toes ade-
quately as majority of heat loss
occurs through these body
parts. “Wear several layers of
loose fitting, light weight; warm
woolen clothing rather than
one layer of heavy cloth,” it
added.
In its daily bulletin, the weath-
er forecast agency said mini-
mum temperatures were in
the range of 4-8 degree Celsius
over Punjab, Haryana,
Chandigarh, Delhi, west Uttar
Pradesh and Rajasthan; 9-12
degrees over parts of east Uttar
Pradesh and northwest
Madhya Pradesh.
“It is above normal by 1-3
degree in isolated pockets over
Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh,
Delhi, south Rajasthan and in
many pockets over east Uttar
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh and 4-7 degree
above normal over many parts
of Bihar and Jharkhand.” It fur-
ther predicted no significant
change in minimum tempera-
tures likely over northern parts
of the country during the next
five days, while cold wave con-
ditions are very likely in iso-
lated pockets of north
Rajasthan on Friday and
Saturday.

According to IMD, there was
slight respite from the intense
cold wave conditions in Jammu
and Kashmir but the minimum
temperatures remained sever-
al degrees below the freezing
point across the valley, owing
to clear sky.
Srinagar, is yet to experience
snowfall this year. Gulmarg,
known for its ski slopes,
remains devoid of the usual
winter snow, disappointing
enthusiasts from India and
abroad. 
This January marks the first
time in recent public memory
that Gulmarg and Pahalgam,
renowned for their snowy land-
scapes, have seen no snow.
The plains have received no
snowfall, and the hilly areas
have seen below-average snow-
fall, contributing to a 79 per
cent rainfall deficit throughout
December in the Kashmir
Valley. 
Experts warn that this reduc-
tion in snowfall might lead to
water scarcity and a potential
food crisis in the region. “In
Kashmir, El Nino’s impact is
evident through prolonged dry
spells, milder winters, and
diminished snowfall,” they said.
Kashmir is currently under
the grip of “Chilla-i-Kalan”, a
40-day harsh winter period,
when a cold wave sweeps the
region and temperatures drop
considerably leading to the
freezing of water bodies as
well as water in pipes.
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PUBLIC NOTICE 

Amin Automobile is an Indian Oil petrol 

pump that is operational and is located at 

Banjar Bagh, Chintpurni Road, Hoshiar-

pur, Punjab. The Indian Oil licence to run 

the aforementioned petrol pump is going 

to be transferred to Neeraj Ohri W/O 

Vishwanath Ohri. Please contact the In-

dian Oil Corporation Limited within the 

next ten days if you have any objections 

to the above said licence transfer. 

COURT NOTICE 

(U/o 5 Rule 20 CPC)  

IN THE COURT OF Ritu Y.K. 

Behl Principal Judge, Family 

Court, Karnal. 

Ginni  

Vs.  

Anuj Pawar 

CNR No.HRKR01-004497-2021 

Case No. MNT125/111/2021 

Next Date:-12-03-2024  

PUBLICATION ISSUED TO:- Anuj 

S/o Sh. Niranjan Pawar, Village- 

Tanda Majra, Tehsil- Budhana, 

Distt. Muzaffarnagar, UP. 

In above titled case, the 

defendant(s)/respondent(s) could 

not be served. It is ordered that 

defendant(s)/respondent(s) should 

appear in person or through 

counsel on 12-03-2024 at 10:00 

a.m.  

For details logon to 

https://highcourtchd.gov.in/?trs

=district_notice&district=Karnal 

Ritu Y.K. Behl  

Principal Judge, Family Court, 

Karnal 

Dated, this day of 02-01-2024 

COURT NOTICE  

(U/o 5 Rule 20 CPC)  

IN THE COURT OF Sumukhi 

Additional Civil Judge (Senior 

Division), Amritsar.  

ANIL KUMAR  

Vs.  

THE PEARL CO-OPERATIVE 

HOUSE BUILDING SOCIETY  

CNR No.:PBAS02-001018-2023  

Next Date:- 05-02-2024  

PUBLICATION ISSUED TO: 1) 

THE PEARL CO-OPERATIVE 

HOUSE BUILDING SOCIETY 

LIMITED THROUGH ITS 

PRESIDENT/CHAIRPERSON/P

RINICPAL OFFICER HAING 

ADDRESS 4653 GURU 

NANAKWARA ASR  

2) BALBIR SINGH S/0 MAHAN 

SINGH R/O HOUSE NO 391 

NANGLI FATEHGARH 

CHURIAN ROAD TEIISIL AND 

DISTT. ASR  

In above titled case, the 

defendant(s)/respondent(s) could 

not be served. It is ordered that 

defendant(s)/respondent(s) 

should appear in person or 

through counsel on 05-2-2024 at 

10:00 a.m.  

For details logon to 

https://highcourtchd.gov.in/?tr

s=district notice&district= 

Amritsar 

Additional Civil Judge  

(Senior Division), Amritsar.  

Dated, this day of 11-12-2023 

PAPER PUBLICATION 

(In case of chain title deed is 

lost/misplaced) 

NOTICE is hereby given that one Mr./Mrs./M/s. Shamo 

Devi widow of Sh. Raghbir Singh r/o Nanakpuri Colony, 

Kaithal (hereinafter referred to as the said 

Mortgagors/Borrowers) have created mortgage in respect 

of the Property more particularly described in the Sched-

ule hereunder in favour of my/our clients IDFC FIRST 

Bank Limited (the Bank) (Branch: Dhand Road, Kaithal) 

According to the said Mortgagors/Borrowers, original doc-

uments namely Sale Deed dated 05.12.2005 bearing reg-

istration no. 7403/1 from her resident have been lost/ 

misplaced and not traceable. 

If the aforesaid Original Agreements/Deeds/Documents, 

found by any person, the same shall be handed over at 

the address mentioned herein below. Further, if any per-

son, body, individual, institution having any claim and /or 

objection in respect of or against or relating to or touching 

upon said property by way of sale, lease, lien, mortgage, 

charge, encumbrance, gift, easement, maintenance, in-

heritance, testamentary deposition or otherwise or having 

in their custody any title, documents pertaining the said 

Flat shall communicate the same to the undersigned at 

my address within 14 days from the publication of this no-

tice with documentary evidence in support thereof, failing 

which all the daim, of such person shall be considered to 

have been waived and or abandoned. Any objections 

raised after the completion of the 14 days shall not be 

binding upon the said. property or my Client. 

THE SCHDEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO 

(Detail description of the property) 

A plot Land measuring 82 Sq, yards MCK no.1186/4 

bounded as follows, East:- other owners, West: Gali 10 

ft. wide, North:- other owners, South:- Gali 10ft wide, is 

situated at Patti Kaisth Seth, Nanakpuri Colony, Kaithal 

within the municipal limits, Kaithal registered in the office 

of Sub Registrar, Kaithal. 

Place: Kaithal dated this 4th day of 2024. 

Name and Address of the Panel Advocate 

Deepak Seth, Advocate DEEPAK SETH Distt. Courts, 

Kaithal



With the swift expan-
sion of India’s man-
ufacturing sector,

the country is poised to
become a leading global man-
ufacturing force. Currently
positioned among the top
three preferred global manu-
facturing locations, India has
the potential to boost its
exports to an impressive $1
trillion USD by 2030. [1]
However, within the spec-
trum of various supply chains,
the challenges and opportu-
nities of Indian manufactur-
ing are evident in the wood-
en pallet sector. To consoli-
date its position in the pallet
industry, essential policy
reforms are necessary for sus-
tainable growth and global
leadership. Infrastructure
Development
India needs to focus on devel-
oping robust infrastructure,
including transportation,
power, and telecommunica-
tions, to support the manufac-
turing sector. The govern-
ment should invest in build-
ing modern industrial parks,
logistics hubs, and efficient
transportation networks to
reduce manufacturing costs
and improve competitive-
ness.
Sustainable Manufacturing

In the era of increasing envi-
ronmental awareness, sus-
tainable and eco-friendly
manufacturing practices are
becoming imperative. The
government should encour-
age manufacturers to adopt
green technologies and sus-
tainable processes by pro-
viding incentives and enforc-
ing regulations that promote
environmental responsibility.
This not only aligns with
global trends but also
enhances the reputation of
Indian products in interna-
tional markets.
Simplified Regulations: The
regulatory environment in
India is complex, and busi-
nesses face bureaucratic hur-
dles. Streamlining regulations
and creating a more business-
friendly environment will
encourage investment and
growth in the manufacturing

sector. Implementing a single-
window system for approvals,
clearances, and licenses can
facilitate ease of doing busi-
ness.
Skilled Labour Development
India’s education system
needs to adapt to the chang-
ing needs of the economy by
providing relevant skills train-
ing. Addressing the shortage
of skilled workers in the man-
ufacturing sector is crucial for
its growth. The government
should focus on creating
appropriate skill sets among
the workforce to meet the
demands of modern manu-
facturing.
Government schemes: The
government has introduced
Production-Linked Incentive
(PLI) schemes to promote
domestic manufacturing and
increase India’s share of glob-
al exports. These schemes
encourage investments in
manufacturing and provide
incentives for various sectors,
contributing to the growth of
the manufacturing industry.
Trade Policies and Foreign
Investment: India's trade
policies and foreign invest-
ment regulations play a signif-
icant role in attracting glob-
al manufacturers. The gov-
ernment should continue to

focus on policies that promote
domestic manufacturing,
reduce import dependence,
and encourage foreign invest-
ment in the manufacturing
sector.
Tax Reforms
A competitive and stable tax
regime is essential for attract-
ing investment. India needs to
rationalise its tax structure,
ensuring that it is transparent
and predictable. Reducing
corporate tax rates, providing
incentives for research and
development, and promoting
innovation through tax
breaks will encourage manu-
facturing companies to invest
and operate in India.
Conclusion: By implement-
ing the suggested policy
reforms, India can create an
environment conducive to
manufacturing growth, attract
investments, and position
itself as a key player in the
global manufacturing land-
scape. The success of these
reforms will not only boost
the economy but also create
employment opportunities
and enhance India's standing
in the world of international
trade and commerce.

(The writer is CEO of Jay
Wood Industry, views are

personal)
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Sir —  India defeated South Africa by 7
wickets in the second and last Test match,
leveling the series 1-1. The bowlers dom-
inated the match, which concluded in just
two days. Bumrah and Siraj each took six
wickets. With this, a new record has been
set in Test cricket history. This is the short-
est Test match in cricket history in terms
of total balls played. The Cape Town Test
concluded in just 642 balls (107 overs in
total). India became the first Asian team
to win a Test match against South Africa
in Cape Town. This is a promising start for
Team India in the new year. We hope this
momentum continues and India will tri-
umph in the T20 World Cup. Players
should continue practicing, as the more
they practice, the better they will perform.

Mohammad Taukir | Champaran  
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Sir —The Alaska emergency is a new threat
to the airline industry and poses imminent
danger in mid-air. An Alaska Airlines flight
traveling from Portland, Oregon, to

Ontario, California, had to make an emer-
gency landing after a portion of the aircraft
blew out mid-air. The aircraft reached
approximately 16,000 feet about six min-
utes into the flight before beginning its
descent. The jet had 174 passengers and six
crew members aboard. 
In a statement provided to CBS News,
Alaska Airlines said that Flight No. 1282
experienced an incident soon after depar-
ture and "landed safely back" in Portland,
but it was a miraculous escape for the pas-
sengers on board. This type of aircraft
comes equipped with a rear emergency exit
door, mainly used by international airlines,
and has a seat configuration that allows for
more passengers on the plane. Most US air-
liners don't use that configuration and
design the area to appear as a window from
the inside of the aircraft. Somehow, the
plane averted disaster, and the pilot
deserves all credit.

C K Ramani | Mumbai
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Sir — A Governor is the Head of the State,
and a Chief Minister is the Head of the
Government. The governor is bound by the
advice of the council of ministers headed
by the Chief Minister. The Supreme Court
has correctly observed that a Governor is
not vested with powers to dismiss a min-
ister. When the law and order of a state
break down, making it impossible to run
the government by the provisions of the
Constitution, the Governor can recom-
mend the President’s rule in the state.
During President’s rule, the Governor rules
the state on behalf of the President. All
authorities vested in the hands of a Chief
Minister are transferred to the Governor
during this period. Essentially, during
President’s rule, the Governor assumes the
role of a Chief Minister. While the
Governor administers the oath of office to
the Chief Minister, they have no authori-
ty to dismiss the Chief Minister or their
ministers. Governors, the Attorney General
the Council of Ministers, and the Prime
Minister hold office at the pleasure of the
President, and the Chief Minister and their
Ministers hold office at the pleasure of the
Governor. In practice, the President acts
at the pleasure of the Prime Minister, and
the Governor acts at the pleasure of the
Chief Minister. 
The President and the Governors of states
cannot withhold assent to a Bill. The
Constitution does not grant any powers to
the President to act unilaterally, even when
the interest of the nation demands. While
a Prime Minister cannot sign a Bill into law,
the President cannot refuse to sign. The
President or Governor can return the Bill
with observations for reconsideration.
The Supreme Court, in the case of Senthil
Balaji, has ruled that a Governor cannot
dismiss a minister. This ruling aligns
exactly with the provisions of the
Constitution. However, prima facie, the
term “pleasure” appears perplexing. Both
the Prime Minister and Chief Minister
function when they enjoy the pleasure of
the majority of the MPs and MLAs. 

K V Seetharamaiah | Bengaluru
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The southern states of India
are known for their unique
cultures. One noticeable dif-
ference is the language divide
between the North and South.
While Hindi is the preferred
language in the North, the
South predominantly uses
English and local languages.
Dravidian Parties in Tamil
Nadu oppose the use of Hindi
and follow an atheistic ideol-
ogy. On the other hand, Kerala
has a robust communist pres-
ence and alternates between
Left Front and Congress-led
coalitions.
The method of using popula-
tion as a measure for con-
stituency delimitation has led
to the South feeling mistreat-
ed. This is because the popu-
lation control measures imple-
mented by Southern states
have resulted in a decline in
population compared to the
North, leading to a sense of
unfairness. As a result, the
North, which has yet to
enforce any population control
measures, will be allocated
more parliamentary con-
stituencies than the South.
A possible solution to address
the delimitation issue is to
consider changing the compo-
sition of the Rajya Sabha.

This can be inspired by the US
Senate's approach of guaran-
teeing equal representation
of all states. However, this pro-
posal could face resistance
from bigger states in the US
Prime Minister Modi is
attempting to change the per-
ception that the BJP is not
aligned with the culture of
South India. The BJP must still
reach a mutual understanding
with Southern states. The
opposition coalition, INDIA,
controls most of the Southern
States. They are determined to
unseat Modi in 2024
The BJP has a strong focus on
Hindutva, the construction
of the Ayodhya Ram temple,
and an anti-Muslim stance.
However, these views may be
less popular among voters in
southern regions of India.
The Opposition parties like
DMK, AIADMK, TDP, and
BRS hold dominant positions
in their respective states.
Specific communities such as
Vanniyars, Thevars, and
Gounders have influential
roles in Tamil Nadu. In
Karnataka, Vokkaligas and
Lingayats have influence,
while Reddys and Kammas
are rivals in Andhra Pradesh.
However, Brahmins have lost

power. In Kerala, Communists
opposed the rival Congress in
the state, which is also a mem-
ber of the INDIA coalition. In
Telangana, K. Chandra
Shekhar Rao, a Velama leader,
held sway, but in 2023,
Congress snatched the state.
Religion is not a major polit-
ical issue in South India. The
BJP's views on Christian con-
versions or hostility towards
Islam have yet to gain any trac-
tion in the region. The south-
ern states have not experi-
enced any religious conflicts.
This is because the minorities
have assimilated themselves
with the local population.
For the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) to gain success in South
India, they need to adapt to
the local cultural norms and
political strategies. They must
form alliances and regain the
support of former partners. To
achieve this, the BJP should
revise its election strategy and
develop a new narrative.
Failing to do so will result in
the opposition coalition
INDIA becoming stronger
and posing a significant threat
to the BJP

(The writer is a popular
columnist; views are

personal)
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The Party is seeking to
gain more voters in the
challenging southern
region. Its presence is
limited in states like

Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Telangana,
and Andhra Pradesh. Since it has
already peaked in the northern
states, the BJP  needs to secure
more seats in the South. Last
week, Modi began his election
campaign for the 2024 elections
in the southern states of Tamil
Nadu, Kerala, and Lakshadweep.
He also inaugurated several
multi-crore projects.
The BJP  has access to unlimit-
ed funds and has well-organised
party workers on the ground. To
achieve the Party's objective, 40
central ministers had been field-
ed in the South. In Telangana, the
Bharatiya Rashtriya Samithi
(BRS) has been present since its
establishment in 2014 but recent-
ly lost the State to Congress.
Kerala is ruled by Congress or
Left-led fronts, while Tamil Nadu
alternates between Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK)
and All India Anna Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam
(AIADMK) In Karnataka, Janata
Dal (Secular), Congress, and
BJP  have all had a turn in power.
Several factors influence voters in
the region. They include caste,
money, power, ideology, cinema,
and liquor. In Tamil Nadu, polit-
ical figures such as CN
Annadurai, M Karunanidhi,
MGR, and Jayalalithaa have sig-
nificantly influenced voters. In
the past, N.T. Rama Rao played
a crucial role in united Andhra
Pradesh. However, the B.J.P. cur-
rently lacks prominent leaders in
the southern states. With the
passing of influential leaders like
M Karunanidhi and  Jayalalithaa,
the BJP is trying to fill the polit-
ical void.
The BJP won 29 of the 130
regional seats in the 2019 elec-
tions, including 25 in Karnataka
and four in Telangana. However,
the Party lost the state to the
Congress in last year's assembly
polls.
The All India Anna Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam
(AIADMK) was a significant
ally of the BJP. However, they
ended their alliance three months
ago, and neither Party has
attempted to reconcile since then.
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C K Subramaniam | Chennai
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Cancer, often referred
to as the "emperor of
maladies," continues

to be a formidable challenge
for medical researchers and
scientists worldwide. Despite
significant advancements in
the field of medicine and
biomedical science, cancer
remains a relentless adversary,
and its burden is escalating
rapidly in India. India is fac-
ing a mounting crisis, with
alarming statistics indicat-
ing a surge in cancer cases
and mortality rates. As we
delve into the current sce-
nario, it becomes evident that
immediate action is impera-
tive to strengthen cancer care
infrastructure, improve early
detection and enhance pre-
ventive measures. The cancer
burden in India is reaching
unprecedented levels.

According to a recent report
presented in Parliament, there
were 14.61 lakh cancer cases
detected in 2022, an increase
of 35,000 cases from the pre-
vious year. 
Even more concerning is the
mortality rate, with 8.08 lakh
patients succumbing to can-
cer in 2022 compared to 7.89
lakh in 2021. The projections
estimate a staggering 29.8
million cancer patients in

India by 2025. These figures
paint a bleak picture, sound-
ing an alarm for both health-
care authorities and the gen-
eral public. Despite improve-
ments in cancer treatment,
the incidence of cancer and
mortality rates persistently
rise in India. The country
faces multiple challenges in
combatting cancer effective-
ly. The most prevalent types
of cancer in India include
breast, lung, colon, rectum
and prostate cancer.
Moreover, India has one of
the highest mortality-to-inci-
dence ratios for cancer glob-
ally, indicating a need for
early detection and accessible
treatment facilities.
The actual incidence of can-
cer in India could be signifi-
cantly higher than the official
figures, as highlighted by a

2022 study conducted by the
Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce and
Industry and Ernst & Young
(FICCI-EY). This suggests
that the situation is more dire
than what the statistics por-
tray, making it all the more
urgent to address this issue
promptly.
One of the central issues
contributing to the cancer cri-
sis in India is the lack of easy
access to specialized hospitals
equipped with experienced
oncologists and state-of-the-
art machinery. Timely detec-
tion of the disease and afford-
able treatment are critical
factors that need immediate
attention. 
The government must prior-
itize the establishment of
cancer institutes and tertiary
care centres to cater to the

growing demand for quality
cancer care. While the public
healthcare system is over-
burdened, private hospitals
often provide treatments that
are financially out of reach for
many patients. Raising pub-

lic awareness about cancer
detection and prevention is a
key aspect of tackling this cri-
sis effectively. Beyond the
well-known risk factors such
as tobacco and alcohol con-
sumption, obesity and seden-

tary lifestyles, environmental
factors also play a significant
role in the rising disease bur-
den. For instance, the con-
sumption of processed and
packaged foods with preser-
vatives has been linked to
cancer. Promoting healthy
habits, including regular exer-
cise, can be instrumental in
reducing cancer risk. 
Among women of reproduc-
tive age, breast and cervical
cancers are the leading caus-
es of cancer-related mortali-
ty. These cancers, however,
are largely preventable
through early screening and
timely interventions. Public
health campaigns aimed at
encouraging regular screen-
ings and educating women
about the importance of early
detection can save many lives.
Cancer continues to cast a

dark shadow over India's
healthcare landscape. 
As the cancer burden increas-
es, it becomes vital for health
authorities to focus on early
detection, affordable treat-
ment and preventive mea-
sures. The establishment of
specialized hospitals coupled
with heightened public
awareness campaigns, can
significantly alleviate the chal-
lenges posed by cancer. The
time for action is now, as
India must stand united in its
fight against the dreaded
emperor of maladies. Only
through collective efforts, we
can hope to turn the tide and
provide a brighter future for
cancer patients in the coun-
try.

(The writer studies at Delhi
University and is a freelance

writer, views are personal)
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increasing the gross enrolment
ratio in higher education, includ-
ing vocational education, to 50% by
2035, further action is needed. This
requires the addition of 3.5 crore
new seats to higher education
institutions (HEIs) and focusing on
a flexible curriculum with creative
combinations of subjects. We must
integrate vocational education with
mainstream education and allow
for multiple entries and exits with
appropriate certification. To pro-
vide our students with the best pos-
sible skills, it is imperative to
establish Multidisciplinary
Education and Research
Universities (MERUs) at par with
the Indian Institutes of Technology
(IITs) and Indian Institutes of
Management (IIMs).
However, accurately assessing these
skills may pose challenges.
Nevertheless, the future outlook
suggests continued growth, foster-
ing innovation and adaptability in
a workforce where skills, not just
degrees, define success. This reflects
a dynamic shift towards meritocra-
cy in the evolving employment
landscape. The growing integration
of advanced technologies like gen-
erative AI, machine learning, cloud
computing, and data science across
these sectors drives the trend. As
these technologies continue to pro-
pel business and alter business
operations, the demand for
upskilling in technology remains
robust. Companies are increasing-
ly seeking professionals with specif-
ic skills to fill key roles in areas such
as valuation analysis, financial
research, investor relations manage-
ment, and risk analysis within this
domain.
Skills-first hiring is a new approach
that is dismantling traditional bar-
riers to offer global work opportu-
nities irrespective of educational
background or regional certifica-
tions. For instance, a cyber securi-
ty expert equipped with practical
knowledge and certifications can
now find doors opening abroad, as
security needs transcend geograph-

ical confines.
IBM India has adopted a 'skill-first'
approach where college degrees do
not matter. In 2012, IBM imple-
mented this approach in the US by
removing the four-year college
degree requirement from about
50% of its jobs. Ten years later, 29%
of the present IBM US workforce in
hardware, software, and consulting
does not have a college degree.
However, companies like Oracle
had 100%, followed by Intel (94%),
HP (92%), and Apple (90%).
A study conducted between 2017
and 2022 showed that US employ-
ers reduced degree requirements for
46% of middle-skill positions and
31% of high-skill positions. Various
studies highlight that for the job of
software quality-assurance engi-
neer, only 26% of Accenture's post-
ings for the position contained a
degree requirement.
The rise of skills-based hiring can
be attributed to several factors,
each contributing to a more com-
prehensive and efficient employ-
ment ecosystem. One of the key dri-
vers is the fast-paced evolution of
technology, which has made some
skill sets obsolete while creating an
insatiable demand for new ones. As
industries digitize and automate,
employers are looking for candi-
dates who have the technical exper-
tise required to navigate this new
world.
Skills-based hiring is not only about
technical prowess but also about fos-
tering inclusivity in the workplace.
By focusing on skills, employers can
tap into a broader talent pool,
breaking down barriers related to
age, gender, or educational back-
ground. This approach enables
individuals with non-traditional
career trajectories to showcase their
abilities, ultimately leading to a more
diverse and innovative workforce.
In a country as diverse as India, this
inclusive hiring model is crucial for
unlocking the full potential of the
population. It allows for the recog-
nition and utilisation of a rich
tapestry of skills that may be over-

looked in a more rigid, qualifica-
tion-centric system.
When individuals are hired based
on their skills instead of solely on
academic qualifications, there is a
higher likelihood of job satisfaction
and engagement. Employees who
feel that their skills are valued are
more likely to invest in their profes-
sional development, leading to a
continuous improvement loop.
This paradigm shift challenges the
traditional notion that a candidate's
potential is solely based on their
educational background. It
acknowledges that skills are dynam-
ic, and the ability to learn and adapt
is highly valued in today's fast-paced
work environment.
As India transitions to this transfor-
mative phase in hiring practices,
both employers and job seekers
need to embrace the opportunities
presented by skills-based hiring. Job
seekers should focus on acquiring
and showcasing relevant skills,
whether through formal educa-
tion, online courses, or on-the-job
experience. Employers, on the other
hand, should refine their recruit-
ment processes to ensure that they
identify and nurture the diverse tal-
ents that the Indian workforce has
to offer.
In conclusion, skills-based hiring in
India marks a pivotal moment in the
country's employment landscape. It
is a departure from traditional
norms, a response to technological
evolution, and a step toward a
more inclusive and dynamic profes-
sional future. As India continues to
embrace this shift, the workforce
will be characterised not just by
degrees but by a mosaic of skills that
power innovation and drive success
in an ever-changing global econo-
my.

(The writer is a Co-Founder and
MD of Orane International, a

Training Partner with the National
Skill Development Corporation

(NSDC), and a Network Member
of India International Skill

Centres, Views expressed 
are personal)

The job market in India is con-
stantly changing, and we are now
witnessing a significant shift
towards skills-based hiring. The
old-fashioned approach to hir-

ing, which relied on academic qualifications
and work experience, is giving way to a
more dynamic method that prioritizes spe-
cific skills. The new skills-first approach
enables professionals to explore unconven-
tional career pathways and places greater
emphasis on their abilities rather than their
educational background. This shift reflects
a wider recognition that skills, rather than
just degrees, are the key to success in today's
highly competitive job market.
A skills-first hiring approach gives priori-
ty to a candidate's practical abilities over tra-
ditional qualifications. This trend is grow-
ing rapidly in India as employers realize the
value of diverse skill sets. It is relevant today
because it provides equal opportunities for
all, allowing talent to shine beyond acad-
emic labels. The advantages of this approach
include a more inclusive job market and the
ability to tap into hidden talent.
This approach values merit over formali-
ties, enabling professionals from diverse
backgrounds to contribute on a global scale.
Every foreign job market has a specific skill
shortage that they are looking to fill, and
this approach helps to fill that gap.
According to a report titled 'The State of
Skills-Based Hiring 2023', 86 per cent of
employees believe that they are more like-
ly to secure their dream job when the hir-
ing process includes skills-based hiring.
The latest data from the Periodic Labour
Force Survey (PLFS) is alarming: a whop-
ping 86% of individuals aged between 15
and 59 years have not received any form of
vocational training. This is unacceptable!
It is high time that we focus our efforts on
converting this pool of individuals into
skilled human capital.
The current trend in hiring prioritizes skills.
Therefore, high schools and post-sec-
ondary education institutions must design
their curriculum to focus on these skills.
The New Education Policy (NEP) 2020
rightly emphasizes the need for standard-
ized vocational training courses in high
schools, with a range of experiences aimed
at developing a bundle of skill competen-
cies.
To achieve the goal set by the NEP of
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Maldivian President
Mohamed Muizzu

arrived in China on Monday on
a five-day state visit during
which he is due to hold talks
with his Chinese counterpart
Xi Jinping and sign several
agreements to bolster the bilat-
eral ties.

Muizzu, who is regarded as
“pro-China”, is accompanied by
his wife Sajidha Mohamed and
a high-level delegation. The
President and the First Lady
were greeted by senior Chinese
officials upon their arrival in
the country. They visited the
Xiamen Free Trade Zone in
China’s Fujian province after
their arrival. Representatives
from the Xiamen Free Trade
Zone presented an introducto-
ry video. Following the presen-
tation, the President and the
First Lady took a tour and
inquired about significant areas
in the zone. 

Muizzu’s maiden visit to
China, however, has been
marred by a huge diplomatic
row triggered by the derogato-
ry remarks against Prime
Minister Narendra Modi by
some Maldivian ministers after
he posted a video of him on a
pristine beach during his visit

to Lakshadweep. The
Maldivian envoy to India was
on Monday summoned to the
external affairs ministry and
conveyed strong concern over
remarks. Muizzu is due to hold
talks with Chinese President Xi
and sign several agreements to
bolster the bilateral ties, accord-
ing to the Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesperson Wang
Wenbin.

“The relations between
China and the Maldives now
stand at a new historical start-
ing point. We believe that
through this visit, the two
heads of state will provide
strategic guidance for the bilat-
eral relations to reach a new
height,” Wang told the media
on January 5.

During President Muizzu’s
visit, the Maldives and China
will hold official talks and sign
key agreements to enhance
trade, professional develop-
ment, and socioeconomic
cooperation, the Maldivian
President’s Office said in a
press release.

The visit will also pave the
way for collaborations in tech-
nology and other areas between
the two countries, it said.
Muizzu will also attend the
Invest Maldives Forum in the
southeastern Chinese city of

Fuzhou, China and meet with
senior Chinese business lead-
ers to explore avenues for
strengthening socioeconomic
relations between the Maldives
and China, it said.

Muizzu’s predecessors in
the recent past visited India
first, considering the wide-
ranging bilateral ties and the
Maldives’ proximity to India,
followed by China which has
expanded its influence in the
island nation by investing in
major infrastructure projects
there.

Surprisingly Muizzu, who
was sworn in as President in

November, chose Turkiye as his
first destination for a foreign
visit soon after his election fol-
lowed by the UAE where he
met Prime Minister Modi on
the sidelines of the United
Nations Framework
Convention on Climate
Change (COP28) on December
1 and discussed the progress of
the wide-ranging bilateral ties.

During the meeting, both
leaders agreed to set up a core
group to discuss the multi-
dimensional relations and fur-
ther deepen ties. The meeting
took place after Muizzu
requested New Delhi to with-

draw 77 Indian military per-
sonnel from the Maldives and
decided to review more than
100 bilateral agreements
between the two countries.

Earlier, Muizzu’s govern-
ment announced its plans to
drop a hydrographic survey
agreement with India. In
December, the new Maldives
Vice President Hussain
Mohamed Latheef visited
China, his first visit abroad, and
took part in the China-spon-
sored China-Indian Ocean
Region Forum on
Development Cooperation,
(CIORF) in Kunming.

Significantly, while praising
Chinese infrastructure pro-
jects, Latheef made no mention
of China’s Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) under which
most of the Maldives’ infra-
structure projects were built.

The BRI is an ambitious
plan initiated by President Xi in
2013 to develop new trade
routes connecting China with
the rest of the world via land
and maritime networks to
improve regional integration,
increase trade and stimulate
economic growth.

Observers say Muizzu’s
foreign policy perhaps is still
evolving as the Maldives
domestic political situation has

undergone a major change
after his election in November
last year. Soon after his election
Muizzu fell out with former
pro-China President Yameen,
regarded as his mentor, and
opted to pursue his own foreign
and domestic policy.

Under Yameen’s
Presidency, China carried out
major infra projects amid alle-
gations of debt traps by some
influential politicians of the
Maldives. Angry with Muizzu,
Yameen, who is currently serv-
ing a prison sentence for cor-
ruption, quit the ruling
Progressive Party of Maldives
(PPM) and formed his own
political party called People’s
National Front (PNC) from jail
to oppose Muizzu.

Also, the island’s
Parliament is currently domi-
nated by the Maldivian
Democratic Party (MDP)
headed by Solih and the island
nation is due to go to
Parliamentary polls in April.

The Maldives is India’s key
maritime neighbour in the
Indian Ocean Region (IOR)
and occupies a special place in
its initiatives like SAGAR’
(Security and Growth for All in
the Region) and the
Neighbourhood First Policy’ of
the Modi government. 
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Russia launched its latest
barrage of hypersonic and

cruise missiles against
Ukrainian targets early
Monday, striking near the front
lines of fighting in the east as
well as in central and western
parts of the country, officials
said. At least four civilians
were reported killed and at least
30 injured.

Western officials and ana-
lysts had previously warned
that Russia was stockpiling its
cruise missiles in preparation
for a strategy of winter bom-
bardment, as bad weather
keeps the 1,500-kilometre (930-
mile) front line largely static
after 22 months of war. Unlike
last winter, when the Kremlin’s
forces targeted Ukraine’s power
grid, Russia is now aiming at
Kyiv’s defence industry, they
say. But the barrages have
repeatedly hit civilian areas.

Monday’s attacks struck a
string of urban areas, including

housing and a shopping mall,
across Ukraine. In the south-
eastern Dnipropetrovsk region,
a woman died in a missile
attack outside the city of Kryvyi
Rih and 24 people were injured
in a strike on the town of
Novomoskovsk.

In Kryvyi Rih itself, which
is Ukraine President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s home
town, more than 20 houses and
a shopping mall were damaged
in the attack, said regional
governor Serhii Lysak. At least
four missiles hit Kharkiv, the
country’s second-largest city,
injuring one person, said
mayor Ihor Terekhov. A
woman rescued from the rub-
ble of a building later died,
regional Gov. Oleh Syniehubov
said. More people may be
trapped, he said.

Authorities in the
Khmelnytskyi region said two
people died as at least six
explosions were heard during
the morning missile attack.
Meanwhile, Russian troops

conducted 131 artillery attacks
on the Kherson region, killing
two people and injuring five,
according to governor
Oleksandr Prokudin.

Kherson and the surround-
ing region have been consis-
tently targeted since Russian

forces withdrew from the city
to the eastern side of the
Dnipro in the autumn of 2022.
In Zaporizhzhia, a major
southern city along the Dnipro
River, two people were injured
in a missile strike on a residen-
tial district, said regional gov-

ernor Yurii Malashko.
Two people injured in a

January 2 attack died on
Monday, officials said. The
Ukrainian military said on
Monday that Russian forces
have made unsuccessful
efforts to advance during the
past day in several areas,
including around Lyman in
the Kharkiv region and in the
Donetsk and Zaporizhzhia
regions. In the Russia-occu-
pied Luhansk region in
Ukraine’s east, a Russian war-
plane accidentally released a
bomb on the town of
Rubizhne, said Leonid
Pasechnik, head of the region’s
rebel government.

The bomb, an FAB-250
that carries a high-explosive
warhead, did not cause
injuries, Pasechnik said. The
incident comes six days after
Russia accidentally dropped
munitions over the village of
Petropavlovka in the Belgorod
region that has come under
repeated Ukrainian attack. 
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Pakistan’s Supreme Court
on Monday quashed the

lifetime disqualification for
lawmakers, ruling that parlia-
mentarians would be barred
from holding office for five
years, in a major relief to
leading politicians, including
former prime ministers Nawaz
Sharif and Imran Khan, ahead
of the February 8 elections.

A 2018 judgment by a
five-member bench of the
apex court had declared that
disqualification under Article
62(1)(f ) was for life, but
changes made in the Elections
Act 2017 on June 26, 2023, by
a coalition government led
by Pakistan Muslim League-
Nawaz (PML-N) restricted it
to a five-year term only.

A seven-member bench,
headed by Chief Justice Qazi
Faez Isa, on Monday ruled that
no person can be barred for a
lifetime from running in elec-
tions if they are disqualified
under Article 62 (1)(f).

The bench with a 6 to 1
split judgment abolished the
lifetime disqualification and
thus went against the judg-
ment of its five-member bench
which in 2018 had ruled in
favor of lifetime disqualifica-
tion. The bench bench com-
prising Chief Justice Isa and
Justices Syed Mansoor Ali
Shah, Yahya Afridi,
Aminuddin Khan, Jamal Khan
Mandokhail, Muhammad Ali
Mazhar and Musarrat Hilali
had reserved judgment on
Friday after concluding hear-
ing of multiple petitions.

Justice Afridi differed
from the other six judges and
wrote a note of dissent in
favour of life-long disqualifi-
cation. The verdict has deter-
mined once and for all the
controversy around the peri-
od of disqualification under
Article 62(1)(f ) of the
Constitution and the Elections
Act 2017.

Sharif, the 74-year-old for-
mer prime minister and also a
frontrunner for the fourth
term in the February 8 gener-
al elections, was disqualified in
the Panama Papers case in

2017. His rival 71-year-old
Imran Khan, who was disqual-
ified in the Toshakhana cor-
ruption case last year, also was
hit by the same law. The out-
come of the hearing has decid-
ed the political future of both
Sharif and Khan as well as
many other politicians.

Pakistan Muslim League-
Nawaz leader and former law
minister Azam Nazir Tarar
welcomed the judgment and
said that it was long overdue.
“The Supreme Court removed
a discrepancy as the life-long
ban was against the funda-
mental rights,” he said. During
the hearing spanning over
several days, the court heard
many lawyers in order to get
various points of views on the
duration of disqualification.

The remarks made by the
chief justice and some other
judges showed that they were
not comfortable with the life-
long ban on a convicted politi-
cian. However, it was not clear
if the limit of disqualification
should be imposed through a
court order and an amend-
ment in the constitution. Most
of the arguments were in
favour of nullifying the con-
cept of life-long ban and lim-
iting it to a five-year term.
However, the chief justice
repeatedly said that he also
wanted to hear arguments in
support of life-long disquali-
fication and asked lawyers to
come forward.

The issue came into the
focus of the Supreme Court
towards the end of 2023 dur-
ing the hearing of a petition of
Badshah Khan Qaisarani, who
was disqualified for producing
a fake graduation degree.
During the hearing, the chief
justice had remarked that the
SC verdict on lifetime disqual-
ification and the amendments
made to the Elections Act,
2017 could not co-exist. He
had further stated that discrep-
ancies in the apex court’s inter-
pretation and the law could
result in “confusion” in the
upcoming general elections.
On Thursday, Chief Justice Isa
said that disqualifying anyone
for life from Parliament is
“against Islam”.
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Jailed former prime minister
Imran Khan’s beleaguered

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf party
on Monday said it would
announce its candidates for
the upcoming February 8 elec-
tion within the next 24 hours.

Senator Ali Zafar from
the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI) party told Geo News
that the party had issued the
confirmation to 98-99 per
cent of candidates vying to
contest the election on a PTI
ticket. He said a decision need-
ed to be taken on merely two
per cent of seats.  “The
approval has been given on
who will contest elections on
which seat. The candidates will
be announced today or tomor-
row,” said Zafar.

He said the decision will be

announced after the Peshawar
High Court (PHC) verdict.
The PTI leader also shared that
a large number of lawyers
have been given tickets to con-
test the election. However, he
clarified that there is no ratio
of how many tickets were
awarded to lawyers and work-
ers of the party.

The general election in
cash-strapped Pakistan is just
a month away but political
parties, except a few, have yet
not finalised their list of can-
didates. Meanwhile, Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-
N) is facing a difficult situation
as it has been under pressure
to accommodate PTI dissi-
dents as well as the Istehkam
Pakistan Party (IPP) and
Pakistan Muslim League-
Quaid (PML-Q) in Punjab.

On the other hand, the

PTI has been demanding a
level playing field, alleging
that it is being targeted.

The former ruling party
has also been struggling in
connection with its election
symbol — the cricket bat.

It has also approached the
Supreme Court with a petition
challenging the January 3
order of the Peshawar High
Court (PHC) which stripped
the party of its iconic election
symbol. On January 3, the
PHC revoked the stay order
granted by its single-member
bench and restored the
Election Commission of
Pakistan’s (ECP) decision to
declare PTI intra-party polls
null and void. The PHC also
stripped the PTI of its election
symbol. The PTI, however,
challenged the verdict in the
top court.

New York (PTI): The US has
designated China, North Korea
and Pakistan as “Countries of
Particular Concern” for engag-
ing in and tolerating “particu-
larly severe violations of reli-
gious freedom.”

Announcing the Religious
Freedom Designations, US
Secretary of State Antony
Blinken said that advancing
the freedom of religion or belief
has been a core objective of US
foreign policy ever since
Congress passed and enacted
the International Religious
Freedom Act in 1998. As part of
that “enduring commitment”,
Blinken said last week that he
has designated Burma, China,
Cuba, North Korea, Eritrea,
Iran, Nicaragua, Pakistan,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, Tajikistan,
and Turkmenistan as “Countries
of Particular Concern for hav-
ing engaged in or tolerated par-
ticularly severe violations of
religious freedom.” In addition,

he designated Algeria,
Azerbaijan, the Central African
Republic, Comoros, and
Vietnam as Special Watch List
countries for engaging in or tol-
erating severe violations of reli-
gious freedom. Blinken also
designated al-Shabab, Boko
Haram, Hayat Tahrir al-Sham,
the Houthis, ISIS-Sahel, ISIS-
West Africa, al-Qa’ida affiliate
Jamaat Nasr al-Islam wal-
Muslimin, and the Taliban as
“Entities of Particular Concern.”

The top US diplomat fur-
ther noted that significant vio-
lations of religious freedom
also occur in countries that are
not designated. “Governments
must end abuses such as attacks
on members of religious minor-
ity communities and their places
of worship, communal violence
and lengthy imprisonment for
peaceful expression, transna-
tional repression, and calls to
violence against religious com-
munities,” Blinken said.
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Newly-elected fifth-term
Bangladesh Prime

Minister Sheikh Hasina on
Monday said she looks after her
people with motherly affection
but did not think her gender is
any impediment to her work.

Refusing to be bracketed as
a woman running the top office
in Bangladesh, she said,
“Actually when you run the
country, you should not think
about whether you are a man
or a woman. “When I took over
power, I had heard many things
about it. But when I work,
when I start working, I never
thought I am a woman, I had
restrictions, no,” the 76-year-
old leader told a press confer-
ence hours after winning the
fourth consecutive victory with
a decisive majority.

“I try to work for my peo-
ple and yes, I can tell you one
thing. A woman as a mother
(they) look after families, look

after children, (I have) brought
up children. With motherly
affection, I look after my peo-
ple. And I try to assist them and
help them,” she replied to a
question about the restrictions
she felt as a woman leading the
country.

Wearing a pastel green
saree, tackling questions with
wit and a smile evoking laugh-
ter and appreciation, the
Awami League leader respond-
ed to a question comparing her
with other great women prime
ministers or presidents from
across the world, former prime
ministers of India, Indira
Gandhi, Sri Lanka’s Sirimavo
Bandaranaike and Israel’s
Golda Meir, disagreed.

“You mentioned about Mrs
Gandhi, Sirimavo
Bandarnayake or Golda Mier.
They are very great ladies. I am
not. I am very simple, just a
common person. I feel I am just
a common person,” she said.

“I am not saying I have not

got much but one thing, I
always feel (is) my responsibil-
ity for my people that I have to
serve them. So I never felt that
this is a position I have to run
it no I felt this is an opportu-
nity to serve my country, my

people, and ensure that they get
a better life,” she asserted.

Without betraying a hint of
sadness, but with a pause, she
also said: “I am in power … you
know … … the killer, they
eliminated my entire family.
My younger brother was only
10 years old. Perhaps they had
in their mind that nobody
from the family will come
again in power. In August
1975, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman,
his wife and their three sons
were assassinated in their home
by military officers. His daugh-
ters Hasina and Rehana sur-
vived the purge as they were
abroad. “But yes, it is about
people. Our people gave me
this opportunity. Time and
again, people are voting for me
and I am here. I have survived
many times and I think, Allah
gave me this opportunity,”
Hasina, who won two-thirds of
the seats in an election boy-
cotted by the major opposition
parties, added.
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Bangladesh’s main opposi-
tion BNP, which boycotted

Sunday’s general elections
swept by Sheikh Hasina’s
party, on Monday demanded
the cancel lation of the
“dummy election” and the
prime minister’s resignation,
questioning the accuracy of
the voter turnout.

To mobilise public sup-
port for their demands, the
Bangladesh Nationalist Party
announced a two-day mass
contact programme on
Tuesday and Wednesday. The
party also renewed its demand
for a fresh election under a
non-party polls-time govern-
ment to establish a legitimate
and accountable government.

Hasina’s  Awami League
party won 223 seats in the
300-seat Parliament. Election
was held for 299 seats The
election to one seat will be
held later due to the death of

a candidate. The main oppo-
sition in Parliament, the Jatiya
Party, got 11 seats, Bangladesh
Kallyan party won in one
constituency while indepen-
dent candidates came out vic-
torious in 62 seats. Jatiya
Samajtantrik Dal and the
Workers Party of Bangladesh
won one seat each.

Bangladesh’s Election
Commission on Monday said
41.8 per cent of the voters
turned out to cast their votes.

“According to the final
count, the figure stands at 41.8
per cent,” Chief Election
Commissioner Kazi Habibul
Awal told a news briefing at
his office, adding if anyone
doubts the number “you are
most welcome to challenge it”.

The BNP boycotted the
elections and observed a strike
on Sunday. Nazrul Islam
Khan, another BNP standing
committee member, said their
party wanted to establish a
government elected by peo-

ple’s vote and accountable to
them.

“A free and fair election is
necessary for that, and that
didn’t happen yesterday. So,
people have turned down this
election. Everyone is saying
the voter turnout which was
shown was fake,” he said.

“So, BNP and other polit-
ical parties who are on a
movement for the restoration
of democracy demand the
immediate cancellation of the
dummy election of January 7,
resignation of Sheikh Hasina
and formation of a polls-time
non-party neutral govern-
ment for holding a national
election,” Nazrul said.

He also said people’s own-
ership of the state must be
restored and all enforced dis-
appearance, killing, and ghost
cases must be stopped and
people will have to be protect-
ed from his repressive regime.

“These are now people’s
demands. We congratulate

and thank people as they
made sacrifices in the face of
various pressures and allure-
ments and foiled the govern-
ment’s evil efforts to show a
huge turnout by taking them
to the voting centres.

BNP Standing Committee
member Abdul Moyeen Khan
said the country’s people uni-
laterally and spontaneously
rejected  Sunday’s election.

On behalf of the parties
that called for boycotting the
polls, he congratulated the
people of the country for
turning down the election. He
also said the government
failed to take voters to the
polling stations despite vari-
ous threats and intimidation.

“There was no voting and
election on January 7. What
happened was vote robbery
and vote rigging,” the BNP
leader said. The party has
been saying no election under
the current government would
be fair and credible.

Colombo (PTI): The Sri
Lanka Navy on Monday said
it is ready to send a naval ship
to the Red Sea to combat the
threat to merchant vessel lines
by Houthi rebels, joining
countries such as India, in pro-
tecting the key waterway for
global trade. The announce-
ment comes following last
week’s orders of President
Ranil Wickremesinghe, who
had declared the cost as Rs 250
million every fortnight.

The Iran-backed Houthi
rebels have launched more
than 20 attacks on merchant
ships in recent weeks, claim-
ing to take revenge against
Israel for its military campaign
against Palestinian terror
group Hamas in Gaza. These
attacks have sharply raised
goods’ transportation costs
between Asia and Europe.
Newswire Lanka quoted Navy
spokesman Captain Gayan
Wickramasuriya as saying that
but the exact date of deploy-
ment is yet to be confirmed.
The vessels would be covering
the Red Sea, Arabian Sea,
Gulf of Aden, and connected
sea lanes.  Captain
Wickramasuriya went on to
say that initially one ship
would be deployed as part of
Operation Prosperity
Guardians, the Naval opera-
tion underway at the Red Sea,
and adjoining trade routes.
“Discussions will be held and
based on the warship’s capabil-
ity it will be deployed to any
one of the sea lanes requiring
protection from the Houthi
rebels,” the Newswire Lanka
quoted him as saying.

He also stated that the
deployment of more ships or
swapping of ships will take
place based on the current
requirements and economic
situation of Sri Lanka, and a
discussion on the matter.
Wickremesinghe, also the
defence minister, has come
under criticism for the deci-
sion at a time when the island
was going through its econom-
ic crisis.
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Dhaka (PTI): Bangladesh’s
opposition-boycotted general
election on Sunday that re-
elected Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina’s ruling Awami League
for the fourth consecutive term
registered a voter turnout of
only 41.8 per cent, almost half
compared to 2018 polls and the
lowest since 1991.

“According to the final
count, the figure stands at 41.8
per cent,” Chief Election
Commissioner Kazi Habibul
Awal told a news briefing at his
office on Monday. “If anyone
doubts the number, you are
most welcome to challenge it,”
Awal said. The main opposition
Bangladesh Nationalist Party
(BNP), led by an ailing former
prime minister Khaleda Zia,
who is under house arrest on
graft charges, had boycotted the
polls calling it a “sham.”
According to data available for
previous elections, the 2008

elections, which installed
Hasina’s Awami League (AL) to
power, drew over 87 per cent
votes. The subsequent 2014
polls, which were boycotted by
BNP, drew over 40 per cent
votes though Awami League
candidates were elected uncon-
tested in 153 out of the 300
seats. Over 80 per cent of vot-
ers turned out in the 2018 elec-
tions, the data showed.

The BNP which had boy-
cotted the 2014 election joined
the process in 2018, which the
party leaders later said was a
mistake and alleged the voting
was marred with widespread
rigging and intimidation.
According to the final result,
Awami League candidates
secured 223 seats, the parlia-
mentary opposition Jatiya Party
(JAPA) got 11 and independent
candidates including ruling
party rebels bagged 61 in the
300-seat parliament.
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US Secretary of State Antony
Blinken has opened his

third day of meetings on an
urgent Mideast diplomatic mis-
sion to prevent Israel’s war
against Hamas in Gaza from
exploding into a broader
regional conflict.

Blinken was meeting
Monday with United Arab
Emirates leader Sheikh
Mohammed bin Zayed before
travelling to Saudi Arabia for
talks with Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman aimed
at enlisting the key Arab lead-
ers in a push to not only keep
the war contained but also
prepare for post-conflict Gaza’s
future.

With Sheikh Mohammed
in Abu Dhabi Blinken “empha-
sised the importance of pre-
venting further spread of the
conflict and stressed continued
US commitment to securing
lasting regional peace that
ensures Israel’s security and
advances the establishment of
an independent Palestinian

state”, the State Department
said.

Blinken arrived in Abu
Dhabi from similar meetings in
Qatar, Jordan, Turkiye and
Greece, where he claimed at
least modest success in his
mission with pledges from
those countries to consider
contributing to the effort to
plan for Gaza’s reconstruction
and governance once the fight-
ing has ended.

Gaza has been decimated
by three months of Israeli
bombardments that have
sparked anger around the
world for the massive damage
and huge number of civilian
casualties. Financial and in-
kind support from the UAE
and Saudi Arabia will be essen-
tial to the success of any such
plan and US officials said
Blinken on his fourth trip to the
region since the war began in
October hoped to overcome
initial Arab resistance to con-
sidering “day after” scenarios
for Gaza.

Arab countries have been
pressing for an immediate

cease-fire and an end to civil-
ian deaths before discussing
such plans.

But after his first meetings
on his latest tour, Blinken said
he had been speaking with offi-
cials about contributions they
could make to post-war plans
and about using their influence
to tamp down resurgent fears
that the conflict could expand
and potentially draw in direct
US involvement. “This is a
conflict that could easily metas-
tasize, causing even more inse-
curity and even more suffer-
ing,” Blinken told reporters
during a joint news conference
in Doha with Qatar’s Foreign
Minister Sheikh Mohammed
bin Abdulrahman Al Thani.

“So from day one, among
other priorities, we have been
intensely focused on working
to prevent the conflict from
spreading,” he said. “We share
a commitment to ensure that
the conflict does not expand.”
He said his talks had also
included “not necessarily easy
discussions” of what each
country can do once the con-

flict is over “to provide the
assurances and the incentives
required to build a more secure
and more stable, more peace-
ful future for the region”.

“And my takeaway from
the discussions so far, includ-
ing here with our friends in
Qatar, is that our partners are
willing to have these difficult
conversations and to make
hard decisions. All of us feel a
stake in forging the way for-
ward,” Blinken said.

Arab states have been high-
ly critical of Israel’s actions and
have eschewed public support
for long-term planning, argu-
ing that the fighting must end
before such discussions can
begin. They have been
demanding a cease-fire since
mid-October as civilian casu-
alties began to skyrocket.

After his talks with
Blinken, Sheikh Mohammed
called for an immediate cease-
fire, saying the constant images
of death and destruction in
Gaza are de-sensitising people
to the horrors of what is hap-
pening.
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An Israeli airstrike killed an
elite Hezbollah comman-

der in southern Lebanon on
Monday, the latest in an esca-
lating exchange of strikes along
the border that have raised
fears of another Mideast war
even as the fighting in Gaza
exacts a mounting toll on civil-
ians. The strike on an SUV
killed a commander in a secre-
tive Hezbollah force that oper-
ates along the border, accord-
ing to a Lebanese security offi-
cial, who spoke on condition of
anonymity according to regu-
lations. Hezbollah identified
the slain fighter as Wissam al-
Tawil without providing details.
He is the most senior militant
in the armed group to have
been killed since Hamas’
October 7 attack into southern
Israel triggered all-out war in
Gaza and lower-intensity fight-
ing between Israel and
Hezbollah, which has escalat-
ed since an Israeli strike killed
a senior Hamas leader in Beirut
last week.

US Secretary of State
Antony Blinken, who is back in
the region this week, appears to
be trying to head off a wider
conflict.

Israel says it has largely
wrapped up major operations
in northern Gaza and is now
focusing on the central region
and the southern city of Khan
Younis. Israeli officials have
said the fighting will continue
for many more months as the
army seeks to dismantle Hamas
and return scores of hostages
taken during the militant
group’s October 7 attack that
triggered the war.

The offensive has already
killed over 23,000 Palestinians,
devastated vast swaths of the
Gaza Strip, displaced nearly 85
per cent of its population of 2.3
million and left a quarter of its
residents facing starvation.
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Medics, patients and dis-
placed people fled from the
main hospital in central Gaza
as the fighting drew closer, wit-
nesses said Monday. Losing the
facility would be another major
blow to a health system shat-
tered by three months of war.

Doctors Without Borders
and other aid groups withdrew
from Al-Aqsa Martyrs Hospital

in Deir al-Balah in recent days,
saying it was too dangerous.
That spread panic among peo-
ple sheltering there, causing
many to join the hundreds of
thousands who have fled to the
south of the besieged territory.

Tens of thousands of peo-
ple have sought shelter in
Gaza’s hospitals, which are also
struggling to treat dozens of
people wounded each day in
Israeli strikes. Only 13 of Gaza’s
36 hospitals are even partially
functioning, according to the
UN humanitarian office.

Omar al-Darawi, an
employee at Al-Aqsa Martyrs
Hospital, said the facility has
been struck multiple times in
recent days. He said thousands
of people left after the aid
groups pulled out, and that
patients have been concentrat-
ed on one floor so the remain-
ing doctors can tend to them
more easily.

“We have large numbers of
wounded who can’t move,” he
said. “They need special care,
which is unavailable.” More
dead and wounded arrive each
day as Israeli forces advance in
central Gaza following heavy
airstrikes. Gaza’s Health
Ministry said Monday that 249
Palestinians have been killed
and 510 others were wounded
across the territory in the last
24 hours. World Health
Organisation staff who visited
Sunday saw “sickening scenes
of people of all ages being
treated on blood-streaked

floors and in chaotic corridors,”
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus,
the head of the UN agency, said
in a statement. “The bloodbath
in Gaza must end.”

DIRE CONDITIONS IN
THE ISOLATED NORTH The
situation is even more dire in
northern Gaza, which Israeli
forces cut off from the rest of
the territory in late October.
Entire neighbourhoods have
been demolished, and hun-
dreds of thousands of people
have fled, while those who
remain face severe shortages of
food and water. The WHO said
late on Sunday it has not been
able to deliver supplies to
northern Gaza in 12 days.

Even there, Israel is still
battling what it describes as
pockets of militants.

An airstrike early on
Sunday flattened a four-story
home filled with displaced
people in the urban Jabaliya
refugee camp, killing at least 70,
including women and chil-
dren, according to Mahmoud
Bassal, a spokesman for Gaza’s
civil defence. 

There was no immediate
confirmation from the Health
Ministry, which has struggled
to maintain its operations in
the north.

Search efforts were still
underway on Monday. 

The civil defense circulat-
ed a graphic video showing the
aftermath of attack, with sev-
eral bodies scattered among the
rubble.
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British Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak has denied reports

that he had doubts in the past
over the deterrent effect of the
country’s Rwanda scheme,
which will see illegal migrants
deported to the East African
nation while their asylum
applications are processed.

A BBC report based on
papers it has seen from two
years ago claimed last week that
Sunak was concerned about the
cost of sending asylum seekers
to Rwanda and wanted to limit
the numbers initially in his role
as chancellor under Boris
Johnson’s premiership. 

On Sunday, he was ques-
tioned by the news channel
about these documents when
he admitted pushing back to
ensure the value of taxpayer
money but denied he had
doubts over its deterrent effect.

“Just because someone’s
asking tough questions doesn’t
mean that they don’t believe in
the proposal,” said Sunak. 

“My job is to ask probing
questions of every proposal
that crosses my desk as chan-
cellor. 

Whether you have doubts
about it or not, you shouldn’t
come to it with a preconceived
notion that everything is fine
when you’re spending taxpay-
ers’ money… But to infer from

that that I don’t believe in the
scheme or the principle of
deterrence is wrong. I was
doing my job to get good value
for money for taxpayers,” he
said. “I went through that
process, funded this scheme
with the (then) prime minister
and as Prime Minister myself,
as you can see, I’ve made sure
that we have a similar deter-
rence working with Albania,”
he added, about an illegal
migrant returns agreement
with the south-east European
country. The No. 10 docu-
ments referenced by the BBC
were prepared in March 2022
as former prime minister Boris
Johnson was trying to persuade
Sunak – his chancellor – to sign
off on more funding for the
plan. This was shortly before
the agreement with the
Rwandan government to
process migrants in the African
country was signed. 
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China says it has detained
an individual accused of

collecting state secrets on
behalf of Britain’s foreign
intelligence agency MI6.

The Ministry of State
Security posted on social
media on Monday that
Britain had been cooperating
since 2015 with the person,
who it said was a citizen of a
third nation and had the sur-
name Huang.

The ministry said Huang
had received training in intel-
ligence gathering, provided
with equipment and had col-
lected numerous state secrets
on repeated visits to China.
No further information on
the intelligence gathered was
given, nor did the ministry
say when he or she had been
detained or where they were
being held.

The definition of state
secrets is not clearly defined
under China’s opaque politi-
cal and legal system, and
many consulting and adviso-
ry firms have been investigat-
ed for obtaining data that
would ordinarily be in the
public record, particularly if
they were shared with foreign
entities.

The British government
has yet to comment on the
allegations, but they follow a
deterioration of relations
between the sides sparked in
part by British opposition to
Chinese investments in the
country, especially in the
power and communications
industries where the ruling
Communist Party exercises
strong influence.

London has also been
highly critical of China’s cur-
tailment of political rights in
Hong Kong, a former British
colony where violent anti-
government protests in 2019
were met with Beijing’s impo-
sition of a sweeping national
security law and electoral
changes. 

Those have largely elim-
inated any political opposi-
tion to Beijing’s decrees and
silenced freedom of speech in
what had been one of Asia’s
most dynamic societies and a
major financial centre. 
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North Korean leader Kim
Jong Un turned 40 on

Monday with no announced
public celebrations at home,
after he entered the new year
with artillery barrages into the
sea and vows to expand his
nuclear arsenal.

Since taking power in late
2011, Kim, the third generation
of his family to rule North
Korea, is believed to have estab-
lished an absolute leadership
similar to his predecessors. But
his birthday has yet to be offi-
cially celebrated, unlike his late
father Kim Jong Il and grand-
father Kim Il Sung.

Their birthdays are two of
the North’s biggest holidays and
are marked with great fanfare,
loyalty campaigns and some-
times massive military parades.

On Monday, North Korea’s
state news agency published a
lengthy article extolling Kim’s

guidance of major construction
projects in the past decade. It
also reported Kim visited a
chicken farm with his daughter
the previous day. But it made no
mention of his birthday.

Some observers speculate
Kim may think he’s still relative-
ly too young or needs bigger
achievements to hold such lav-
ish birthday festivities. Others
say the lack of a public birthday
bash may be related to his con-
cerns about attention to his late
Japan-born mother.

Kim’s headlong pursuit of a
bigger nuclear arsenal has invit-
ed punishing US-led sanctions,
which together with border
closures during the pandemic
were believed to have badly hurt
the North’s fragile economy.
Kim has subsequently admitted
policy failures as his vow that
North Korea would “never have
to tighten their belts again”
remained unfulfilled. “For Kim,
it’s still probably politically bur-
densome to idolize himself as
he’s still young and hasn’t accu-
mulated much achievements,”
said Hong Min, an analyst at
Seoul’s Korea Institute for
National Unification.Kim Yeol
Soo, an expert at South Korea’s
Korea Institute for Military
Affairs, said it will likely take
some time for his birthday to
become an official holiday
because elderly members of the
North’s ruling elite would still
think he’s too young.
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Rome (AP): Pope Francis called
Monday for a universal ban on
the “despicable” practice of sur-
rogate motherhood, as he includ-
ed the “commercialisation” of
pregnancy in an annual speech
listing threats to global peace and
human dignity. In a foreign pol-
icy address to ambassadors
accredited to the Holy See,
Francis lamented that 2024 had
dawned at a time in history in
which peace is “increasingly
threatened, weakened and in
some part lost.”

Citing Russia’s war in
Ukraine, the Israel-Hamas war,
migration, climate crises and the
“immoral” production of nuclear
and conventional weapons,
Francis delivered a lengthy laun-
dry list of the ills afflicting
humanity and the increasing
violation of international
humanitarian law that allows

them. But Francis also listed
smaller-scale issues that he said
were threats to peace and human
dignity, including surrogacy.
Francis said the life of the unborn
child must be protected and not
“suppressed or turned into an
object of trafficking.” “I consid-
er despicable the practice of so-
called surrogate motherhood,
which represents a grave viola-
tion of the dignity of the woman
and the child, based on the
exploitation of situations of the
mother’s material needs,” he
said. 
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Portland (US) (AP): The
Boeing jetliner that suffered an
inflight blowout over Oregon
was not being used for flights
to Hawaii after a warning
light that could have indicat-
ed a pressurization problem lit
up on three different flights, a
federal official said on Sunday.

Alaska Airlines decided
to restrict the aircraft from
long flights over water so the
plane “could return very
quickly to an airport” if the
warning light reappeared, said
Jennifer Homendy, chair of the
National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB).

Homendy cautioned that
the pressurisation light might
be unrelated to Friday’s inci-
dent in which a plug covering
an unused exit door blew off
the Boeing 737 Max 9 as it
cruised about three miles (4.8
kilometres) over Oregon.

The warning light came on
during three previous flights:
on December 7, January 3
and January 4 — the day
before the door plug broke off.
Homendy said she didn’t have
all the details regarding the
December 7 incident but spec-
ified the light came on during
a flight on January 3 and on
January 4 after the plane had
landed.

The NTSB said the lost
door plug was found on
Sunday near Portland, Oregon,
by a school teacher — for now,
known only as Bob — who
discovered it in his backyard
and sent two photos to the
safety board. Investigators will
examine the plug, which is 26
by 48 inches (66 by 121 cen-
timetres) and weighs 63
pounds (28.5 kilograms), for
signs of how it broke free.
Investigators will not have the
benefit of hearing what was
going on in the cockpit during
the flight. The cockpit voice
recorder — one of two so-
called black boxes — record-
ed over the flight’s sounds
after two hours, Homendy
said. 
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Washington (AP): Defence
Secretary Lloyd Austin
remained in the hospital Sunday
as more details emerged about
key decision-makers, even
President Joe Biden, being kept
in the dark for days that the
Pentagon chief had been in the
intensive care unit at Walter
Reed Army Medical Center.
The Pentagon’s failure to dis-
close Austin’s hospitalisation
reflects a stunning lack of trans-
parency about his illness, how
serious it was and when he may
be released.Such secrecy, at a
time when the United States is
juggling myriad national secu-
rity crises, runs counter to nor-
mal practice with the president
and other senior US officials
and Cabinet members.  A senior
defence official said Deputy
Secretary was not notified until
Thursday that Austin had been
hospitalised since January 1.
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Thousands of people made
homeless overnight are

living in weariness and uncer-
tainty on the western coast of
Japan a week after a powerful
earthquake left at least 168
dead and dozens missing.
The rescue effort since the
magnitude 7.6 New Year’s
Day quake has drawn thou-
sands of troops, firefighters
and police who picked
through collapsed buildings
Monday hoping to find sur-
vivors.

Authorities warned of the
danger of landslides, exacer-
bated by a heavy snowfall,
throughout the quake’s epi-
centre on the Noto Peninsula
in Ishikawa prefecture. The
landscape blanketed in fluffy
white revealed burned and
crumbled houses,  ashen
blocks of a city, highways
with gaping holes and cracks.

The deaths included 70
people in Wajima, 70 in Suzu,
18 in Anamizu and the rest

were spread among four other
towns. At least 323 people
were still unaccounted for, a
jump from some 100 earlier in
the day as rescuers pour over
a list of the region’s popula-
tion. Another 565 people were
injured, and 1,390 homes
were destroyed or seriously
damaged.

A tsunami of several
metres (feet) followed the
initial major quake, adding to
the damage. Aftershocks have
continued daily. Japanese
meteorological  of f icials
warned strong quakes could
persist for another month.
Their frequency, while grad-
ually diminishing, remained
high compared to past
quakes, totalling more than
1,000.For the residents, recov-
ery work has barely started.
Shuji Yoshiura, a fisherman,
said his boats were damaged
and he could not go out on
the sea.

Before the quake, Wajima
was a tourist town with a
shopping street offering

seafood and traditional crafts.
Much of it was destroyed in
the fires that broke out after
the January 1 disaster.

Kentaro Mitsumori, who
runs a corner grocery shop,
slept in his car with his wife
to guard against looting.
Their store still stands but has
no lock, electricity or running
water. Everything sold out in
three days. But he plans to
close his business.

“Even if I manage to fix
up the place, there just aren’t
going to be enough cus-
tomers. I don’t know how
Wajima can survive,” he said.

Nearly 30,000 people stay-
ing in schools, auditoriums
and other evacuation centres
worried about infections as
cases of COVID-19 and other
illnesses popped up.

In the shelters, people
were still sleeping on cold
floors. After initial help of a
piece of bread and a cup of
water for each person a day,
more aid is allowing some
facilities to begin serving hot

food cooked in huge pots.
People were delighted by

the temporary bathing facil-
ities set up by soldiers, sitting
in the hot water they had
missed for days.

Still, exhaustion and stress
are wearing them down.
Many are in mourning. The
main quake struck on New
Year’s Day, a time for families
to gather in Japan. Some sur-
vivors said they were all alone
because they lost their loved
ones.

Mizue Kaba, 79, was lucky
she survived, as did her
daughter, son-in-law and
grandson, who were visiting
on New Year’s from Osaka in
central Japan.

Kaba is sleeping at a
school, and no one is sure
what might happen when
schools open in a week after
the New Year’s break.

Three stoves were not
enough to heat the school’s
big hall, and more heaters
arrived.

“It’s so cold,” Kaba said. 
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New York (PTI): The Indian-
American diaspora is gearing up
to commemorate the consecra-
tion ceremony of the Ram
Mandir in Ayodhya, with plans
to hold car rallies in the US to
celebrate the occasion.   

The group ‘California
Indians’ is organising a special
car rally on January 20 to cele-
brate “Bhagwan Shri Ram Ji’s
homecoming”. The organisers
said that more than 400 cars will
join the rally that is expected to
go from South Bay to the icon-
ic Golden Gate Bridge. The
organisers said in a press release
that “Indians of Northern
California are coming together
to celebrate the biggest and
proudest event in the modern

history of India.” Local temples
and diaspora organisations
across the US are planning to
hold special celebrations in the
days leading up to January 22,
when the Ram Mandir in
Ayodhya will be inaugurated. 

Car rallies have been held in
Washington, Chicago and other
US cities over the past several
weeks.

Community leaders includ-
ing Rohit Sharma, Mani Keeran,
Param Desai, Daipayan Deb,
Deepak Bajaj and Bimal Bhagwat
are planning the California rally,
the organisers said. “We cannot
go to Ayodhya but Ram ji is in
our hearts and this is our contri-
bution to his homecoming,” the
organisers said. 
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Equity benchmarks Sensex
and Nifty surrendered early

gains to close with deep losses
on Monday, snapping their two-
day winning streak as investors
pared exposure to banking,
metal and FMCG stocks amid
a weak trend in global markets.
The 30-share BSE Sensex
tanked 670.93 points or 0.93 per
cent to settle at 71,355.22.
During the day, it fell 725.11
points or 1 per cent to 71,301.04.
The Nifty declined 197.80
points or 0.91 per cent to 21,513.
"Nifty snapped a two-session
rally to end lower after opening
with marginal gains. Global
stocks slipped on Monday
ahead of a busy week of infla-
tion and economic data and

amid the diminishing prospect
of a cut in US interest rates in
the first quarter. Stocks fell
ahead of a corporate reporting
season where robust results are
needed to justify high valua-
tions," said Deepak Jasani, Head
of Retail Research at HDFC
Securities.
Among the Sensex firms, State
Bank of India, ITC, Nestle,
Asian Paints, Tech Mahindra,
Mahindra & Mahindra, Tata
Consultancy Services and
Hindustan Unilever were the
major laggards.
In contrast, HCL Technologies,
Power Grid, Sun Pharma,
NTPC, Bajaj Finance and Titan
were the gainers.
In the broader market, the BSE
midcap gauge declined 0.87
per cent and smallcap index

dipped 0.36 per cent.
Among the indices, FMCG fell
1.55 per cent, commodities
declined 1.44 per cent, bankex

(1.42 per cent), metal 1.40 per
cent, financial services (1.05 per
cent), telecommunication (0.93
per cent), IT (0.90 per cent) and

teck (0.77 per cent).
Power, realty and services were
the gainers.
"The market witnessed wide-

spread selling as the euphoria
over early rate cuts may dimin-
ish due to the better-than-
expected non-farm payroll data

from the US and the consequent
rise in the US 10-year yield.
"In the near term, investors'
trade positions will be more
inclined towards the upcoming
result season. While the outset
may be tempered by lower
expectations in the IT sector, the
overall forecast for earnings
growth remains optimistic, pro-
jecting double-digit figures,"
said Vinod Nair, Head of
Research, Geojit Financial
Services.
In Asian markets, Seoul,
Shanghai and Hong Kong set-
tled lower. Japan's Nikkei was
closed for a holiday.
European markets were trading
lower. The US markets ended
marginally up on Friday.
"The market witnessed wide-
spread selling as the euphoria

over early rate cuts may dimin-
ish due to the better-than-
expected non-farm payroll data
from the US and the consequent
rise in the US 10-year yield. In
the near term, investors' trade
positions will be more inclined
towards the upcoming result
season," said Vinod Nair, Head
of Research at Geojit Financial
Services.
Global oil benchmark Brent
crude declined 1.21 per cent to
USD 77.81 a barrel.
Foreign Institutional Investors
(FIIs) bought equities worth Rs
1,696.86 crore on Friday,
according to exchange data.
The BSE benchmark jumped
178.58 points or 0.25 per cent to
settle at 72,026.15 on Friday. The
Nifty climbed 52.20 points or
0.24 per cent to 21,710.80.
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The repeated argument that
India witnessed a K-shaped

recovery post-pandemic is
“flawed, prejudiced, and ill-con-
cocted”, said a research report by
SBI on Monday. 
According to the report, post-
pandemic, households are
reconfiguring their savings
towards physical assets, includ-
ing real estate, it said.
"The oft-repeated conundrum
debating a K-shaped recovery
post-pandemic seems at best
flawed, prejudiced, ill-concoct-
ed and fanning interests of select
quarters to whom India's
remarkable ascendance, sig-
nalling more the renaissance of
the new global south, is quite
unpalatable," the report said.
K-shaped recovery reflects
uneven recovery where certain
sectors of the economy thrives
while other sectors continue to
decline or struggle to recover.
It further said post-pandemic,
there has been two-way shift
between savings channelised
into physical assets from finan-
cial assets in consonance with
the global trend to take advan-
tage of lower interest rates.
However, it said, recent data

shows that there is a shift
towards financial assets since
2023 onwards. 
"Gini coefficient estimated using
ITR data of taxable income of
individuals shows that individ-
ual income inequality has signif-
icantly declined from 0.472 to
0.402 during FY14-FY22," it
said.
There is a change in income pat-
tern of MSMEs, too, reflecting
the changing contours of indus-
try/services as formalisation
drive brings more entities into
the net. 
Around 19.5 per cent of major-
ly micro-sized firms have been
able to shift their income
upwards, to classify them into
small, medium and large-sized
firms, it said.
Of these, it said, 4.8 per cent
firms have transitioned them-
selves into small firms, around
6.1 per cent firms transitioned
into medium-sized firms, and
around 9.3 per cent firms are
transitioned into large-sized
firms.
This clearly indicates MSME
units are getting bigger and get-
ting integrated into larger value
chains with initiatives like
Production Linked Incentive
(PLI), it added.
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Aviation safety regulator DGCA on
Monday came out with revised Flight

Duty Time Limitations (FDTL) norms for
flight crew, entailing increased weekly rest
periods to 48 hours, extension of night
hours, and limiting the number of night
landings to only two as against six earlier.
These regulations have been instrumental
in managing fatigue-related aviation safety
risks for more than a decade now, an offi-
cial statement said. 
Airlines are required to comply with the
revised norms latest by June 1, it said. 
With a view to address and mitigate con-
cerns on pilot fatigue through a data-driven
approach, Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA) collected and analysed
extensive numbers of pilot rosters, along
with pilot fatigue reports submitted by air-
line operators, it said. 
Based on the study and analysis, some of the
key areas inducing fatigue, such as maxi-
mum flight duty period, night duty, week-
ly rest period, flight duty period extension,
among others, were identified, it said.
The revised FDTL regulations have been for-
mulated after extensive data analysis and
feedback from various stakeholders, includ-
ing airline operators, pilot associations and
individuals, as per the statement.
It also said the best practices in the world
— FAA in the US, and EASA in the

European Union — have also been taken
into consideration in amending the regula-
tions, while keeping in mind the specific
operating environment in India. 
The revised regulations mandate increased
weekly rest periods from 36 hours to 48
hours for flight crew, thus ensuring sufficient
time for recovery from cumulative fatigue,
it said. Moreover, the definition of night has
been amended and it now covers the peri-
od of 0000-0600 hours in the revised regu-
lations vis-a-vis the period of 0000-0500
hours under the previous regulations. 
This enhancement of one hour during the
early morning will ensure adequate rest and
also align the night duty period, which
encompasses Window of Circadian Low

(WOCL) from 0200-0600 hours, the time
during which the circadian body clock cycle
is at its lowest in terms of alertness, the state-
ment said.
Also, the revised regulations have taken into
consideration different types of operations
across time zones, the statement said,
adding that the maximum flight time and
maximum flight duty period for flight oper-
ations encroaching night have been restrict-
ed to eight hours' flight time and 10 hours
flight duty period, respectively.
The number of landings has been limited
to only two as against the maximum per-
missible six under previous regulations dur-
ing night operations, thus enhancing flight
safety, it added.
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The country registered an
11.7 per cent rise in coal

imports to 20.95 Million Tonnes
(MT) in November as com-
pared to the year-ago period. 
The country's coal imports in
November 2022 was 18.75 MT,
according to data compiled by
B2B e-commerce company
mjunction services. 
However, coal import in the
April-November period of the
current financial year dropped
to 169.08 MT from 173.47 MT
in the year-ago period. 
There was reduction in coal
imports due to ample domestic
supply and a slowdown in
demand after the festive season
in October, mjunction MD and
CEO Vinaya Varma said.
The demand for imported coal,
he said, is likely to remain sub-
dued in the coming months. 
Of the total import in
November 2023, non-coking
coal import was at 14.37 MT,
against 11.88 MT in the same
month the previous year. 
Coking coal import was at 4.23
MT, against 3.90 MT imported
in November 2022. During the
April-November period in 2023,
non-coking coal import stood at
108.90 MT, lower than 116.28
MT imported during the same
period in the previous fiscal. 
Coking coal import was at
37.97 MT during the April-
November period, up against
36.64 MT recorded in the year-
ago period.
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After a lackluster perfor-
mance in 2022, the mutual

fund industry saw a substantial
rebound in 2023 with its asset
base surging by nearly Rs 11
lakh crore, reaching over Rs 50
lakh crore-mark fuelled by an
optimistic equity market, steady
interest rates, and a robust eco-
nomic expansion.
The year 2023 has seen a sub-
stantial increase in overall
inflow, data from the
Association of Mutual Fund
Industry (Amfi) showed on
Monday.
The inflow has pushed the

assets under management
(AUM) of the mutual fund
industry by 27 per cent, adding
Rs 10.9 lakh crore in 2023.
This was way higher than the 5.7
per cent growth and Rs 2.65 lakh
crore increase in AUM observed
throughout 2022, as well as the
nearly 22 per cent growth and
close to Rs 7 lakh crore addition
to the asset base in 2021.
The asset base rose from Rs
39.88 lakh crore in 2022 to an
all-time high of Rs 50.78 lakh
crore in 2023, the data showed.
The asset base stood at Rs 37.72
lakh crore at the end of
December 2021 and Rs 31 lakh
crore in December 2020.
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State-controlled Oil and
Natural Gas Corporation

(ONGC) has started oil produc-
tion from its much-delayed flag-
ship deep-sea project in Krishna
Godavari basin in Bay of Bengal,
helping reverse years of decline
in output, the company said.
ONGC has started producing
from the Cluster-2 project in
KG-DWN-98/2 block and will
slowly ramp up output.
Oil Minister Hardeep Singh
Puri said "first oil production
commences from complex and
difficult" block.
He did not indicate the current
output but said "production is
expected to be 45,000 barrels per
day and over 10 million stan-
dard cubic metres per day of
gas".
Cluster-2 oil production should
have begun by November 2021
but was delayed because of the
Covid pandemic.
ONGC has hired floating vessel
Armada Sterling-V, owned 70
per cent by SPOG (Shapoorji
Pallonji Oil & Gas) and 30 per
cent by Malaysia's Bumi
Armada, for producing oil from
below seabed.
The FPSO (floating produc-
tion, storage and offloading
vessel), Armada Sterling-V, has
been waiting to receive oil since
January 2, 2023, after she was
hooked up on December 27,
2022. 
ONGC previously set May 2023
as the first Cluster-2 oil deadline,
extended to August 2023,
September 2023, October 2023

and finally December 2023.
ONGC's KG-DWN-98/2 or
KG-D5 block, which sits next to
Reliance Industries' KG-D6
block in the KG basin, has a
number of discoveries that have
been clubbed into clusters. It is
situated offshore the Godavari
river delta in the Bay of Bengal. 
It is located 35 kilometres off the
coast of Andhra Pradesh in
water depths ranging from 300-
3,200 metres. The discoveries in
the block are divided into three
clusters — Cluster-1, 2 and 3.
Cluster 2 is being put to produc-
tion first.
Cluster 2 field is divided into two
blocks namely 2A and 2B, which
as per the original investment
decision were expected to pro-
duce 23.52 million metric
tonnes of oil and 50.70 billion
cubic metres (bcm) of gas over
the life of the field. 
Cluster 2A was estimated to
contain reserves of 94.26 million
tonnes of crude oil and 21.75
bcm of associated gas, while
Cluster 2B is estimated to host
51.98 bcm of gas reserves.
Cluster 2A was anticipated to
produce 77,305 barrels of oil per
day (bopd) and associated gas at
a rate of 3.81 million metric
standard cubic metres per day
(mmscmd) over 15 years.
Cluster 2B is expected to pro-
duce free gas of 12.75 mmscmd
from eight wells and has a 16-
year life. But now the output esti-
mate is lower — 45,000 bpd of
oil and associated gas up to 2.5
mmscmd from Cluster 2A and
around 9 mmscmd from Cluster
2B.
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German luxury carmaker
Mercedes-Benz will invest

Rs 200 crore in India this year
on new products, manufactur-
ing operations and digitisation,
to strengthen its position after
posting record sales of 17,408
units in 2023, a top company
official said on Monday.
Mercedes-Benz India will have
more than 12 launches in 2024,
including three electric vehicles,
out of which half will be in the

top end vehicle segment (TEV)
and will be priced Rs 1.5 crore
onwards.
"This year marks a special year
as we celebrate 30 years of
Mercedes Benz in India. We are
going to invest Rs 200 crore
more into our factory in Pune.
This takes a total investment of
Rs 3,000 crore in India now. So
that's a strong statement of
intent," Mercedes-Benz India
Managing Director & CEO
Santosh Iyer told PTI in an inter-
view.

These investments will be
towards manufacturing opera-
tions, new product startups and
digitisation of the manufactur-
ing process, he added.
In 2023, Iyer said, the company
recorded its best-ever year in its
history in India with sales of
17,408 units, a growth of 10 per
cent. Mercedes-Benz India had
posted its previous best-ever
sales in 2022 when it clocked
15,822 units.
On the outlook for 2024, Iyer
said the company is looking for

"double-digit" growth despite
volatility in both supply and
demand sides.
Currently, the company's order
bank stands at 3,000 units.
On the product launch plan, Iyer
said, "We are looking at 12-plus
new car lines to be launched in
'24 and 50 per cent of them will
be in the top end vehicle seg-
ment. These will include three
new electric vehicles."
The TEV segment continues to
drive aspiration for the brand,
Iyer said, adding that three new
EVs to be launched in 2024 will
build up the company's EV
portfolio.
"EVs now comprise 4 per cent
of our total sales and the seg-
ment witnessed a trebling of
growth in 2023," he added.
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India's agriculture exports,
which stood at over USD 50

billion at present, are expected
to double by 2030 and reach
USD 100 billion, Commerce
Secretary Sunil Barthwal said
on Monday.
He said that the country is tar-
geting USD 2 trillion worth of
exports of goods and services
by 2030.
"I am very sure that this USD
50 billion exports of India
today will see a doubling of our
exports by 2030 to almost USD
100 billion," he said at the
IndusFood Show 2024 here.
This is the largest food and bev-
erage show in South Asia.
The secretary said that areas
like the ready-to-eat food seg-
ment have huge potential to
grow.
He also urged the industry to
focus on the technical standard
requirements of importing
countries.
Inaugurating the show,
Commerce and Industry
Minister Piyush Goyal said
that this fiscal year, the coun-
try's agri exports will be more
than last year's level of USD 53
billion, despite restrictions
imposed on shipments of cer-
tain key commodities, includ-
ing rice, wheat and sugar.
Earlier, an official said that the
export ban and restrictions on
these commodities may hit
exports of about USD 4-5 bil-
lion this fiscal.
The government has prohibit-
ed exports of wheat and non-

basmati white rice and has
also imposed curbs on sugar
exports.
Speaking at the event, Trade
Promotion Council of India
Chairman Mohit Singla said
that over 1,200 exhibitors and
more than 7,500 buyers from
across the world representing
about 90 countries are partic-
ipating in the three-day show.
Over 80 retail chains, such as
Choithrams, Carrefour, Khimji

Ramdas, Grand Hypermarket,
Nesto, Mustafa, X5, Lulu,
Almaya Group, and Spar, are
also participating, he added.
Goyal also said there is a need
for large-scale food processing,
product branding, and export
focus to provide better value to
farmers, generate employment,
and enhance the country's
earnings. 
He added that as many as 158
food and agri products have
been granted Geographical
Indications (GIs) tags, and 708
food items have been identified
under the One District One
Product (ODOP) initiative for
their promotion. 
He urged the industry to focus
on frozen, packaged, and
ready-to-eat foods, encourag-
ing skill development, univer-
sity exchange programmes,
and startups in the sector. 
The industry should also pri-
oritise quality, nutrition, organ-
ic ingredients, and eco-friend-
ly packaging, underscoring the
significance of promoting food
nutrition and sustainability,
the minister said.
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Gold prices slipped Rs 250 to Rs 63,200
per 10 grams in the national capital on

Monday amid a decline in precious metal
prices internationally, according to HDFC
Securities.
The precious metal had settled at Rs 63,450
per 10 grams in the previous close.
Silver also slumped Rs 400 to Rs 76,300 per
kilogram. In the previous trade, silver
closed at Rs 76,700 per kg.
In the futures trade on the MCX, the
February contract of gold plunged Rs 355
to Rs 62,202 per 10 grams. Also, the March
contract of silver tumbled Rs 415 to Rs
72,172 per kg on the bourse.
In the overseas markets, both gold and sil-
ver were trading lower at USD 2,029 per

ounce and USD 22.95 per ounce, respec-
tively.
"Following strong US labour market data
which stoked investor anticipation that the
Federal Reserve might delay interest rate
cuts led to a decline in gold prices," Saumil
Gandhi, senior analyst of commodities at
HDFC Securities, said.
Spot gold at Comex was trading at USD
2,029 per ounce, down by USD 16 from
the previous close in the international mar-
kets.
"Focus this week will be on the US
Consumer Price Index (CPI) and Producer
Price Index (PPI) data which could pro-
vide further clarity on the Fed's monetary
policy interest rate path ahead," Navneet
Damani, Senior VP of commodity research
at Motilal Oswal Financial Services, said.
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Indian women’s team is con-
fident of booking a third
successive Olympic berth

and its knowledge of the con-
ditions here will put it in good
stead ahead of the eight-team
hockey Olympic Qualifiers,
said attacking midfielder
Navneet Kaur on Monday.
The Indian team, led by Savita
Punia, had won the Asian
Champions Trophy at the same
venue of Marang Gomke Jaypal
Singh Mundha AstroTurf
Hockey Stadium in November
last year.
The hosts defeated Japan 4-0 in
the final to secure their second
consecutive title in the compe-
tition.
“Arriving in Ranchi early has
helped us gain quite a few ses-
sions on the main pitch and it
has also helped us acclimatise
to this weather,” Navneet said
in a Hockey India release.
“Since we have also played in
this venue before, during the
Women’s Asian Champions
Trophy, we know the pitch
well.” 
Fuelled by their historic fourth-
place finish in the Tokyo
Olympic Games, the Indian
side spent about a week under-

standing the conditions. The
Indian members also visited
and trained at some venues in

Kunti district.
“We also went and trained in
Kunti district which is home to

some of our teammates and it
was incredible to see the excite-
ment on the children’s faces

who had come to cheer us,”
Navneet said.
Placed in Pool B, India’s cam-
paign kicks off with a clash
against the United States on
Saturday, followed by their
match against New Zealand the
next day. After a day’s rest,
India face Italy on January 16.
Pool A comprises World No 5
Germany, former Asian Games
Champions Japan, Chile, and
Czech Republic.
“We are upbeat and eager to get
on with our campaign. After
our Tokyo Olympics perfor-
mance, the expectations are
high and we want to live up to
the billing. We are well-pre-
pared for the event and are con-
fident of a good show,” Navneet
said. 
The top two teams from each
Pool will qualify for the semi-
finals and the teams that finish
in top-3 will earn a ticket to
Paris 2024.
The semi-finals are scheduled
for January 18, with the grand
final and bronze play-off set to
take place on January 19.
The event was originally slat-
ed to be held in China, but
Hockey India requested FIH to
shift the venue to India after
China Women’s directly qual-
ified for the Paris Olympics.
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Young Indian shooters Varun
Tomar and Esha Singh on

Monday secured two Olympic
quota places for the country
with gold medals in the men’s
and women’s 10m Air Pistol
events of the Asian Qualifiers
here.
The duo’s qualification took the
total number of Indian shooters
bound for Paris to 15, equalling
the highest-ever tally that was
achieved in the Tokyo Games. 
India can add more to the
group headed for the Games in
July-August this year when the
remaining qualifiers are held.
India secured six medals on
Monday, including two team
golds, at the continental event.
The 20-year-old Tomar shot
239.6 in the final to claim the top
position, while Arjun Cheema
won the silver medal with a
score of 237.3. Mongolia’s
Davaakhuu Enkhtaivan (217.2)
won the bronze medal.
Earlier, Tomar (586), Cheema
(579) and Ujjawal Malik (575)
shot a total of 1740 to win the
10m air pistol team gold, while
Iran and Korea claimed the sil-
ver and bronze medals respec-
tively.
Tomar, a former junior world
champion, is the cousin of
Tokyo Olympian Saurabh
Chaudhary, who won a gold
medal in the 2018 Asian Games.
“It helped that I had someone

like Saurabh to take guidance
from as I don’t have anyone in
the family who is a shooter,”
Tomar, who comes from a farm-
ing family, told PTI.
The 19-year-old Esha then
grabbed the gold in the women’s
event with a score of 243.1. The
silver went to Pakistan’s
Kishmala Talat (236.3), while the
bronze was grabbed by Esha’s
compatriot Rhythm Sangwan
(214.5). The 21-year-old Talat
also earned a quota for the
Paris Games, becoming the
third Pakistani shooter to
achieve the feat.
Esha, Rhythm and Surbhi Rao
also won the team gold medal
with a combined score of 1736. 
Esha is a world championship
gold-medallist in the 10m air
pistol mixed team and 25m
pistol team events.
“She can also win a medal, pos-

sibly gold, in 25m sports pistol
here. But an individual can bag
only one quota place for the
country. Her bagging the quota
in 10m air pistol means she can
also compete in 25m sports pis-
tol in Paris,” said Esha’s father
Sachin Singh.
A total of 16 quota places for the
Paris Olympics are available at
the continental showpiece here.
The 10m air pistol events for
men and women have four
quotas on offer with a maximum
of three for the Indian shooters.
As many as 385 athletes from 26
countries are in action at the
Senayan Shooting Range in
Jakarta for 256 medals (84 gold,
84 silver and 88 bronze medals),
besides the Paris quotas.
Ahead of this tournament, India
had won 13 Olympic quota
places in shooting across rifle,
pistol and shotgun disciplines. 
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The Badminton Association
of India (BAI) will fund 28

Indian shuttlers, including
senior national men’s and
women’s champions Chirag Sen
and Anmol Kharb, for interna-
tional tournaments this year.
Indian players ranked between
26 and 75 in BWF world rank-
ings and top performers from
the Senior National champi-
onships, who are not part of the
national camp, will benefit from
this opportunity. 
The funds will come as part of
BAI’s partnership with Rural
Electrification Corporation
(REC).
Abu Dhabi Masters champion
Unnati Hooda and 2023
Badminton Asia U-17 Junior
championships silver medallist
Tanvi Sharma are among the 28
players across singles and dou-
bles categories who have been
chosen based on their perfor-
mances in multiple tourna-
ments. 
“BAI is committed to ensure
promising talents get much-
needed support to showcase
their potential as the national
campers even if they are not part
of the national camp,” said BAI
Secretary Sanjay Mishra in a
release on Monday.
“Our partnership with REC will
not only help us broad base these
opportunities and give shut-
tlers more and more opportuni-
ties to participate in multiple
international challenger events
as well as Super 300s and there-
by better their rankings as well
as gain experience of playing
against foreign players. 
“This initiative aligns with our
goals to create strong opportu-
nities for more players to show
their abilities as well as compete
and benefit from the national
badminton structure.”

The selected players have been
given an option to choose three
tournaments, including two
Super 300 events - the Orleans
Masters and Swiss Open - from
a total of eight tournaments, for
which BAI will extend complete
financial support to each of the
shuttlers.

FULL LIST OF PLAYERS: 
MEN’S SINGLES:
1. Sathish Kumar Karunakaran
(World Rank 51) 
2. S Sankar Muthusamy
Subramanian (WR 71) 
3. Sameer Verma (WR 74) 
4. Chirag Sen (Senior Nationals
champion) 
5. Tharun Mannepalli (Senior
Nationals runner-up) 
WOMEN’S SINGLES:
1. Aakarshi Kashyap (WR 40) 
2. Malvika Bansod (WR 52) 
3. Unnati Hooda (WR 56) 
4. Tanya Hemanth (WR 69) 
5. Tasnim Mir (WR 73) 
6. Imad Farooqui Samiya (WR
74) 
7. Anmol Kharb (Senior
National Champion) 
8. Tanvi Sharma (Senior
National runner-up) 
MEN’S DOUBLES:
1.Hariharan Amsakarunan/
Ruban Kumar Rethinasabapathi
(WR 70) 
2. P.S Ravikrishna/Sankar Prasad
Udayakunar (WR 75) 
3. Suraj Goala/Pruthvi Krishna-
murthy Roy (Senior Nationals
champions) 
WOMEN’S DOUBLES:
1. Ashwini Bhat K/Shikha
Gautam (WR 49) 
2. Rutaparna Panda/Swetaparna
Panda (WR 52) 
3. Simran Singh/Ritika Thaker
(WR 63) 
4. Priya Konjengbam/Shruti
Mishra (Senior National cham-
pions) 
MIXED DOUBLES:
1. Sathish Kumar Karuna-
karan/Aadya Variyath (WR 64). 
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Promising shooter Varun
Tomar always wanted to be

like his cousin, Olympian
Saurabh Chaudhary, and on
Monday the 20-year-old took a
giant step towards achieving
his goal by securing a quota for
the 2024 Paris Games by win-
ning gold medal at the Asian
Olympic Qualifiers in Jakarta.
Tomar, who initially trained
with multiple-time World Cup
gold medallist and 2018 Asian
Games champion Chaudhary at
his home range in Baghpat dis-
trict of UP, said the individual
gold medal will motivate him to
train harder for the 2024 Paris
Games.
“I took up shooting seven years
back watching my senior cousin
Saurabh. He has been my moti-
vation, having struck success
early in his career. I always
wanted to be like him and
achieve international success,”
Tomar told PTI from Jakarta.
“I started shooting a year after
Saurabh and we both initially
had the same coach (Amit
Sheoran) in Benoli village of
Baghpat,” said Tomar, a former
junior world championship gold
medallist in team event.
Tomar, who hails from Garhi
Kangran village in Baghpat,
secured India’s 14th Olympic
quota place on the opening day

of the competition, clinching
both the individual and team
gold.
The 20-year-old shot 239.6 in
the final of the 10m air pistol
event to claim the top position
in individual category ahead of
compatriot Arjun Cheema
(237.3).
Earlier, Tomar (586), Cheema
(579) and Ujjawal Malik (575)
shot a total of 1740 to win the
10m air pistol team gold.
“It helped that I had someone
like Saurabh to take guidance
from as I don’t have anyone in
the family who is a shooter,” said
Tomar, who comes from a farm-
ing family.
After nearly seven years of train-
ing, Tomar finally got success
last year, winning individual
bronze medals at the World
Cups in Bhopal and Cairo.
Soon he was selected for train-
ing at the National Centre of

Excellence (NCOE) at the Karni
Singh Ranges here and is now
employed with the Indian Army.
“I have always appreciated
Varun for his calm nature. He is
a copy of Saurabh. He hardly
interacts with anyone at the
range and just keeps to himself,
training hard,” said national
rifle coach Deepak Dubey here.
“He is still a junior but is learn-
ing fast. The success in the two
World Cups last year and the
individual gold medal today
are an indication that he really
has a sound technique and tem-
perament,” said Dubey.
“I know for a fact that he got
inspired by Saurabh. He came
into NCOE about 5-6 months
back. He made a place in the
Indian team last year and won
two medals in World Cups. He
has shot some really good scores
last year.
“His selection by the Army
Marksmanship Unit has given
his career a big boost. The fact
that he has come up on his own
without having a personal coach
is indeed creditworthy,” said
Dubey.
“He only shoots 10m air pistol
and not 25m rapid fire, which
helps him give undivided atten-
tion to just one discipline. He is
just like Saurabh, doesn’t talk
much, very disciplined, hard
working and very obedient,”
added Dubey. 
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Indian-American golfer Sahith Theegala
missed a 10 foot putt on the 18th hole

to finish second in the Sentry, the open-
ing event of the 2024 PGA TOUR sea-
son.
Theegala fired a sizzling 10-under 63 to
finish at 28-under but Chris Kirk, the
overnight leader playing in the final
group, carded 8-under 65 to finish at 29-
under, that included a superb second shot
to set up a birdie on the 17th to go one
ahead.
He parred the 18th and won the title.
Akshay Bhatia, the other Indian-
American in the field, who was second
after 54 holes, had a double bogey start
after two bogey-free days and finished
with 2-under 71 to drop to Tied-14th
place. 
Bhatia, one shot behind at the start, drove
his opening tee shot into the native grass
and never contended thereafter.
Theegala missed a 10-foot birdie chance
at the par-5 closing hole and shot 63,
while Jordon Spieth, whose tee shot on

the 16th plugged under the lip of a bunker
for a bogey, missed a 15-foot eagle putt
on the 18th and shot 65 to finish third
at 27-under.
Korean Byeong-Hun-An (66) was fourth
at 26-under.

Theegala said: “Obviously 18 hurts a lit-
tle bit but I think Chris (Kirk) hit an
incredible shot on 17 there, and then if
we were tied or if I was at 29, I think he
would probably pull off a birdie there as
well (on 18). 

“Yeah, I really wish I could have had that
second shot on 18 back. It’s not how it
works.”
Theegala had a great final day. After four
birdies in a row from second to sixth, he
added one on ninth to turn in 5-under.
Another birdie followed on 11th and four
more came in a row from 13th to the
16th. That birdie on the 16th gave him
a one-shot lead. 
Then he parred 17th and missed a 10-
footer for the 11th birdie of the day and
finished one behind.
Sungjae Im got into the PGA TOUR
record books with 34 birdies, beating Jon
Rahm’s mark of 32 set last year.
While he was delighted with his record,
Im was still somewhat disappointed
with his third round of 73 on Saturday
which knocked him out of contention in
his search for a third PGA TOUR title.
This is the second birdie record on TOUR
which Im now proudly holds as in 2021,
he snared 498 birdies to set a new record
for most birdies during a season, break-
ing the previous mark of 493 by Steve
Flesch in 2000. 
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Rising Indian star Anahat
Singh signed off with a run-

ner-up finish in the girls’ under-
17 category at the British Junior
Open squash tournament here.
The Indian top-seed Anahat
went down 2-3 to Egyptian sec-
ond seed Nadien Elhammamy
in a tense 68-minute cliffhang-
er at the University of Birming-
ham on Sunday. The 15-year-old
won the opening game 11-7,
before Elhammamy fought back
to claim the next two on tiebreak
13-11 & 12-10.
The Delhi girl won the fourth
game 11-5 to force a decider, and
not much separated the pair in
the fifth, which the Egyptian
clinched 11-9.
Late last month, Anahat won the
Under-19 crown at the Scottish

Junior Open to cap a spectacu-
lar 2023.
In 2023, Anahat secured the
under-19 and senior National
championship double, besides
winning bronze medals in the
mixed doubles and team event
at the Asian Games Huangzhou.
She also won another bronze
partnering Abhay Singh at the
inaugural Asian Mixed Doubles
Championships. Meanwhile,
Aryaveer Dewan, the reigning
US Junior Open boys’ under-15
champion, took third place in
the boys’ under-15 section.
He lost to Egyptian top seed
Philopater Saleh 3-1 in the
semifinals, but bounced back to
win the play-off for third place.
Promising Aadya Budhia was
edged out 3-2 by top seeded
American Vivienne Sze in the
under-13 girls’ quarterfinals.
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Celebrated long distance run-
ner Meb Keflezighi, who

won a silver medal in the 2004
Athens Olympics, has been
named brand ambassador of the
19th Tata Mumbai Marathon
scheduled to be held on Sunday.
The race is a World Athletics
Gold Label event and Procam
International is the promoter of
the event.
“The Tata Mumbai Marathon
has been on my bucket list for
the longest time, and finally
being able to witness Mumbai’s
indomitable spirit, is indeed
exciting,” Keflezighi, an Eritrea-
born American, was quoted as
saying in a press release.
“This event inspired a country
to run and changed mindsets,
that is the true legacy of a
sporting event. Mumbai’s
incredible energy and enthusi-
asm, combined with the dedica-
tion of its runners, embodies the
universal language of endurance.
“I will only say this… remem-
ber to run with purpose,
embrace the journey, and move
ahead together. In every stride,
find the strength to go the dis-
tance and make a difference to
what you believe in.”
Keflezighi has several record-
breaking accolades in his career.
He scripted history when he
became the only runner to win
an Olympic medal (2004), the
New York City Marathon (2009)
and the Boston Marathon
(2014). In 2009, Keflezighi
became the first American since
1982 to win the New York City
Marathon. He has achieved the
feat of being in the top 10 in the
New York Marathon for a total
of eight times in his career.
In 2015, he set a TCS New York
City Marathon masters event
record with a timing of
2:13:32sec. In 2014 he won the
Boston Marathon (2:08:37), the
first American male to do so
since 1983, and the first
American since 1985.
Since 1930, Keflezighi has held
the record for being the oldest
winner of the Boston Marathon
as he triumphed there when he
was 39 years old.
He is also a former USA
National 10,000m track record
holder. The Tata Mumbai
Marathon will flag off from the
iconic Chhatrapati Shivaji
Maharaj Terminus on Sunday. 

Satwiksairaj Rankireddy and Chirag
Shetty have looked in ominous
form in the men’s doubles arena.
They went on a record-breaking
spree to emerge as the best-perform-
ing Indian shuttlers in 2023.
In a span of 12 months, they won an
Asian Games gold, a super 1000
crown in Indonesia, the Korea Open
super 500 and the Swiss Open super
300 before grabbing a a career-best
ranking of World No.1, albeit for a
brief time. The second-seeded pair,
which reached the semifinals in
2023, will look to continue the
good run and go deep in the draw
when they open against the
Indonesian combination of
Muhammad Shohibul Fikri and
Bagas Maulana.
Brimming with confidence after
making three finals in December, the
women’s doubles pair of Ashwini
Ponnappa and Tanisha Crasto will

now look to make the right 
moves this season to crack the glob-
al top 16.
The duo is currently placed 21st in
the Olympic Games Qualification
rankings, ahead of Treesa Jolly and
Gayatri Gopichand, who are at the
27th spot. Ashwini and Tanisha, who
claimed the Guwahati Masters super
100 title, will face USA’s Francesca
Corbett and Allison Lee in the
opening round. With two-time
Olympic medallist P V Sindhu
recovering from a knee injury, India
will have no representation in
women’s singles. There are also no
Indians competing in mixed doubles.
Malaysia Open is one of the four
BWF World Tour Super 1000 tour-
naments, having gained the status
last year. All England Champion-
ships, China Open and Indonesian
Open are the other three in the world
circuit. 
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With the Paris Olympic qualifi-
cation at stake, top Indian

shuttlers, including HS Prannoy
and Lakshya Sen, will hope to begin
the new season on a bright note
when they start their campaign at the
Malaysia Open Super 1000 bad-
minton tournament here on
Tuesday.
A lot will be on the line for Indian
shuttlers in the next four months as
they zoom through a hectic calen-
der, hoping to get inside the world’s
top-16 by April end to book their
berths for the Paris Games.
Frontrunner in the Olympic race,
world no. 8 Prannoy, had a sensa-
tional season with maiden bronze
medals at the World Championships
and the Asian Games and a title-run
at the Malaysia Masters super 500.
He also registered a final finish at the

Australia Open super 500.
The 31-year-old, seeded 8th, will
hope to continue his rich vein of
form when he opens against
Denmark’s Anders Antonsen, who
made a successful comeback from an
injury by winning the Korea Open
in 2023. All eyes will also be on
Lakshya and Kidambi Srikanth as
they fight to get inside the top 16
after enduring contrasting fates last
season.
While world no. 16 Sen claimed the
Canada Open super 500 before los-
ing his form in the back end,
Srikanth, ranked 24, has looked sub-
dued and had just four quarterfinals
finishes to show in 2023.
Things are not going to be easy for
Sen and Srikanth as they face tough
competitors in China’s Weng Hong
Yang and sixth seed Jonatan Christie
of Indonesia respectively in the
opening round here.
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The selectors have clearly
gone for the status quo
rather than addressing

the elephant in the room by
picking Rohit Sharma and Virat
Kohli for their first T20 series
in 14 months. Will it have a
bearing on India’s chances in
another T20 World Cup?
Only time can tell. 
Having endured a heartbreak in
the previous two editions of the
T20 World Cup, the two greats
of the game can’t be faulted for
wanting a final shot at glory in
the format. But the same can’t
be said about the selectors,
who picked a fresh bunch of
players to take the team forward
since the crushing semifinal loss
to England in November 2022.
Now that Rohit and Kohli have
been picked for the home series
against Afghanistan beginning
on January 11, it is a given that
the famed duo will be a part of
India’s squad for the ICC show-
piece in the US and Caribbean
in June.
It also means that India, who
have been guilty of playing
conservative cricket at the top
of the order, are also back to
square one as far as their plan-
ning for the T20 mega event is

concerned.
The two superstars played a
massive role in taking India to
the ODI World Cup final but
can they step up to the demands
of the shortest format where one
needs to go after the bowlers
from ball one?
Rohit, who did not score tons
of runs in the recently held ODI
showpiece but yet managed to
make a compelling impact with
his high risk game, will most
likely carry on in the same vein
when the Afghanistan series
begins in Mohali.
On the other hand, Kohli’s
game is tailor-made for the 50-
over format but he has also
managed to maintain more
than a decent strike rate of
137.96 over 148 T20s. Rohit
strikes at almost 140 in T20s but
he too will need to bat at a high-
er clip to keep up with the fast
changing demands of the mod-
ern game.
In contrast, their teammate and
world’s best T20 batter,
Suryakumar Yadav, bats at a 170
plus strike rate.
The likes of Yashasvi Jaiswal and
Ruturaj Gaikwad showed
promise in the opportunities
they got in the absence of
senior players but there is no
substitute to experience at an

ICC event. It’s a sentiment that
has been unanimously voiced
by former players including
Sunil Gavaskar and Sourav
Ganguly, who have backed the
inclusion of Rohit and Kohli in
the T20 squad.
Former India selector
Sarandeep Singh too feels Rohit
and Kohli are best suited for the
job.
“It is the right call. In ICC
events, you need players who
can handle pressure well. They
both were great in the ODI
World Cup and are in top form.
However, this development
means it would be very difficult
to accommodate Jaiswal and
Ruturaj,” he told PTI.
He also justified the celebrated
pair not playing the shortest for-
mat since November 2022.
“You have to prepare bench
strength also. In all probability
this will be their last T20 World
Cup. If Rohit and Virat were not
rested, you could not have tried
the likes of Jaiswal, Ruturaj,
Jitesh (Sharma) and others.
“Having said that, these two
greats don’t need to play the
shortest format to make a come-
back. Eventually, the perfor-
mance of all the World Cup
probables in the IPL will make
the picture clearer for the sub-

sequent World Cup,” the former
India spinner added.
With Rohit and Kohli’s inclu-
sion, it is amply clear that selec-
tors did not want to rock the
boat. Former India opener
Aakash Chopra feels the selec-
tors had to pick both the greats
as they could not have left one
and included the other.
“It seemed they won’t play
another T20 World Cup (after
2022) as they had not been play-
ing since the previous edition.
Both are in the same boat.
Even if the selectors thought
about leaving out one of the
two, I don’t think they would
have been able to do that. It was
always about picking both or
otherwise,” Chopra said on his
youtube channel.
Hardik Pandya had led the T20
side in Rohit’s absence and was
expected to lead the team in the
US and Caribbean but another
injury setback seems to have
cost him that chance.
Rohit is back as captain and will
have Kohli by his side to rely on
when India take on the spright-
ly bunch of Afghans in the
three-match series. But most
significantly, will they finally be
able to land an elusive ICC title?
That question will be answered
in five months’ time. 
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The culmination of a long and
mixed home season brings

the Indian women’s cricket team
one last opportunity to register
a maiden T20I series triumph
over Australia at home when the
two sides square off in the
series-decider here on Tuesday.
With the three-match affair
levelled 1-1, Harmanpreet
Kaur’s India have a chance to
beat the reigning world cham-
pions Australia in their own den
and kick off the 2024 T20I
World Cup year in style.
India have only one series win
to show against Australia’s four
in their five-series bilateral T20I
history. Their triumph in an
away affair in 2015-16 sits atop
in the list of achievements for
this side.
However, having registered his-
toric wins in one-off Tests ear-
lier this season against both
Australia and England, India
would want to make this one
last opportunity count.
India were on a roll in the first
game and thrashed Australia by
a record margin of nine wick-
ets but their batters cut a sorry
figure in the second. A tricky
pitch here at the DY Patil
Stadium on Sunday did not
allow batters to flourish.
While heavy dew in the first half
of the game assisted India’s
charge with the bat, the absence
of it in the second made the job
of containing the Australian
batters difficult.
But to their credit, the Indian
bowlers did well to take the
game as deep as possible with
some tight lines and sharp field-
ing. However, the home team’s
fielding has only been sporad-
ically good.
Kaur’s own form with the bat
will remain a huge concern for
the hosts, who were humbled by
six wickets in the second game.
The Indian captain has not
made a fifty yet in 10 matches
so far across formats in these
games. She has seven single-
digit scores now in 11 innings
including the first T20I where-
in her services were not
required.
“Every player cannot have a
good day everyday, but sudden-
ly anyone can have a very good
day. It is not the case that we are
(right away) aiming for big
shots but we are trying to play
(as per the) merit of the ball,” all-
rounder Deepti Sharma told the
media after the match when
asked if Kaur’s form was a con-
cern for the team.
Deepti waged a lone battle of
sorts with a combative all-
round performance in the sec-
ond game scoring a 27-ball 31
in a faltering Indian innings to
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give them some late impetus,
and also fought hard with the
ball to take the first two wick-
ets of the four Australian wick-
ets to fall. The pitches for the
two T20Is so far have not
allowed batters to go berserk
especially in the first innings,
allowing the bowlers to domi-
nate the proceedings.
“It has been a really good con-
test between bat and ball, there
is something in it for both the
batters and the bowlers,” said

Australia’s player of the match on Sunday Kim
Garth. “Especially, coming from the wicket that
we played on the Test match, (it) was a lot more

challenging for the batters, so it has been really
pleasing that there has been a bit in it for the
bowlers, particularly with the new ball,” she added.


